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China Street crossing in Rangoon. The intersection is 
one of the busiest in downtown Rangoon, and all 
possible impediments to smooth traffic flow should 
have been guarded against. This would not have been 
a difficult task. Instead, the combination of circum¬ 
stances makes it one of the most chaotic crossings in 
the city, even at mid-day. A conscientious and com¬ 
petent traffic engineering group will be ever watchful 
of bad developments of this kind, and wUl see that the 
necessary preventive and regulatory police measures 
are taken. 

Since the systematic planning and carrying out of 
municipal highway and street improvements will, at 
least for some years, be a departure from the present 
practice, the officials of the local communities wUl 
need assistance in gaining the experience that must go 
into this kind of study, planning and construction. As 
indicated in the recommendations, strengthening of 
the planning group in the Public Works Ministry is 
needed to carry the increased responsibilities that go 
with the rehabilitation program. For municipal im¬ 
provements, the planning group will have to establish 
geometric standards, grades, drainage standards, 
minimum requirements for access and many other 
such factors in the design; wUl have to assist in the 
preparation, or prepare, the plans and specification 
for the work; and will then have to give guidance and 
counsel in the carrying out of the construction. With 
maintenance also a partial responsibihty of the 
national government, maintenance programs and 
procedures will have to be set up, in order that the 
work done may be properly cared for, kept in a 
serviceable and useful condition, and not be per¬ 
mitted to deteriorate. 

In planning for the rehabihtation of the highway 
system of Burma, it was found that a vital part of the 
improvement program must be local improvements in 
the towns and villages. In the past the growth of the 
smaUer communities has been a haphazard and un¬ 
planned development, and this is characteristic of the 
routing of the national and district roads through 
these cities and towns, especiaUy the latter. From the 
study that was made of the highway and traffic con¬ 
ditions in these urban areas, certain basic items devel¬ 
oped as a common need of almost all of the com¬ 
munities, and these have been included in the recom¬ 
mendations of the Report. 

The planning of a program of urban highway im¬ 
provement for any particular city must be a coopera¬ 
tive enterprise between the national and district 
governments on the one hand, and the local authori¬ 
ties. One of the prime factors in the planning is the 
flow of traffic in the area, and since local traffic 
regulation and enforcement can either aid or impede 
this flow, it is necessary that the local police officials 

and other municipal authorities share in the over-all 
planning and carrying out of the improvement. Like¬ 
wise, the municipal officials have an intimate and day 
by day knowledge of local problems, and what other 
improvements (such as housing, sewers, drainage) are 
in prospect and should be integrated with the highway 
and street program. 

It has been found in the United States, where motor 
vehicle traffic is highly developed, that the effect of 
dense urban traffic extends, to a decreasing degree, 
some distance away from the center of the com¬ 
munity, which is generally in the downtown business 
district. This effect is only gc eral in nature, and no 
precise rules can be set down for its extent. However, 
studies of a large number of American communities 
indicate that the radius of effect of urban traffic 
begins to be appreciable at about these distances 
from cities and towns: 

Population 
Radius of Effect* 

(miles) 

300,000-1,000,000 
100,000-300,000 
50,000-100,000 
25,000- 50,000 
10,000- 25,000 
5,000- 10,000 

25 
15 
12 

9 
6 
3 

While the effect is not felt so strongly, nor for as 
great a distance, in the corresponding cities and towns 
in Burma, since the vehicle densities are much less, 
the relationship manifests itself in the same manner. 
Based on the field studies of urban traffic here, it is 
believed that the effect exists to an appreciable degree 
for a distance of 3^ to 4 mUes from cities of 10,000 
to 25,000 population and 2 miles for towns in the 
5,000 to 10,000 class. This means that in making im¬ 
provements in a community the planning will have to 
consider developments within a circle of at least this 
radius, if the future growth of the community and 
its developing traffic are not to be adversely affected. 

3. POPULATION FACTORS 

a. General 
In developing a long-range plan for highway 

development, one of the main influences upon traffic 
is found to be population, especially its distribution in 
urban areas. As population grows, so does traffic 
volume, and especially travel by public vehicles in 
urban areas, and between urban areas. Likewise, truck 
traffic between cities and towns increases, as the need 
to transport food and other commodities increases. 
The number and use of passenger cars, taxis and other 
types of motor vehicles increases correspondingly. 

The increase in motor vehicle traffic may, in some 
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cases, be accompanied by significant shifting in the 
use and type of motor vehicles. As a community 
grows, the use of public transport becomes more and 
more necessary, if traffic congestion in closely built-up 
areas is to be avoided, or its results minimized. 

As the population shifts within a local community 
it may also become necessary in the interest of proper 
civic development and of accommodation, both local 
and through traffic, to re-route the main highways 
through the community, and even to replan and re¬ 
locate local streets to expedite the flow of traffic. 

All of these operations are costly, in developed 
areas, both in construction and land acquisition, and 
the carrying out of the construction also results in 
major inconveniences to both the travehng public and 
the local residents and shopkeepers. In addition, in 
the larger communities, where there are extensive 
electrical, water, and other utility installations, there 
will be still further expense and inconvenience in¬ 
volved in the relocations which accompany the road 
and street modifications. 

For all these reasons, then, it is necessary that the 
proper weight and consideration be given to the fac¬ 
tors making the relocation and reconstruction neces¬ 
sary, one of the most important influences being that 
of population, its distribution, and trends. 

b. Census of Urban Population, 1953 
There was conducted in Burma, in 1953, and to the 

degree possible under condhions of insurgency and 
local unrest then prevaihng, a population census of 
cities, towns and villages. The resulting figures may 
be summarized as follows: 

242 cities, towns, and villages had a total population 
of 2,843,135. 

Excluding the 22 villages enumerated for which the 
population was less than 1,000, 220 cities and towns 
had a total population of 2,826,991. 

Of these, the five largest cities had a total population 
of 1,133,655 persons, divided as follows: 

1. Rangoon (Town) 711,520 
2. Mandalay 182,367 
3. Moulmein 101,720 
4. Bassein 77,382 
5. Henzada 60,666 

1,133,655 

The remaining 215 cides and towns, each having a 
population less than 50,000, are distributed numeri¬ 
cally as foUows, for size: 

8 30-50,000 14 8-10,000 30 3-4,000 
13 20-30,000 15 6- 8,000 33 2-3,000 
16 15-20,000 17 5- 6,000 36 1-2,000 

215 

For the purpose of this section of this Report, as 
relating to highway programs, classifications, etc., the 
communities wUl be classified as foUows: 

Major Cities Population over 50,000 5 
Other Cities              „ 20-50,000 21 
Towns                       „ 5-20,000 74 
Villages                     „ 1- 5,000 120 

220 

c. Urban Densities 
In planning the local improvement program, con¬ 

sideration was given to planning the street improve¬ 
ments in proper relationship to the population and 
areas of the communities involved. The relationship 
between population, developed area of the community 
and highway and street lengths within this area, is 
subject to variation from a number of factors. The 
more important factors are the population of the 
community, its basic nature, its stage of development, 
topography, barriers to expansion. 

In developing the details of the local projects in the 
first stage of the highway rehabihtation and improve¬ 
ment program, it was found that with a few explain¬ 
able exceptions, the population-area relationship was 
fairly consistent. The following cities will serve as 
examples: 

Density 
(persons per 
square mile) 

Mandalay 10,200 
Henzada 25,100 
Prome 25,500 
Myingyan 24,400 
Chauk 28,400 
Pyinmana 18,700 
MeiktUa 18,500 
Shwebo 20,800 
Thayetmyo 14,700 

The density is based on the area of the developed 
portion of the city, as observed or estabhshed from 
local maps. These are very high densities, as compared 
to cities in the United States. Nine comparable 
American cities of populations between 40,000 and 
220,000, based on the 1950 census, were compared to 
those above. It was found that the average density was 
approximately 7,700 persons per square mile; the 
figure varying from 6,200 to 9,800. The disparity be¬ 
tween the cities in Burma and those in the United 
States, however, is not as great as the figures show, 
since the areas in the United States are those within 
the corporate limits. These are often somewhat beyond 
the limits of the present developed area. As a result it 
is believed that the average density value in the US 
would be approximately 9,000 to 10,000 persons per 
square mile, based on the developed area. 
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This compares to a reasonable average of 23,000 
persons per square mile for the Burmese communities. 
This relatively high density produces no immediate 
problem, insofar as general traffic is concerned, due to 
the relatively small number of cars in most of the 
communities, as indicated in the vehicle registration 
figures in Table XVI-3A. It does point, however, to 
one serious current need, and this is borne out by 
common experience in and between a number of 
communities. The facihties provided for travel by bus 
are very inadequate, almost all vehicles in and be¬ 
tween local communities are much overcrowded, and 
the service in general is not good. 

As a long-range problem, the overcrowding of cities 
and towns will produce traffic congestion of a very 
serious nature, as the number of motor vehicles in¬ 
creases, and the use is intensified. For this reason 
careful planning of highway improvements is es¬ 
pecially necessary. Many of the decisions taken in this 
direction will commit and influence the future develop¬ 
ment of the communities, and the long-range trends 
of population, community development and motor 
vehicle traffic. 

d. Urban and Rural Population 
It was necessary in establishing the basic trends of 

highway traffic, and its proper accommodation upon 
the highway network, both existing and as planned 
for future development, to establish the relative popu¬ 
lation, as between rural and urban areas, in the dis¬ 
tricts, divisions and the autonomous states of Burma. 

Because of insurgency, no decennial census was 
made in 1951 in Burma. Based on the growth patterns 
indicated by the 1931 and 1941 censuses, and the 
much more rapid increase in the population of the 
urban areas, as revealed by a comparison of the 1941 
and 1953 urban censuses, factors of increase were set 
up for the various parts of the nation. From these 
data, estimates were made of the rural, urban, and 
total population in each of the political subdivisions 
in Burma. These estimates are shown in Table XVI-7 
(see next page). Also shown in the table are the 
estimated total populations of the divisions and of 
the eastern States. For the latter, no current figures 
are available as to urban population, and total 
estimates only could be made. 

As shown in the table, the total population of 
Burma in 1951 is estimated to be 19,250,000, of which 
2,940,000 (15-3%) are urban and 16,310,000 (84-7%) 
are rural residents. Almost half of the total population 
lives in the southerly three divisions (Pegu, Irrawaddy 
and Tenasserim) and if the Magwe and Mandalay 
Divisions are added, more than two thirds of the 
nation's population is accounted for. 

The Pegu Division, which includes Rangoon, has 

an urban population which is 33-8 % of the total. The 
urban percentages for other divisions are materially 
less, the second largest being the Mandalay Division, 
in which 18-5 % of the population is urban. In four of 
the light divisions the urban population is less than 
10% of the divisional total. 

4. TREND AND ANTICIPATED TRAFFIC 

The growth of motor vehicle traffic in Burma has 
been a sporadic and irregular matter, largely affected 
by extraneous influences for which no known ex¬ 
perience factors can serve as a basis of estimate. Pre¬ 
vious to World War II there were only a few motor 
vehicles in the whole Union. Military opsrations, and 
especially the transport and logistical problems created 
thereby, brought a great number of vehicles to Burma, 
but the majority were either for the haul and use of 
military equipment or for military personnel. Many 
of these vehicles remained here after the end of 
hostUities, and of these a considerable number—pos¬ 
sibly 3,500—are now in use by the army of the Union. 
The vast majority, however, were immediately put to 
civilian use, either directly or after being converted. 
In this way, the number of trucks and buses in use 
became a very large proportion of the total number 
of registered vehicles. 

Even so, there is a deficiency of vehicles in Burma, 
especially those for public hire and transport of 
passengers. The older vehicles now operating on the 
streets are from eight to ten years old, have been sub¬ 
jected to very severe operating conditions (as a result 
of the rough and otherwise maltreated and neglected 
pavements encountered since the war and insurrec¬ 
tion) and cannot continue to operate much longer. 
Actually, at present, the loss due to "wearing out" is 
slightly greater than the increase each year due to 
import of cars. 

Probably one of the most striking features of traffic 
in Burma, to the casual observer who has comparable 
experience elsewhere, is the persistent and almost 
complete overloading of hire vehicles, especially buses. 
On a recent field trip, for example, it was observed 
that a bus designed for 18 passengers, seated, was 
carrying a total of 46, including the two spare-men 
and three other passengers who were standing on the 
rear bumper of the bus and precariously clinging to 
the rear portion of the body. Such conditions are very 
common, and can be observed in every community 
and on the open, rural road as well. Buses so over¬ 
loaded are a menace to the safety of the passengers, 
and to occupants of other motor vehicles as well. 

The truck condition is scarcely better. Very heavy 
and bulky loads are often placed on the tops of truck 
bodies, thus raising the center of gravity of the loaded 
vehicle to an alarming degree. And more and more, of 
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TABLE XVI-7 

ESTIMATED POPULATION OF BURMA, 1951 
(in thousands) 

Total Division Total Urban Rural 
1951 1951 1951 1951 

Arakan Division 1,350 (7-3%) (92-7%) 
1. Akyab 866 68 798 
2. Arakan HiU Tracts 39 6 33 
3. Kyaukpyu 287 16 271 
4. Sandoway 158 9 149 

Pegu Division 3,470 (33-8%) (66-2%) 
5. Rangoon Town 676-4 676-4 0 
6. Pegu 663-6 158-6 505 
7. Tharrawaddy 668 98 570 
8. Hanthawaddy 523 50 473 
9. Insein 441 112 329 

10. Prome 498 81 417 

Irrawaddy Division 3,030 (12-6%) 87-4%) 
11. Bassein 757 103 654 
12. Henzada 790 91 699 
13. Myaungmya 556 76 480 
14. Maubin 488 48 440 
15. Pyapon 439 64 375 

Tenasserim Division 2,405 (15-5%) (84-5%) 
16. Salween 65* 8* 57* 
17. Thaton 676 70 606 
18. Amherst 677 138 539 
19. Tavoy 241 41 200 
20. Mergui 206 39 167 
21. Toungoo 540 77 463 

Magwe Division 2,170 (8-7%) (91-3%) 
22. Thayetmyo 338 39 299 
23. Minbu 345 13 332 
24. Magwe 638 73 565 
25. Pakokku 637 45 592 
26. Chin Hills 212 18 194 

Mandalay Division 2,175 (18-5%) (81-5%) 
27 ^ 
2C,' > Mandalay incl. Town 

29. Kyaukse 

466 222 244 

174 15-5 158-5 
30. MeiktUa 392 37 355 
31. Myingyan 614 71-5 542-5 
32. Yamethin 529 57 472 

Sagaing Division 2,630 (6-8%) (93-2%) 
33. Bhamo 147 9-5 138-5 
34. Myitkyina 340 14-5 325-5 
35. Shwebo 547 42-5 504-5 
36. Sagaing 441 32-5 408-5 
37. Katha 332 18 314 
38. Lower Chindwin 488 40 448 
39. Upper Chindwin 239 13 226 
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TABLE XVI - 7 (continued) 

393 

Total 
1951 

Division Total 
1951 

Urban 
1951 

Rural 
1951 

Eastern States 
North Shan States 
South Shan States 
Karenni 
Wa 

788 
1,058 

80 
94 

2,020 (7%*) (93%*) 

Notes: Urban: Includes aU communities of 1,000 or more. 
Rural: Includes rural and all communities less than 1,000. 

* Estimated. 

late, the overcrowding of the buses has caused truck 
operators to engage, on the side, in the bus transport 
business. Many loaded and nearly loaded trucks are 
observed to be carrying two to five passengers, in 
addition to the working crew. This unregulated and 
iUegal practice should be stopped at once, as it also 
creates a dangerous condition in traffic. 

With a demonstrated shortage of vehicles for the 
passengers and goods now desiring to be carried by 
pubhc transport, the Government should exercise 
every effort to improve the conditions for the import 
of vehicles, to take the place of those worn out and no 
longer on the highways, and additional vehicles, es¬ 
peciaUy trucks and buses, to serve the increased 
traffic already desiring such service. 

As to the rate at which the traffic wUl increase, the 
answer is difficult to make. Total registrations in 
countries where the vehicle population is low can in¬ 
crease more rapidly than ones in which the number of 
cars and trucks is already substantial and somewhat 
stabilized. On this basis, and if there were no import 
restrictions to impede the process, it seems possible 
that the vehicle population in Burma, and thus the 
total traffic, could double in the next five years. How¬ 
ever, the import exchange obstacles cannot be com¬ 
pletely removed even if the recommendations are 
effectively put into force. On the basis of experience 
in evaluating factors of this nature, it is estimated that 
the vehicle registration in the Union wiU increase by 
one third in the next five-year period. Thus, by 1958, 
the vehicle population of Burma would be approxi¬ 
mately 35,000. It is suggested that the highway plan¬ 
ning and expenditures be geared to that level of 
growth. 

Betterment of the conditions of the Union roads. 

especiaUy the national system as recommended below, 
wiU bring about an increased use by vehicles of aU 
roads, and this increased road usage wiU also be an 
important growth factor. 

5. THE OX CART 

One of the problems that has plagued the Depart¬ 
ment of Building and Roads, and its predecessor 
bodies, is that of the accommodation of the ox cart 
upon highways with mixed traffic, travehng at differ¬ 
ing speeds. 

Based on the best available data on agriculture, in 
1948-49, it can be demonstrated that there are 
1,500,000-1,700,000 ox teams in Burma at the present 
time. While the larger figure is subject to some qualffi¬ 
cation, there are certainly not less than one and one 
half mUlion teams in service, and occasionaUy using 
the pubhc highways of the Union. On the basis that 
these buUock teams are in use by the owner-cultiva¬ 
tors, for plowing and other farm duties, at least half 
the time, and possibly two thirds, the ox-team popula¬ 
tion represents a net total of say 700,000 vehicle units 
on the local, and occasionally on the main roads. As a 
consequence of this number, as compared to the total 
motor vehicles in use at present, and the wide dis¬ 
parity in their respective speeds and behavior in 
traffic, the ox cart is important as a traffic factor in 
rural areas and smaUer communities. 

The vehicle is important for another reason as well. 
On narrow pavement surfaces, such as exist now in 
all parts of Burma, a motor vehicle which overtakes a 
cart going in the same direction or meets an approach¬ 
ing one, causes the animal-drawn vehicle to turn off 
the pavement surface and on to the shoulder. This 
process, since ahnost aU of the carts have narrow band 
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steel tires, is destructive to the edges of pavements, 
especially bituminous surfaces. The condition is es¬ 
pecially damaging in recent times, for the lack of 
adequate highway maintenance has permitted the sur¬ 
face of the shoulder to become depressed, adjacent to 
the edge of the roadway surface. This step, which is 
bumped over twice each time a cart leaves the paved 
way and then returns to it, is sometimes six to eight 
inches in height, and hardly ever, except immediately 
after the visit of the road gang, less than two inches. 
A great deal of the raveling and ragged-toothed edges 
of the present pavements is due to this cause. 

As examples of the destructive effect of "turning 
off," see Plate 1, in Section C of this chapter. 

In the case of gravel and earth roads, the result of 
the turning-off process by carts is to produce ruts in 
the road surface. These are dangerous to other traffic 
and costly to eliminate by maintenance. 

The problem has several solutions: 
(a) The development of a pneumatic-tired cart, to 

avoid damage to the pavement edges, and to reduce 
rutting on gravel and earth roads. 

(b) The insistence, by the traffic regulatory agencies, 
that the present narrow (in some cases as little as one- 
inch width) steel-band tires be replaced by wider tires, 
to reduce the high unit pressure on the pavement 
immediately under the tire as it goes off or comes on 
to the pavement surface, and to reduce the effect of 
rutting on gravel and earth rgads. 

(c) To force the carts to use only the shoulders, or 
other berm roads. 

(d) To reconstruct the road surfaces with sufficient 
width to eliminate, or at least drasticaUy reduce, 
the "turning-off" process. This scheme will only be 
completely successful if it is accompanied by a major 
improvement in the quality of shoulder maintenance, 
for the surfaces immediately adjacent to the pavement 
must be well kept, and at the same elevation as the 
surface of the latter. 

(e) To surface the shoulders, to provide on them a 
surface of sufficient strength to carry the cart loads, 
even with narrow tires. 

It is the consultant's view that a combination of 
solutions (d) and (e) is the preferable answer to the 
problem. Strong recommendations as to road main¬ 
tenance and especially that on shoulders, are made in 
this Report. The recommendations for roadway sec¬ 
tions on the national roads, district roads and farm- 
to-market roads, as more fully described elsewhere 
and shown on Plates 6-9, provide treated shoulder 
surfaces, of sufficient width to accommodate mixed 
traffic with a minimum necessity to leave the pave¬ 
ment. 

In several countries, and especiaUy in the PhUlipines, 
the governments have been fairly successful in obtain¬ 

ing the use of wider cart tires by having wheels with 
such tires made by prison labor and sold to the cart 
owners at a very nominal price. Various methods were 
used to popularize the pubhc interest and participation 
in the program, but the most important factor appears 
to have been the low price at which the equipment was 
made available. It may well be that with present con¬ 
ditions in Burma, a parallel idea would have fruitful 
results, and that the road maintenance costs would be 
sufficiently reduced, over a reasonable period, to make 
the program economically feasible. 

Highway grades, too, have to be held to a very low 
figure in areas where the bullock carts and coohe carts 
are used. It has been found in India, for example, that 
a gradient of 1 : 40 (which is 2^ %) is about the maxi¬ 
mum that can be negotiated by either of these vehicles 
with the weight of loads that are commonly carried. 
In recent years, several major structures and highway 
approaches have been designed and constructed under 
this hmitation. 

E. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER HIGHWAY 
SYSTEMS 

1. GENERAL COMPARISONS 

Burma has been previously compared with other 
countries as to motor vehicle registration density 
(Table XVI-4). It was indicated that there was in 
Burma in 1952 one vehicle for each 800 persons, as 
compared to one for each 350 for several other 
countries and one for each 3-2 persons in the United 
States. However, the number of vehicles per capita is 
not the sole measure of the adequacy or inadequacy 
of motor transport. The stage of development of the 
country, its size, physical characteristics, climatology, 
topography, essential industries and agriculture, and 
other transport facUities, and many other factors have 
a bearing on the general problem. 

To iUustrate the influence of these factors, a general 
discussion of their effects in other countries and in 
several states of the United States is presented in the 
remainder of this section. The states are hereafter re¬ 
ferred to as "comparative states," and a brief descrip¬ 
tion is given of each. The statistical data is later set 
down in tables applicable to the several aspects of the 
study. 

The total road construction program, as carried out 
year after year in the United States, although varying 
in extent somewhat in times of economic upheaval, 
has been on a constantly increasing scale. The magni¬ 
tude of the increase is shown in Plate 4. In the past 
thirty years a total of 830,195 miles of state roads have 
been buUt in the United States. In the average year, 
more than 27,000 miles of highway were constructed, 
and in 1951, the maximum year, the figure was 43,900 
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mUes. Also shown on the plate are the pavement types 
for an average year and for 1951. 

a. Comparative States 
Iowa. This is a midwestern state, predominantly 

agricultural, although there is also some coal mining. 
The state road system dates from about 1900, and the 
Highway Commission was estabhshed in 1913. 

Kansas. This is also a farming state. The earliest 
transport was by water, on the Missouri. This was re¬ 
placed by rail transport, and then by the motor 
vehicle. There were 9,000 miles of improved roads in 
the state in 1937, and this has since grown to more than 
37,000. 

Ohio. This is a farm-industrial state. Early traffic 
used the Ohio River, and the earhest transcontinental 
highway, the National Pike, traversed southern 
Ohio. 

California. Since the start of World War II, this 
state, once predominantly agricultural, has grown 
rapidly in the dhection of hght industry. Highway 
transport began to develop rapidly in 1900, and the 
Highway Commission was instituted in 1909. The 
state has been very progressive in the development of 
good highway construction and maintenance tech- 
luques. 

South Dakota. This is a small farming state. The 
state road system came into being about 1905, and 
since then almost aU the prairie traUs have been con¬ 
verted to motor highways. 

To indicate the degree to which the farmer in the 
United States has conveiuent access to communities 
other than his own by reason of being on or close to 
all-weather roads, consider the data in Table XVI-8. 

TABLE XVI - 8 

DISTANCE FROM FARMS TO ALL-WEATHER 
ROADS, U.S. 

(per cent of all farms) 

Distance from Farm to All-weather Road, miles 

State 

0-0-2 0-2-0-3 0-5-0-9 1-1-9 2-0-50 
Over 

5 Miles 

Iowa 66 9 3-5 10-5 6 1 
Kansas 47 10 3 16 14 6 
Ohio 82 5 1-5 4-5 2 0-3 
California 85 3-5 1 2-5 1-5 0-7 
South Dakota 40 12 4 17 13 11 

seasons), and in the northeast and Pacffic coast states, 
the figure was four fifths. 

The increasing access which the rural citizen has 
to the developing road network is also weU shown on 
Plate 5, US Rural Road Mileage, 1904-53. Both the 
surfaced mUeage and the non-surfaced mUeage rose 
rapidly during the 50-year period, the latter at an 
especially high rate during the ten years preceding 
World War II. The proportion of the total rural mUe¬ 
age which is surfaced has also climbed steadUy, and 
at the present time 57 % of the total rural mUeage is 
paved. 

b. Comparative Countries 
To estabhsh the current nature and probable future 

of motor transport in Burma in the foreseeable future, 
the similarities with other countries, both in Asia and 
elsewhere, were scrutinized. While the data from 
several of these is incomplete, the attempt was made 
to cast it in a form to be useful in the studies of the 
highway trends. There follow some signfficant figures 
and comments on highway work in several selected 
countries. 

Turkey. Turkey had a national income in 1950 of 
TL7,162 mUUon (TLl = $0.36 =K1.72), ahnost half 
of which was derived from agricxUture, forestry 
and fishing. In 1950, the total highway budget was 
TL82-5 million, as follows: 

Revenues 
General Budget 
Loans 

TL53   mUhon 
19-5 
10 

TL82-5 miUion 

This income was expended as foUows: 
Provincial Highways TL7   miUion 
Trunk-hne Construction 50 
Maintenance and Administration 25-5 

In 1945, two thirds of all farms in the United States 
were on aU-weather roads (passable at aU tunes and 

TL82-5 mUhOn 

Guatemala. In 1950, the national income was Q50 
mUhon (Ql =$1 =K4.75), and ahnost 60% was 
derived from agriculture, fishing and forestry. 

The net highway budget of Q4-03 milhon, 8% of 
the national income, was not sufficient for the proper 
maintenance and restoration of existing roads, and 
more funds were made avaUable by the addition of 
Ql-43 milhon from the receipts of the coffee tax. In 
the original budget Ql-8 miffion had been aUotted for 
maintenance, including shops and incidentals, a total 
of $525 per mile of highway. 

Ceylon. In 1951-52, the expenditures for replace¬ 
ment and reconstruction totaled Rs.21-8 miUion, and 
the bridge and road maintenance was Rs.17-2 mUhon, 
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TABLE XVI - 9A 

POPULATION, LAND AREAS, HIGHWAY MILEAGES 

Present Highways, miles 

Population 
Total 

Land Area 
(sa mi.) 

Per cent 
Cultivated State or Country 

Metaled Metaled Dirt Total and Surfaced Only Roads 

Burma 19,250,000 261,749 10 2,080 3,527 2,449 8,056 
Entire U.S. 150,555,592 2,977,128 19 1,616,557 1,319,495 66,457 3,002,509 

Iowa 2,621,073 56,280 60 66,518 34,769 22 101,309 
Kansas 1,905,299 82,276 43 37,415 91,749 337 129,601 
Ohio 7,946,627 41,222 41 76,112 9,383 8 88,503 
Cahfornia 10,586,223 1,569,213 8 58,634 38,587 269 97,690 
So. Dakota 652,740 77,047 33 31,079 64,079 174 95,332 

Iraq 4,800,000 168,400 Not known 1,550 320 3,130 5,000 
Ceylon 7,550,000 25,000 20 11,100 8,000 19,100 
Guatemala 2,787,000 45,452 6-5 — — 3,400* 
Turkey 20,900,000 299,000 Not known 

(National roads) 8,000t 2,700 2,700 13,400 

Note: For Vehicle Registration, see Table XVI-4. 
* National and departmental roads. 
t Includes 2,850 miles of ruined macadam. 

making a total of Rs.39 miffion. These funds were ex¬ 
pended on a national system 11,095 miles in length. 
This represents only Rs. 1,550 per mile per year. 

Iraq. In Iraq, the provincial governments and the 
towns control the secondary roads and urban streets. 
For the national system, administered by the pubhc 
works department, the maintenance costs are allo¬ 
cated on the basis of the Ministry's budget. The unit 
cost per year was ID40 per km. (ID 1 = $2.80 = 
K13.3) or $180 per mile per year, or K850 per mile 
per year. 

2. STATISTICAL DATA, DENSITIES 

There are presented here two tables, from which 
comparisons can be made to evaluate the current 
state of development of Burma's highway system. 
The tables are XVI-9A, Population, Land Areas, 
Highway Mileages; and XVI-9B, Highways—Land 
Areas. From these tables, the following observations 
can be made: 

(a) Burma is proportionately less developed, agri¬ 
culturally, than any of the comparative American 
states, except California, which has a high proportion 
of rugged mountainous area. However, the cultiva¬ 
tion of individual holdings here is much more intense 
than for the other countries or states listed. 

(b) In Table XVI-9A, the comparison of types of 
pavement and pavement surface is of interest in view 

TABLE XVI - 9B 

HIGHWAYS—LAND AREAS 
COMPARATIVE STATES AND COUNTRIES 

State or 
Total Mileage, 

Roads and Streets 

Miles of Roads and 
Streets per sq. mile 

Land Area 
Country 

Surfaced Total Surfaced Total 

Burma 2,080 8,056 0-008 0-031 
Entire U.S. 1,864,405 3,321,472 0-63 M2 

Iowa 74,209 111,526 1-33 1-99 
Kansas 42,442 136,844 0-52 1-67 
Ohio 91,346 104,821 2-22 2-55 
California 75,266 117,022 0-48 .    0-75 
So. Dakota 32,615 97,713 0-43 1-28 

Iraq 1,550 3,450 0-009 002 
Ceylon — 19,100 — 0-77 
Guatemala — 3,400 — 008 

Notes: For vehicle registration, 1950, see Table XVI-4. 
For land areas, see Table XVI-9A. 

of the differing degree of development of the several 
states and countries. The high percentage of surfaced 
road for the older systems is significant, in that this is 
probably the direction into which the pressure of 
traffic wiU force the highway administration in plan¬ 
ning for the principal Union routes, I and II, and later 
the others, III-VIII. 
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TABLE XVI -10 

OUTLAYS OF STATE REVENUES 
STATE-ADMINISTERED HIGHWAYS, 1950 

(in thousands of dollars) 

399 

Capital Outlay, Roads 
and Bridges 

Maintenance Outlay General Outlays                  •■  „   . 
Retire- 

Total 
State 

Primary 
(Rural) 

Urban 
Exten¬ 
sions 

Total 
Primary 
(Rural) 

Urban 
Exten¬ 
sions 

Total 
Admin. 
Engrg. 

High¬ 
way 

Police 

Inter¬ 
est 

Obliga- 
Subtotal        tions 

Disburse¬ 
ment 

* Includes 132,971 (park, etc., roads) and 176,230 (secondary roads under state control). 

(c) It is from Table XVI-9B that the lack of high¬ 
way facilities in Burma really appears. For the average 
of all of the Uiuted States there are 0-63 miles of sur¬ 
faced street or highway per square mile of land area. 
For Burma, the figure is one fortieth as great. For 
total pavements (both smrfaced and unsurfaced), the 
story is oiUy shghtly better, the ratio being one thirty- 
sixth. Only Iraq has a comparable figure, as shown in 
the last two columns of the table. 

3. STATE ADMINISTERED HIGHWAYS 

In Section M of this chapter, the sources of the state 
revenues for highway purposes in the United States 
are tabulated. The fuel tax totals almost half of the 
states' highway income, and vehicle hcence fees total 
a quarter of the whole. 

In Table XVI-IO, the disbursement of these funds 
for state-administered highways is shown by basic 
categories. The values in the table are listed in 
thousands of dollars, and represent the capital out¬ 
lays for roads and bridges, the maintenance outlay, 
and the general outlays for state-administered funds, 
in 1950. 

It wiU be noted that for both Kansas and South 
Dakota, almost 95 % of the capital outlay was on the 
primary system. The counterpart proportion was 60 % 
for the entire United States. Likewise, almost 80% 
of the outlay for maintenance went for service to the 
primary system. 

The total outlays of state revenues for state ad¬ 
ministered highways, for the total of all of the states 
making up the United States may be summarized, 
from Table XVI-IO, as foUows: 

Thousands Per cent 
of Dollars of Whole 

Capital Outlay 1,533,859 62-0 
Maintenance 501,487 20-0 
Administration, Engineering 109,841 4-5 
Highway Police 77,612 3-0 

Subtotal, Current Expenses 
Debt Retirement 

Total Disbursements to State- 
administered Highways 

2,283,513 
199,407 

92-0 
8-0 

2,482,920      100-0 

During 1949, also, local governmental units ex¬ 
pended on the streets of the cities, towns and villages 
of the United States a total of more than twenty 
million dollars, divided as follows: 

Total 20,633 

In the same year, the spending by local urban units 
on streets of cities and towns was, for the entire 
United States, more than seven hundred miUion 
dollars, as foUows: 

Right of Way 13,062 
Construction 301,062 
Maintenance 341,530 
Miscellaneous 53,169 

Total 708,823 
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4. MAGNITUDE OF PROGRAM 

During 1950, the magnitude of the operations 
carried out by the state highway departments was as 
shown in Table XVI-11. These were contracts awarded 
during the year, with and without federal funds in¬ 
volved in the financing. The work had to be planned; 
the contract drawings, specifications and estimates 

TABLE XVI-11 

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS AWARDED 
BY STATE HIGHWAY DEPARTMENTS, 1950 

Projects with, or Partly Projects without 
with. Federal Funds Federal Funds 

State 
No. of 
Pro¬ Cost Miles 

No. of 
Pro¬ Cost Miles 

jects ($1,000) jects ($1,000) 

Iowa 407 22,260 1,257 682 10,903 2,399 
Kansas 345 17,400 1,754 198 4,948 923 
Ohio 231 48,676 470 298 14,408 2,141 
California 113 36,139 381 253 25,407 528 
South Dakota 187 11,988 1,194 9 1,293 r       98 

had to be prepared; and the work had to be supervised 
by the several departments. 

There were in progress during the year a total of 
almost 13,500 projects, involving the expenditure of a 
biffion and a half doUars and resulting in the con¬ 
struction and improvement of some 55,000 miles of 
highway in the United States. 

Likewise, the federal aid projects completed during 
the year, on primary and secondary rural and urban 
highways, are shown in Table XVI-12. 

5. TYPES OF CONSTRUCTION 

Various types of highway construction are used in 
each of the states in the United States. Engineering 
comparisons are constantly being made to determine 
the most suitable and economic surface to use in any 
given location and set of circumstances, and alternate 
bids on different types are sometimes called for to 
verify the comparisons. Also, the price of local materi¬ 
als often has a determining influence. 

Table XVI-13 brings the picture into focus for the 
whole United States. In it are shown the mileages of 
various types of pavement at the beginning of 1950, 
and the mileage changes resulting from new construc¬ 
tion and replacement during the year. 

6. SOURCES OF DATA 

In this section, and in the part of the Report relating 
to highways, material and factual data, as weU as 
comparisons and general information, have been 
drawn from many sources, the more important of 
which are listed below: 

Burma 
(a) BuUdings and Roads Department, Ministry of 

Pubhc Works, data on operations of Department, its 
administrative organization, programs, budgets, costs, 
etc., from prewar and postwar reports of the Depart¬ 
ment; records of the Department; Highway Act of 
1907 and notffications; and numerous consultations 
with officers and staff of the Department and execu¬ 
tive and district engineers in the central office and 
district offices throughout Burma. 

(b) Motor vehicle registration and related data 
from Office of Motor Vehicle Registration, Rangoon. 

(c) Population figures and growth rates (in part) 

TABLE XVI -12 

US FEDERAL AID HIGHWAY PROJECTS COMPLETED, 1950 

(costs in thousands of dollars) 

Total 
Rural Highways 

Urban 

State Primary Secondary 
Highways 

Miles Cost Miles Cost Miles Cost Miles Cost 

Iowa 1,164-8 24,328 291-6 13,400 864-5 8,571 8-7 2,357 
Kansas 1,980-1 23,386 427-5 13,834 1,537-1 6,963 15-5 2,569 
Ohio 209-7 28,802 66-9 14,668 133-9 4,695 8-9 9,439 
Cahfornia 223-1 26,149 64-1 12,005 145-2 7,845 13-8 6,299 
South Dakota 823-1 8,655 283-6 4,358 538-5 4,081 1-0 216 
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from Office of the Commissioner of the Census, Ran¬ 
goon. 

(d) "Report to Government of Burma on Low Cost 
Roads," F. L. D. Wooltorton, Public Works Depart¬ 
ment, 1948. 

(e) "The Motor Roads of Burma," 4th Edhion 
(1948), pubhshed by Burmah Oil Co. Ltd., Rangoon. 

(f) "Burma Handbook," 1945, published by 
Government of Burma at Simla. 

Other Sources 
(a) From US Bureau of Public Roads: 

(1) "Highway Statistics," Summary to 1945, and 
1950. 

(2) "Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges." 
(3) "Standard Specifications for Testing and 

Materials." 
(b) From Committee on Inter-Regional Highways, 

US: Report to the President and Congress, 1944. This 
contains much data on long-range regional highway 
planning, basic standards for design of roadways and 
structures in both rural and urban areas. 

(c) United States Census of Agriculture, 1945, for 
data on farms, farm income and land areas. 

(d) From Highway Research Board, U.S.: 
(1) Bulletin 13, "Appraisal of Terrain Conditions 

for Highway Engineering Purposes," 1948. 
(2) July 1951 Abstracts, Maintenance Costs. 

(e) SoUs investigations and testing: 
(1) American Society for Testing Materials, 

PhUadelphia, Pa, "Procedure for Testing SoUs." 
(2) US Bureau of Public Roads: Many reports in 

"Public Roads," various issues, on general and de¬ 
tailed aspects of the problem, including research on 
soil constants, soU road surfaces, pressures on culvert 
structures, subgrade surveys and studies, non-rigid 
pavements, drainage of sub-grades, and others. 

(f) "American Highway Practice," by Dr. L. I. 
Hewes of US Bureau of Public Roads, John Wiley 
and Sons, 1949. 

(g) "Highway Maintenance Manual," Division of 
Highways, State of California, US. 

(h) "Organization Manual," Ohio Department of 
Highways, US, and Sixth Annual Report (1953), 
showing administrative structure of Division of High¬ 
ways, State of California, US. 

(i) Worid Bank Reports on Ceylon (1953), Guate¬ 
mala (1951), Iraq (1950) and Turkey (1951). Pub¬ 
lished by Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Maryland, 
US. 

(j) "Regulatory Administration," Geo. A. Gra¬ 
ham and Henry Reining, Jr., Editors. Pubhshed by 
John Wiley and Sons, 1943. 

(k) "Automobile Facts and Figures," and "Truck 
Facts and Figures," published annuaUy by Auto¬ 

mobile Manufacturers Association, US general data 
on vehicles registration, road and street mileages, 
highway costs and financing. 

(1) Associated General Contractors, U.S.: Paper 
on the "Influence of Modern Equipment on Highway 
Construction," 1952, a complete historical review of 
the invention and development of modern mechanical 
equipment for highway construction, and the effect of 
its use on prices, productivity and the industry. 

F. DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

As with all road systems, the one in Burma suffers 
from having been built in segments, each of which was 
presumably modified from the last construction to 
meet the current requirements of good design prac¬ 
tice. As a result, the design standards are different on 
different parts of the system, and even on different 
portions of the same road. These inequities and pecu¬ 
liarities should be removed whenever opportunity 
permits in order that the operating and maintenance 
conditions shall be as nearly uniform and to as high a 
standard as possible. 

As a motorist drives along a through highway he 
should not be confronted with frequent and unreason¬ 
able changes in pavement width, with alternately wide 
and narrow structures, and with variable shoulder 
widths and treatments. Also the standards for hori¬ 
zontal curvature and for sight distance, and especially 
their combination under unusual conditions, need to 
be such that the vehicle can be driven at a fairly con¬ 
stant speed, and with a feeling of confidence on the 
part of the operator. Likewise, the grades should be 
such as to produce safe and feasible operating speeds, 
with no undue strain on the vehicle, and this is espe¬ 
cially true for the use of heavy trucks in mountain areas 
where the operating speeds are also likely to be ham¬ 
pered by alignment restriction due to topography. 

The design standards to be adopted and used for 
the rehabilitation program have to be developed con¬ 
currently with the basic requirements which should be 
adopted for all new construction under the long-range 
program for highway improvement. The latter stand¬ 
ards should be of as high quality as the economics of 
the program will permit, and there should not be any 
compromises with basic requirements. 

Very serious consideration, too, should be given to 
fashioning the details of the roadway and shoulder 
section for the Union and district road system to 
facilitate the use of modern maintenance equipment 
in order that the "housekeeping" on the reconstructed 
and new sections of the highways may be of the best 
quahty, and economic as well. Likewise, the drainage 
details should be adequate, as simple as possible, and 
also susceptible to good maintenance. 
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In general, the design standards now being used by 
the Department are basicaUy sound but need modffi¬ 
cation to be adapted to good modern practice. Com¬ 
promises have been made in the past, in most cases to 
solve some local alignment, grade or property acquisi¬ 
tion problems. The reconstruction offers a good 
opportunity to correct a number of these situations at 
the time that other construction operations are being 
carried on in the immediate locality. 

The standards now established, though not always 
adhered to in adverse circumstances, are: 

(a) Design speed: 30 m.p.h. With the sharp curves 
which now exist in a number of places on main roads, 
this speed could not be achieved. 

(b) Sight distance: 800 ft. minimum, though there 
are a number of vertical curves on various roads of the 
system that are sharp enough to yield only 400-450 ft., 
and in a few instances 350 ft., or slightly more. 

(c) Limiting grade: 3-33% (= 1 : 30). Many grades 
are much steeper than this, especially in upper Burma. 
In some instances the grade is too steep for only short 
stretches. 

(d) Side slopes: 1^ to 1 and 2 to 1. It was noticed in 
the inspection trips that the cut slopes needed to be 
cut back at a great many locations, to prevent the 
blocking of the drainage ditches by slope earth. 

(e) Crown of road: 1 : 60 (one fifth inch per foot, 
transverse to the centerline) is striven for, but not 
always obtained; 1 : 40 is observed to have been used 
in many cases. 

(f) It is understood that in prewar times it was the 
practice to grass the slopes at bridge abutments. This 
practice should be re-estabhshed at once, following 
the shaping up of the embankment contours. 

The development of design standards for the farm- 
to-market road section, and geometries is important 
from the viewpoint that the most important factor, 
other than construction cost, is inexpensive mainten¬ 
ance. 

For the determination of roadway capacity the 
recommendations and definition for capacity offered 
by the Highway Research Board are apphcable. The 
definition foUows: 

The practical capacity of a roadway has been de¬ 
fined as "the maximum number of vefficles that can 
pass a given point on a roadway or in a designated 
lane during one hour without the traffic density being 
so great as to cause unreasonable delay and hazard, 
or restrictions to the driver's freedom to maneuver 
under the prevaihng roadway and traffic conditions." 
The distinction should be noted between practical 
capacity, which is qualified by the degree of conveni¬ 
ence experienced, and possible capacity which is not 
related to convenience. The practical roadway capac¬ 
ity depends on a number of factors such as the traffic 

speeds, the proportion of commercial vehicles to total 
vehicles, lane widths, lateral clearances, shoulder con¬ 
ditions, ahgnment and grades. These factors were 
studied in detail in developing the criteria from which 
to estabhsh the pavement widths for the recommended 
typical sections for the Union and district road 
systems. 

2. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is proposed that new basic cross-sections be 
established for the Union road system and the district 
road system. It is preferable to have a wider section 
for those portions of Routes I and II just north of 
Rangoon. It is therefore proposed that from Rangoon 
to Pegu on Route I, and from Taukkyan to Prome on 
Route II, the roadway be reconstructed to a minimum 
width of 20 ft. The remainder of Routes I and II 
should have a roadway width of 18 ft. The other 
Union Routes, Nos. III-VIII, are designed with a 
recommended pavement width of 16 ft., while the 
width for the district road system is estabhshed at 14 
ft. The design for the proposed farm-to-market road 
section incorporates a 12-ft. surface width. 

The sections were designed on the basis that the 
modern techniques of compaction with moisture con¬ 
trol, using mechanical construction equipment, would 
be used. 

Proposed details of the four sections are as shown 
on Plates 6, 7, 8 and 9. The basic characteristics and 
dimensions are shown in Table XVI-14, wffich follows: 

TABLE XVI - 14 

RECOMMENDED PAVEMENT AND SHOULDER 
WIDTHS 

Width of 
Widened 
and Re¬ 

constructed 
Width of 
Shoulder 

Total 
Platform 

Width 
Pavement 

Union Roads 
Route I, Rangoon to Pegu 
Route I, remainder 

20 ft. min. 
18 ft. 

6 ft. 
6 ft. 

32 ft. min. 
30 ft. 

Route II, Taukkyan to Prome 
Route II, remainder 

20 ft. min. 
18 ft. 

6 ft. 
6 ft. 

32 ft. min. 
30 ft. 

Routes III-VIII 16 ft. 6 ft. 28 ft. 

District and Secondary Roads 14 ft. 6 ft. 26 ft. 

Notes: (a) Routes I and II, south of Pegu and Prome, respectively, 
are planned for future widening, as necessary with 
developing traffic, to an ultimate pavement width of 24 
ft. 

(b) Other portions of Routes I and II are similarly plaimed 
for an ultimate pavement width of 22 ft. 
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Based on the 1944 report on Inter-regional High¬ 
ways* and on 1950 "Pohcies on Geometric Highway 
Design,"f it is proposed that the following standards 
be established for the rehabilitation program and all 
future designs for the Union, district and farm-to- 
market roads: 

(a) Each part of the system as hereafter constructed 
or improved shaU provide, or allow for the subsequent 
provision of facihties capable of serving safely a mixed 
traffic of passenger cars, motor buses and motor 
trucks, and that the volume of each of the constituent 
elements be that which is estimated to exist 20 years 
in the future from the date of construction. 

(b) All roadways and structures shall provide for 
the passage and support of vehicles having a design 
load of 15 tons for the Union system, ten tons for the 
secondary and district roads, and five tons for the 
farm-to-market roads. Loadings shall be the cor¬ 
responding H-loads, as estabhshed by the American 
Association of State Highway officials. 

(c) Widths, heights, lengths and other load requhe¬ 
ments of vehicles shall be as prescribed in Section N, 
"Proposed Highway Code," of this Report. 

(d) Rural sections of the system shall be designed 
for the following safe travel by passenger vehicles: 

Union System 60 miles per hour 
District System 50 miles per hour 
Farm-to-market System    40 miles per hour 

(e) Urban sections shall be designed for the follow¬ 
ing safe travel by passenger vehicles. 

Union System 50 miles per hour 
District System 40 mUes per hour 
Urban System 40 miles per hour 

(f) All road surfaces, pavements and structures on 
the system, when maintained with a reasonable ex¬ 
penditure of effort, shall be capable of supporting 
vehicles of the recommended weights without reduc¬ 
tion in either weight or speed at any season of the year. 

(g) On the rural sections, the maximum horizontal 
curvature for the several design speeds shall be as 
follows: 

60 miles per hour 
50 miles per hour 
40 miles per hour 

Maximum 
Absolute      Preferable 

6° 5° 
go JO 

W 9° 

(h) On the rural sections, the no-passing sight dis¬ 
tance for the various speeds shall be as foUows: 

60 miles per hour 
50 miles per hour 
40 miles per hour 

Minimum Distance 
550 ft. 
450 ft. 
400 ft. 

* A publication of the 78th US Congress, 2nd Session. 
t Established and issued by the American Association of State 

Highway Officials. 

(!) Side slopes shaU be as shown on the sections, in 
Plates 6-9 inclusive. 

(j) The maximum deshable grades shall be as 
foUows: 

Union System 6-0% 
District System 5-0% 
Farm-to-market 6-0 % 

Grades shall in no case exceed the above values by 
more than 2%, and then only for short distances. In 
portions of the system such as approaches to struc¬ 
tures where a long approach grade is appropriate, the 
grade shall not exceed 2|% in these situations where 
coohe carts and bullock carts are an appreciable part 
of the traffic volume. 

(k) Right-of-way acquisition shaU be on the basis 
of the traffic and road widemng, if any, expected to 
occur during the 20-year period. 

(1) The clear height of bridges, over the entire 
width of roadway, shall be not less than 14 ft. 

(m) Structures preferably shaU be of the deck type, 
to facUitate later widening. 

(n) The necessary provisions shall be made for ox¬ 
cart travel, as shown on the typical cross-section. 

(o) The urban standards shaU conform as closely as 
possible to those outlined above for the rural sections, 
except as to the basic limitations already stated. 

(p) Special-purpose roads, such as those to the 
mineral development areas and the timber areas, shaU 
be of the minimum proper characteristics to meet the 
demands of the purpose, and shall generally conform, 
to the degree feasible, to the details in the recom¬ 
mended sections above. The grade hmitation shall be 
estabhshed at a maximum of 7-5%. 

G. CONSTRUCTION METHODS 
1. TRADITIONAL METHODS 

Except for a limited mUeage in the urban sections 
of the more important routes, the surfaced highways of 
Burma are at present one-lane facUities. The methods 
used for their construction were the conventional 
techniques used for some years in Asia. For these 
tarred and metaled roads, the process consists of the 
placing of a base course of sohng stone, 6 to 12 inches 
in thickness, with 4 to 4^ inches of compacted metal, 
having a limiting size of 2 or 2\ inches, as a wearing 
course. The wearing course is then bitumen-coated 
and is occasionally resurfaced with 1- to 2-inch graded 
stone, premixed with the asphaltic material. As an 
alternative method, the surface is sometimes prepared 
by applying 3 to 4 inches of bituminous bound mac¬ 
adam, using stone having a maximum size of either 
1 inch or l-^ inches. The shoulders are of laterite, or 
of local stone where this is convenient. 

Generally the surfaced roads consist of 10 to 12 
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inches of laterite soling, and the wearing course con¬ 
sists of laterite or other spaUs. The surface is occasion¬ 
ally primed and sealed with bitumen, but this process 
has not been neariy as well nor as frequently used 
since the end of the war. 

Both bitumen and road metals are very expensive 
in Burma, and the cost has been pushed to still higher 
levels in recent years by the depredations of insurgency 
and dacohs. Every possible effort should be made to 
introduce modern techniques to profit from the ex¬ 
perience of others in the search for less expensive 
asphaltic pavements. Materials such as bitumen which 
come in bulk should be bought and processed in that 
manner, with suitable storage facilities in order to 
cheapen the unit price. Also there are many local 
deposits of good aggregate for highway purposes, and 
these, too, should be developed to the greatest degree. 

The subgrade preparation needs to be of a higher 
quality, usmg modern techniques, in order that it shall 
be firm and behave properly in all conditions of 
weather. If this were to be accomplished, it would 
take only a relatively thin flexible pavement to carry 
the existing traffic. The saving in material, too, would 
aid in reducing the total pavement cost. The improve¬ 
ment of the subgrade construction wUl also neces¬ 
sitate the development of a soils laboratory, with the 
proper testing techniques, in order to take advantage 
of current compaction methods. All of these steps, 
however, are in the direction of mechanizing the 
highway construction procedures in Burma. 

The use of modern methods and machines for this 
work is a "must," and it is of such vital importance to 
the whole program that it should be undertaken at the 
earliest possible moment. 

There are some small quantities of used mechanical 
equipment in several districts. Most of it is old, 
material brought here during the war, and the problem 
of repair is becoming serious. Likewise, there is need 
for adequate training for operators and other tech¬ 
nicians to enable them to properly use the equipment. 

There are discussed in the succeeding section 
several modern bituminous paving techniques, with 
which very good results have been obtained elsewhere. 
It is suggested that one or more of these be studied 
and adapted to use in Burma. Again, however, good 
compaction of the subgrade is needed and this cannot 
be obtained at a reasonable cost without the use of 
mechanical road-building equipment. Especially in 
the use of "road mix," the proper inter-mixing of the 
aggregates and the bituminous material is vital, and 
this, too, requires modern equipment. 

2. MODERN METHODS 

In the United States, because of the great total 
mileages of highways and the very general use of 

motor vehicles of all types, the processes of highway 
construction have become more completely mechan¬ 
ized than in any other country. 

Of all the processes that go into the building of a 
highway, that of earth moving has undergone the 
most mechanization. The moving of earth, sand and 
rock in large quantities is a necessary part of the con¬ 
struction of the road. 

The ability of man, aided by cheap mechanical 
power, to produce more has freed him from drudgery 
and has given him a better life, more leisure, better 
earnings, the chance to have modern conveniences 
atid comforts, and to improve his social conditions. 

The changes and developments in road construc¬ 
tion in the last half century have been revolutionary. 
Possibly the earliest improvement of major conse¬ 
quence was the road roller as a tool for compaction. 
The earliest rollers were manual, but steam had been 
applied as a motive force in the period 1865-80. 
And by now, this tool has become improved to the 
degree that it has three or four speeds in each direc¬ 
tion, low-pressure hydraulic steering, and gasoline or 
diesel high-speed heavy-duty engines. 

The hauling of earth was improved, too, in 1850, 
when a self-loading cart was invented. Almost 75 
years later, the scraper became a self-propelled vehicle. 
And the improvement since has been truly pheno¬ 
menal in the direction of making the device more and 
more flexible, and in adapting the improvements in 
motive power. 

Power graders and blade graders, too, were in¬ 
vented and perfected to solve a real need as the 
standards of construction rose and adequate road 
maintenance was needed for the growing highway 
network. The earliest bulldozers were animal powered, 
while the current diesel-driven "dozers" are possibly 
the most flexible and useful devices in the entire in¬ 
dustry. The motive power unit, the self-laying-track 
type tractor, was a development of the early part of 
this century. In the twenties the use of horses and 
mules for power was replaced by the gasoline engine. 

In the early thirties construction costs were further 
reduced by substituting diesel power for gasoline. In 
the late thirties costs were lowered still more by the 
use of rubber tires, the development of rigs of greater 
speed, the improvement in ease and safety of opera¬ 
tion, and the production of units of greater capacity. 

Early in the twenties, the US Bureau of Public 
Roads, together with a number of the state highway 
departments, began a study, as an aid in budgeting 
procedures, of the costs of various road-buUding 
operations. One of the processes receiving attention 
was that of excavation, and as a record-keeping 
device, a cost index was developed. Of this index, the 
Bureau has said: 
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"Since the index was started we have made a con¬ 
tinuous study of the contractors' costs as determined 
by wage rates and the price of equipment and materi¬ 
als plus other factors. Over the years there has been a 
continued rise in labor rates, in the price of equipment 
and materials, and in the contractors' overhead. If 
these increases had not been offset by the develop¬ 
ment and skillful use of modern construction equip¬ 
ment, road excavation costs today would be about 
three times as great as they actually are." 

This is borne out by the price trend for common 
excavation. The Bureau of Public Roads index started 
in 1922 is based on the average of all federal-aid pro¬ 
jects awarded by all the state highway departments. 
The base period for the BPR index is the five years 
1925 through 1929. 

The Bureau's index shows that for the last 25 years 
common excavation costs were reduced continuously, 
as shown by the graph on Plate 10. In the early 1940s 
construction prices rose as a result of the impact of 
World War II with its greatly increased wage rates, 
higher prices for materials, shortage of equipment 
and decreased efficiency of labor. 

In contrast to the reduction of the cost of common 
excavation, wage rates on road work climbed con¬ 
tinuously during the same years. Plate 10 also gives 
the average hourly wage rates for unskilled labor on 
all federal-aid projects. The national average, which 
was 38 cents for 1926, in 1951 had skyrocketed to 
$1.27, an increase of 243%. As a matter of interest, 
the average price for roadway excavation on contract 
work in California during the spring of 1953 was 
$1.22 per cubic yard. Moreover, today's skilled labor 
is used on many operations on which unskilled labor 
was employed in the past. The variation in the high¬ 
way excavation index as compared with average un¬ 
skilled wage rates is shown in the graph at the top of 
Plate 10, and this indicates the continuous downward 
trend (excluding the war years) of the real cost of ex¬ 
cavation. The ratio represents the unit price of excava¬ 
tion, the index figure, as compared to the hourly wage 
rate for unskilled labor. The continued decrease in the 
cost of common excavation was obtained despite the 
continued increase of refinements in specifications and 
engineering designs. 

This period of cost decrease, and therefore of a 
better use of man's energies, occurred during the 
period of greatest advancement in the adaptation of 
heavy mechanical equipment to the road-building in¬ 
dustry—for this was when the bulldozer was develop¬ 
ing, diesel power was replacing gasoline power, ve¬ 
hicles were being speeded up, and the units were in¬ 
creasing in capacity. 

The progressive mechanization of the operations of 
road construction and maintenance has also brought 

about rapid advances in paving techniques. Probably 
the greatest development has been in compaction 
equipment, for better consolidation of materials has 
produced better subgrades, better foundation courses 
and improved methods of surfacing. The costly paving 
failures of the past, especially in non-rigid surfaces on 
secondary and county roads, have been largely elimin¬ 
ated or avoided. Also, by the use of the newer 
methods, it has been possible to gradually reconstruct 
the pavements already placed and in use, and thus to 
lengthen their lives also. Along with bettered com¬ 
paction has come improvement in the grading of the 
mineral materials, in order to produce better struc¬ 
tural characteristics of the pavement surface and sub- 
grade, and in the application of the asphaltic materials 
to the surfaces. Rapid advances have been made in the 
technology of asphalts, especially in the cutbacks and 
in emulsified asphalts, to make them more suitable for 
highway surfacing and to permit their application 
during a greater portion of the year, and thus to gain 
a greater utilization of equipment. 

Because some of the techniques are new to engineers 
and highway administrators in Burma, and because 
the improvements in existing methods have been very 
rapid in the United States, especially in the last de¬ 
cade, it seems wise to review current American high¬ 
way practice for the construction of several types of 
pavements, especially those with non-rigid asphaltic 
surfaces. Many of the newer techniques can be readUy 
applied to the rehabihtation of the highway system of 
the Union if well carried out by careful operators and 
construction men, and properly guided by engineers 
with experience in the methods. Specific recommenda¬ 
tions are made later in the report for the accomphsh¬ 
ment of this program. 

One development especially merits the serious study 
of the Department, and that is the method of road 
construction which has come to be known as "road- 
mix." Of the more recent advances that have come 
into being with the mechanization of the highway-con¬ 
struction industry, this process offers the greatest 
advantage in the reconstruction of some portions of 
the road network of the Union. The general features 
and requirements are therefore more fully described 
below, in order that its apphcation and limitations 
may be understood. A typical specffication for the 
construction of this type of surface is also included. 

a. Sand-clay Roads 
Production of a sand-clay road consists in the 

proper selection of materials and in their proportion¬ 
ing and proper combination under good moisture con¬ 
ditions. In areas where gravel or crushed stone is ex¬ 
pensive, and especiaUy where cheap labor is avaUable, 
the modern sand-clay road is economical for traffic 
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densities of less than 500 vehicles per day. Later, as 
traffic develops, it can serve as a subbase for a pave¬ 
ment surface. 

It has been found that the best results are obtained 
when the maximum clay content is approximately 
25% of what is caUed the "topsoil mixture," although 
a proportion of 20 % is preferable. The object of the 
whole construction operation is to secure the maxi¬ 
mum density of material in the upper three or four 
inches of depth. 

In compacting the road material, the use of three- 
wheel power rollers has not been found especially 
effective. Team and traffic action, however, has a very 
good effect. The rollers used for compaction should 
be of the sheep's-foot type or the old-fashioned ring 
roUer. 

It has now become common practice to crown the 
road to a slope of l-^ inch per foot. Generally also, 
the surface width in the US has become established at 
approximately 20 ft. for two-lane traffic, and, with a 
30-ft. road bed, 4-ft. shoulders are available. It is con¬ 
sidered preferable that the shoulders be treated in the 
same manner, with a thin sand and clay mixture. 

Perhaps the best indication of the general requhe¬ 
ments for the construction of a sand-clay surface 
course or a subbase for a pavement surface will be 
given by a detailed specification for a particular case. 
This is given in the following exhibit in which specifi¬ 
cations covering the materials, construction methods 
and basis of pavement are shown. The specification 
also indicates, as a side product, the current American 
practice in detaU specifications, which is somewhat 
different from that in use in Burma. It is essentially a 
"performance" specification so framed that the 
engineer can compel the contractor to adhere to the 
various requirements. 

SPECIFICATION FOR TOPSOIL OR SAND-CLAY 
SURFACE COURSE 

(ALSO SUBBASE OR SUBGRADE) 

Description 

This item consists of a surface of topsoil, sand-clay, or 
artificially mixed sand and clay constructed on the pre¬ 
pared subgrade under these specifications and as shown 
on the plans. 

Materials 
General. The surfacing material shall consist of topsoil 

or natural sand-clay of quahty equal to that obtainable 
from locations designated by the engineer or of an arti¬ 
ficial mixture of sand and clay, each of quahty equal to 
that obtainable in pits designated by the engineer. All 
material shall be subject to prior tests and free from 
foreign matter and pebbles on a 1-inch round screen. 

Tests. Surfacing material shall meet the following re¬ 
quirements: 

(a) Clay. Material separated by subsidence eighv 
minutes through water and possessing plastic adhesive 
properties. 

(b) Silt. Fine material other than clay which passes a 
200-mesh sieve. 

(c) Sand. Hard material, usually siliceous, which passes 
a 10-mesh sieve and is retained on a 200-mesh sieve. From 
40 to 60% of sand shall be retained on a 60-mesh sieve. 

(d) Coarse Material. Hard material of gritty nature re¬ 
tained on a lO-raesh sieve and passing a 1-inch round 
opening. Sand and coarse material shall be free from feld¬ 
spar, mica, schist, hardpan, or other soft or friable 
material in excess of 5%. 

(e) Material Passing lO-Mesh Sieve when subject to 
mechanical analysis shall meet with the following require¬ 
ments: clay, 9 to 25%; silt, 5 to 20 %o; and sand, 60 to 
80%. 

Construction Methods 

Placing, Mixing and Shaping Topsoil and Sand-clay Sur¬ 
facing. Placing sand, clay, natural sand-clay and topsoil 
shall start at a point farthest from the source of supply 
and progress toward the source. Hauhng wiU not be 
allowed over the material placed until mixed and shaped 
as hereinafter specified. 

The material deposited each day shall be twice plowed 
and harrowed, except when judged by the engineer to be 
too dry or too wet. Plowing shall begin on the outer edge 
and the material turned away from the center, then 
thoroughly harrowed with a cut-away disk harrow until 
pulverized; it shall then be plowed again beginning at the 
center and turning the material toward the center, then 
again harrowed with a cut-away disk harrow until the 
surfacing material is thoroughly mixed and pulverized; 
after which it shall be shaped by a standard road machine 
weighing not less than 2,500 pounds, to the cross-section 
and grades shown on the plans, and so maintained untU 
accepted. During the process of plowing, harrowing and 
shaping, the contractor shall, at his own expense, rake or 
throw out any roots, sod, weeds and stones. Unless the 
materials contain sufficient moisture to insure proper 
combination and bond, they shall be sprinkled as directed 
by the engineer. 

When the road under construction is being used by the 
public, the contractor, at his own expense, shall keep the 
subgrade and surfacing in such condition that the travel¬ 
ing public may use the road with comfort and safety. 

Where the surfacing material consists of either ap¬ 
proved topsoil or natural sand-clay without any admixture, 
it shall be evenly spread on the subgrade to such depth 
that when completed the surface will have the thickness 
shown on the plans. Compacting usually is one third of 
depth of loose material. The material shall be dumped on 
the subgrade in longitudinal rows containing not more 
than one third of a cubic yard to ten linear feet, and the 
number of rows shall be such that when the material is 
spread, the desired cross-section and thickness of surface 
will be obtained. After sufficient material has been dumped 
for one hundred to two hundred hnear feet of surface, and 
before any part of the rows have commenced to pack, the 
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material shall be spread approximately to the required 
cross-section and harrowed to secure uniformity. 

When the surfacing material is to consist of an artificial 
mixture of sand and clay made by mixing the material of the 
roadbed with sand or clay from some other source, the con¬ 
struction shall proceed thus: 

(a) The surface of the roadbed shall be thoroughly 
loosened and pulverized to a depth of from four (4) to 
eight (8) inches, according to the nature of the two 
materials to be mixed, first by plowing, then by harrowing 
with a cut-away disk harrow. 

(b) The material to be added shall be dumped and 
spread in the manner described above to form a loose 
layer of from three (3) to eight (8) inches as directed by 
the engineer. 

(c) The added material shall then be thoroughly mixed 
and incorporated with the pulverized material of the road¬ 
bed. This mixing shaU be done by means of plowing and 
harrowing as above specified and shall continue until the 
two materials are thoroughly mixed in proper propor¬ 
tion. 

(d) If, after the two materials have been mixed as above 
described, any deficiency of the added material is apparent 
at any point, such deficiency shall be immediately cor¬ 
rected by spreading more of the required added material 
at that point and continuing the mixing as above de¬ 
scribed. 

(e) After the mixing is complete, as above specified, the 
road shall be shaped and maintained as provided above, 
except that wherever later a poor mixture is observed, it 
shall be corrected by additional mixing or by adding 
necessary material and mixing. 

When the surfacing is to be a mixture of sand and clay, 
both of which materials are obtained from outside sources, 
a layer of clay from three to six inches in depth shall be 
evenly spread and thereon a layer of sand of four to eight 
inches, and the two layers thoroughly mixed and shaped 
as above specified. 

The order of spreading the clay and the sand may be 
reversed if required by the engineer. 

Remixing and reshaping. If at any time before accept¬ 
ance of the job, the surfacing materials appear to have 
been improperly mixed or exhibit a deficiency of either 
sand or clay, the contractor shall remix and reshape the 
surfacing or shall add material shown deficient as directed 
by the engineer and then remix and reshape the surfacing 
which appears unsatisfactory and again reshape the sur¬ 
face. After each rain prior to the acceptance of the job, 
the contractor shall repeat the process of remixing and re¬ 
shaping. 

Basis of Payment 

This item of sand-clay surfacing will be paid for at the 
contract prices per cubic yard of sand-clay or topsoil sur¬ 
facing in place, which prices shall include all clearing, 
grubbing, loosening, loading, spreading, plowing, harrow¬ 
ing, incidental work and hauling of surfacing material, 
and all labor, tools, and supplies necessary therefor. It 
shall also include all mixing, shaping, and maintaining 
true to section prior to acceptance. 
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As with almost all low and intermediate types of 
pavement, the sand-clay road needs constant and care¬ 
ful maintenance. The main portion of the operation is 
the dragging or blading to keep the road shaped and 
to eliminate any depressions that appear. Blading 
done after the material has been slightiy softened by 
rain is preferable and light equipment can be used. 
The use of patrol graders has been found to be the 
best form of maintenance for this type of road. The 
cost of ordinary patrol maintenance, if the traffic does 
not exceed 600 vehicles per day, will average $220- 
$275 per mile per year. With a density of 400-600 
vehicles the total annual cost of services appears to be 
moving in the direction of about $1.25 per vehicle per 
day. 

It has been observed that with this type of mixture 
of basic materials the fundamental composition of the 
mixture is retained, with proper maintenance, for ap¬ 
proximately five years, and the average life of the road 
has been found to be about nine years. Previous to 
1930, and based on many projects with this type of 
construction, the original cost was found to be ap¬ 
proximately $1,850 per mile, and the present cost 
approximately $2,650 per mile. The present total cost 
of maintenance per mile averages $565, broken dovm 
as foUows: 

Annual depreciation, based on nine-year life 
Interest at 5 % 
Annual maintenance 

$261 
74 

230 

$565 

b. Crusher-run Base (Slurry Base) 

The use of macadam paving in the United States 
has undergone several stages. In recent times it be¬ 
came less used because of the cost of placing the 
material. In about 1936, however, the State of Cali¬ 
fornia developed a modern macadam pavement which 
was called by them "Slurry Base." The use of this 
method of base construction became quite widespread 
and the process is now generally known as "Crusher- 
run Base." 

Essentially, the mineral material is clean quarry 
waste, broken stone, crushed gravel, or a combination 
of these, all material being able to pass a 2|-inch sieve. 
Further, 30-50% must pass a J-inch sieve and 7-14% 
must pass a 200-mesh screen. In California the prac¬ 
tice is generally to use the material in a thickness of 
five inches. The 1937 unit cost was $1.50 per ton or 
$2.25 per cubic yard in place. The corresponding 
current prices are $2.10 and $3.15 respectively. 

This material, as a base course, is used under bitu¬ 
minous surfaces, and a tack coat is spread first on the 
slurry base. 
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c. Gravel Roads 
The use of gravel roads is gradually decreasing in 

the United States although many tertiary local roads 
are stiU of this material. As shown on Plate 5, more 
than one half of the total urban road mileage is now 
surfaced. 

GeneraUy, eight inches of loose material is placed 
on the surface and then compacted to approximately 
six inches in thickness. The cost of such gravel in 
place is currently about $1.60 $1.75 per cubic yard. 
On this basis a five-inch by 28-ft. base course would 
include 3,057 cubic yards of material per mUe at a 
cost of $5,100. Also the three-inch compacted 22-ft. 
top will total $2,400 per mile and the total cost per 
mile is thus $7,500. 

In the construction of gravel roads, the major items 
of cost are the stripping of the deposits at the pit, the 
loading to the crusher, the crushing process itself, the 
haul to the site, the separating of the gravel material 
and the blading and shaping of the surface. 

d. Crushed Rock or Gravel 
The untreated crushed rock or gravel road has been 

developed as an economical secondary and tertiary 
highway facihty where the total daily traffic does not 
exceed 450 vehicles. It has been found that these 
materials can be crushed to a size of approximately 
one inch very cheaply, and bond well. In Oregon, as 
early as 1924, on a 20-mile road project, with a haul 
of 5-2 miles, the construction cost was $2.75 per cubic 
yard. On this project the base course was 11 inches in 
maximum size and the surface course | inch. 

It has been found necessary to keep the size of the 
particles in the top course to at least no larger than 
those in the bottom course. If this is not done, any oil 
treatment of the surface will tend to bring the larger 
pieces to the top. 

A traffic density of about 450 vehicles per day is the 
dividing point between a dry stone or gravel surface 
and an oU-treated surface. One factor in the choice is 
the dust which accompanies heavy traffic and the 
other is that with this vehicle density there is a ten¬ 
dency for corrugations to develop transversely with 
the surface. 

The maintenance of a crushed rock or gravel road 
is a combination of motor blade patrol work with 
supplementary gangs using motorized equipment. 
These gangs supply extra gravel and do extra blade 
grading and scarifying. It is essential that the mainten¬ 
ance be very carefully done in the early spring, 
following the winter frost, and the late faU. In the 
latter case it is quite essential to see that the drainage 
system is working weU. 

The maintenance of the secondary state and county 

roads is a difficult problem since the operations are 
quite varied and also scattered in area. This results in 
a high overhead cost. While it is important to keep 
account of the cost per vehicle-mile of traffic, the 
knowledge of the total cost per mile is very important 
for budgetary reasons. In establishing the total cost, 
it is necessary to adhere to a very strict system of ren¬ 
tal charges against equipment. If this is not pains¬ 
takingly done the total cost of operations may be 
completely false and incomplete. When the traffic on 
a crushed-stone road is at or near its maximum 
operating capacity the loss of gravel, which must be 
constantly replaced during the maintenance operation, 
wiU total $400-$425 per mile per year on a 22-ft. 
roadway. 

For this type of construction prompt and watchful 
maintenance is also necessary. The sections for the 
use of motor patrol maintenance should be 20-25 
miles in length. The crew consists of two men with a 
truck having a drag planer or a scraping grader and 
numerous small tools. The surface is kept smooth by 
planing or dragging and this can best be done with 
two 3-ton trucks having demountable blades, for 
these can be removed and the trucks used in hauling 
materials as well. For hght blading, such as is com¬ 
monly used, the blade should operate at a speed of 
8-10 miles an hour. Bladers propeUed by a caterpiUar 
tractor are also now in widespread use, the blades 
being 8 ft. to 12 ft. in length. 

This is a hard use to subject a metal blade to, since 
its original depth of ten inches may be reduced to as 
httle as three inches in from two to three weeks if the 
vehicle travels 25 miles a day. 

The costs of the maintenance operations are esti¬ 
mated to be as follows: 

Per mile per year 

1. Prior to surface treatment S425 
2. Cost of patrol $200 

450 vehicles—total cost wiU be   $625 

or approximately $ 1.40 per mile per vehicle per day. 

e. Road Mix 
Since about 1926 there has been developed a new 

type of asphalt-mineral road in the United States in 
which liquid asphalt is incorporated to a compacted 
depth of about 2^ inches in the top of old and new 
gravel and crushed rock roads. The process is com¬ 
monly called "road mix" and is also known as "oU 
mix" or "mixed in place." The mixture of oil with the 
mineral materials is made in place on the road, by 
wholly mechanical equipment. It is necessary to use 
scarifiers and tooth harrows to break up the surface 
lumps, after which the material is bladed to secure a 
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uniform distribution. Hot oil, at a temperature of 
100° F. or more, is then applied with a pressure dis¬ 
tributor in increments with mixing between passes, 
the latter being effected with spring tooth or disk 
harrows. FoUowing this step the entire mixture is 
bladed across the road surface and finally into a cen¬ 
tral windrow. When the material is fully mixed the 
windrow is taken down by blading to an accurate 
cross-section, and the road is then opened to traffic. It 
is sometimes rolled first, and possibly a seal coat of 
light asphalt is applied later. 

The road mix must be placed on a solid base and 
dry, stable subgrade. It has been found that a four- 
inch consolidated base course is the minimum that 
should be used. It is common to lay the base course a 
season in advance, followed by a prime coat. Slow- 
curing asphalts are used if the materials are densely 
graded and rapid-curing types are used with material 
having a very open grading. 

It is essential to use graders having blades of suffi¬ 
cient length, preferable 12 feet or more, and with 
ample motive power. Two-, three- or four-blade 
graders are often used in tandem. The blades should 
be set at an angle approximately 45° to the roadway 
and the vehicle should be operated at a speed of 4-5 
miles per hour so that the material will roll and not 
slide as it leaves the blades. The full process takes 30- 
40 bladings, including the windrow. It is essential to 
have good equipment, amply powered, and very care¬ 
ful operators are needed in order that the process be 
carried out uniformly. The common optimum is to 
use 4 % of oU by weight. Material can be taken from 
roadside pits, although crushed aggregate is prefer¬ 
able, the limiting size being one inch. There is in¬ 
cluded, below, a current specification from one of the 
state highway departments to indicate in detail the 
current requirements and practices in construction of 
a road-mix base course and surface. 

ROAD-MIX BITUMINOUS SURFACE COURSE 
(CLASS C) 

D701. Description 
This item consists of an intimate mixture of aggregate 

and bituminous material, mixed on the road, compacted 
by rolhng and finished with a seal coat, the whole con¬ 
structed on a prepared base in compliance with these 
specifications and conforming in all respects with the 
Unes, grades, thickness and typical cross-section shown on 
the plans, or as otherwise specified. 

D702. Materials 
The materials used shall be those prescribed for the 

several items which constitute the finished work and shall 
comply with all the requirements for such materials as set 
out in this specification and in Division III, "Material 
Details." Specific references to Division III are as follows: 

Materials Reference 

Coarse Aggregate, 
Class A or B, Size No. 7, 8,9, 63*, 

Crushed Stone, Crushed Gravel, Slag     Kl, K2, K3. 

Covering Aggregate, 
Class A, Size No. 12, Crushed Stone, 

Gravel, Slag Kl, KB. 

Bituminous Material for Mixture, 
Liquid Asphalt RC-2, RC-3, RC-4 M2. 
Emulsified Asphalt AE-150, AE-200t, 

AE-M M5. 
Tar RT-6, RT-7 M6. 

Bituminous Material for Seal, 
Asphah Cement AP-3, AP-2, AP-1, AP-0   Ml. 
Liquid Asphalt RC-2, RC-3, RC-4 M2. 
Liquid Asphalt MC-2, MC-3, MC-4 M3. 
Emulsified Asphah RS-2 M5. 
TarRT-9, RT-10, RT-11,RT-12 M6. 
Blended Trinidad Asphalt LC, LD M7. 

Aggregate Sizes: No. 7 and No. 8 (^ in. max.). No. 9 
(i in. max.) 

* If size No. 63 aggregate is used, the gradation requirements shall 
be as set out in Section K3 except, the amount retained on the No. 
100 sieve shall be 95-100%. 

t To be used only when Size No. 63 aggregate is used. 

D703. Construction Methods 

D703.1. Shoulders 
Except as otherwise herein specified, shoulders shall be 

constructed as set out in Article D503.2. 
When the rohing of the final surface is started, the out¬ 

side rear wheel of the roller shall cover equal parts of the 
shoulder and adjacent aggregate. 

D703.2. Preparation of Base 
If the proposal provides for base preparation, the kind 

of new base constructed or the reconstruction of an exist¬ 
ing base, as the case may be, shall be done under applica¬ 
tion provisions of these specifications prior to spreading 
the material for road-mix surface. 

D703.3. Spreading Coarse Aggregate 
The coarse aggregate shall be spread upon the prepared 

base to such loose depth that will produce the compacted 
thickness of the hft for which h is intended. In general, the 
compacted depth of any hft shall not exceed two times the 
dimensions of the top size of the aggregate being used. If 
the required compacted thickness of any course exceeds 
two times the top size of the aggregate being used, the 
course shall be constructed in two or more hfts, as 
directed. 

The aggregate shall be spread without segregation by 
the use of spreader boxes or other approved spreading 
devices. No material shall be dumped in piles and spread 
therefrom. 

After the aggregate has been spread, it shall be shaped 
to required cross-section and be free from irregularities. 
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D703.4 Applying Bituminous Material 
The distributor used shall be as described in Article 

C503.1. Spray bars spanning the entire width of the sur¬ 
face are preferred. 

To the aggregate, spread as above described, the bitu¬ 
minous material shall be uniformly apphed in one or 
more applications as directed, in a total amount of from 
0-5 to 0-7 gallons per square yard per inch of compacted 
depth, the grade and exact amount to be as directed. The 
aggregate shall be substantially surface-dry when the bitu¬ 
minous material is applied. 

If a machine method of mixing is used, the engineer 
may direct that a heavier grade of bituminous material be 
used than would be used for road-mixing. 

If hquid asphalt or tar is used, the application tempera¬ 
tures shall be as directed but shall not exceed those set out 
for the respective materials in Part M. 

D703.5. Mixing 
D703.5(a). Road-mixing. Immediately after any applica¬ 

tion of bituminous material, the aggregate and bitu¬ 
minous material shall, unless machine-mixing is used, be 
thoroughly road-mixed for its entire depth. Mixing shall 
be done with blade graders and multiple-blade main- 
tainers, or other mixing devices if approved by the engin¬ 
eer. Mixing shall be such that all particles are thoroughly 
and uniformly coated and segregation avoided. After 
mixing, the mixture shall be evenly spread over the sur¬ 
face, true to grade and crown. 

If the initial application of bituminous material does 
not sufficiently coat the aggregate, it shall receive an addi¬ 
tional application sufficient to satisfactorily coat the 
aggregate and then be mixed and spread as before. If the 
edges appear to be too dry, an additional light application 
shaU be made where needed. If directed, the mixture shall 
then be maintained in place by dragging with a drag or 
planer, the base of which is not less than 18 feet, until a 
uniform surface results, and untU the bituminous material 
has hardened sufficiently to permit rolling. 

D703.5(^). Machine-mixing. In lieu of road-mixing as 
above described, any machine method of mixing or mixing 
and spreading may be used if approved in writing before 
the work is started. Original approval shall not necessarily 
constitute continued approval if either of these methods as 
used does not give satisfactory results, in which case the 
contractor shall use the method described in D703.5(a). 

If a machine-mixing, or a machine-mixing and spreading 
device is used, the device shall be designed as a unit and be 
capable of producing a uniform and well-coated mixture. 

D703.6. Rolling 
As soon as the properly mixed and shaped mixture has 

cured so it will compact without undue distortion, it shall 
be thoroughly rolled. Rolling shall be as specified in 
Articles D404.7 or C704.4, depending on the type of sur¬ 
face being constructed. 

D703.7. Checking and Correcting Surface 
Just before the rolling is complete, the surface shall be 

checked transversely with a template cut to the required 
cross-section and longitudinally with a 20-foot straight¬ 

edge. Any variation exceeding ^ inch will be plainly 
marked on the surface and shall be corrected by patching 
with a mixture of No. 63 or No. 11 aggregate as directed, 
and the same kind and proportions of bituminous 
material as used in the surface course. This patching mix¬ 
ture may be mixed under the mixing methods set out in 
Article F2402.1. If directed, the surface under the patches 
shall be primed with from 005 to 0-10 gallons per square 
yard of the same kind and grade of bituminous material 
used in the road mixture. The mixture shall be spread care¬ 
fully over the area to be patched, using hand-raking if 
necessary. After spreading, patches shall be rolled and 
made to conform with the surrounding surface. 

Any areas which develop an excess of bitumen shall be 
removed and replaced with proper materials. 

D703.8. Curing and Maintenance 
After the surface has been checked and corrected it 

shall be allowed to cure for ten days, during which time 
the contractor shall repair any areas which may have 
become damaged by traffic or other causes. 

D703.9. Sealing 
At the expiration of the curing period the surface shaU 

be sealed as provided in Article D404.10. 

D703.10. Protection of Surface 
Any foreign material which may have accumulated on 

the surface shall be removed before the distributor, roller 
or any other traffic passes over it. 

D703.11. Seasonal and Temperature Limitations 
No surface shall be constructed between September 15 

and May 15 without written permission of the engineer. 
No bituminous material shall be applied when the ah 

temperature is below 50° F., nor when the air temperature 
within the preceding ten hours has been below 35° F. 

D704. Measurement and Payment 

The quantities, complete in place and accepted, will be 
paid for at the contract unit price per ton for "Coarse 
Aggregate" including that used in patching, per ton for 
"Covering Aggregate," and per gallon for bituminous 
material applied including that used in patching and prim¬ 
ing under patches, which payment shall be full compensa¬ 
tion for furnishing, hauling and placing all materials, con¬ 
structing shoulders and preparing base except as may be 
otherwise provided, checking and correcting surface, cur¬ 
ing, maintenance, disposal of surplus material, and for all 
labor, equipment, tools and incidentals necessary to com¬ 
plete the work specified. 

The specifications for the road-mix base course are 
similar, and incorporate the following requirements 
as well: 

C802. Materials, admits medium curing asphalts MC-2, 
MC-3, and MC-4 for the base course only; the primer on 
the base course is restricted to RC and MC liquid asphalts, 
emulsified asphalt and RT tars; and the base course is to 
be laid on a hot asphaltic concrete subbase. 
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D703.7 is omitted, and the following three articles 
are added: 

C803.3. Checking and Correcting Surface 
After the final rolling is complete, the surface shall be 

checked transversely with a template cut to the required 
cross-section and longitudinally with a 10-foot straight¬ 
edge parallel to the centerline. Any indicated variations 
exceeding \ inch shall be corrected with coated aggregate 
of the directed size. Coating shall be with one of the 
materials listed in C802 for patching mixture and the per¬ 
centage of bitumen to be as shown in Article D404.1, if 
patching is with open-graded aggregate. If No. 63 aggre¬ 
gate is used, the amount of bitumen shall be from 2\ to 4^% 
exclusive of water or solvent. This patching mixture may 
be made under the provisions of Section D4, or it may be 
mixed by the mixing method described in Article F2402.1, 
as the contractor elects. 

The patching mixture shall be placed and carefully 
leveled over the area to be patched, using hand-raking 
methods if necessary. After spreading, the patches shall be 
thoroughly compacted with a roller and made to conform 
with the required grade and cross-section. Unless other¬ 
wise directed, the surface under these patches shall be 
primed with approximately 0-10 gallons per square yard of 
any one of the materials listed in C802 for prime on base. 

C803.4. Prime Coat 
The need for and the application of a prime coat on the 

otherwise finished base shall be as specified in Article 
D404.8 for prime on binder, except the bituminous 
material shah be one of those hsted in C802 for prime on 
base. 

C804. Measurement and Payment 
The quantities used in constructing the base, complete in 

place and accepted, will be paid for at the contract unit 
price per ton for "Aggregate" including that used in patch¬ 
ing, per gaUon for bituminous material apphed including 
that used in patching mixtures and for priming, which 
payment shaU be full compensation for furnishing, haul¬ 
ing and placing ah materials, preparation of subgrade and 
construction of shoulders except as may be otherwise pro¬ 
vided, mixing, patching, checking and correcting surface, 
disposal of surplus materials, and for all labor, equipment, 
tools and incidentals necessary to complete the work 
specified. 

L Plant Mix 
"Plant Mix" is an outgrowth of the process of road 

mixing, with a closely controlled composhion of 
ingredients. It was found that more viscous grades of 
oU, requiring heating, could be used. Originally the 
hot mixture was delivered in trucks to the road site, 
dumped into spreader boxes on trucks, and then 
spread. Later mechanical spreaders and finishers, 
such as the Adnun and laeger, were developed. These 
machines, in operation, are fed from the back of the 
moving truck. 

With the use of heavier cutback asphahs it is neces- 
R.B.—27 

sary to postpone the rolling of the surface in order 
that evaporation may reduce the solvent content of 
the asphalt, and traffic should be detoured at this 
time, as weU. With mechanical finishing it is not 
necessary to do further blading since the economy and 
uniformity of the machine output would be de¬ 
stroyed. 

It is preferable to use the plant mix technique on 
roads of moderate and high density, as there is no 
windrov/ and the traffic can more closely follow the 
operation. There is also an advantage in using heated 
material since the working season can extend farther 
into the fall. The cost of plant mix surfaces is only 
slightly higher than the road mixes. The plant mixture 
is generally laid two to four inches in thickness loose 
measure, and under rolling and traffic the compaction 
is as much as 25%,. 

As the production rates for road mix operations 
under good management, 1,500-2,500 feet of finished 
22-ft. pavement can be laid in one day with one setup. 
The necessary basic equipment for such a setup would 
be: 

(1) A first-class 1,500-gallon tank distributor 
mounted on a ten-ton truck, and costing in the neigh¬ 
borhood of $10-13,000. 

(2) Three or four self-powered pusher graders with 
a 12-feet by 20-inch blade. 

(3) Disk and spring-tooth harrows having a width 
of half the roadway. 

(4) A service truck and smaU tools. 
This equipment is for the road operation only. The 

supply and distribution of material to the work site 
requires a plant, or rail dehvery, an adequate truck 
fleet, and one or two spreader boxes. It is very easy, 
with good management, to achieve production and 
delivery of 1,200 tons of material in an eight-hour day. 

As on all continuous mechanical operations, every 
effort should be made to avoid interruptions. Even 
minor interruptions are costly because the hourly 
operating costs continue through the period of no 
production. It is necessary to have a continuous flow 
of bituminous material to the work, and the dry in¬ 
gredients must be on hand and spread in advance of 
the arrival of the bituminous material. The supply 
operation must be well organized, there must be well 
maintained service roads, and the drivers must give 
good performance. 

g. Cost 
As a convenient method of cost comparison, road 

mix surfaces are often priced per inch of depth over 
an area of one square yard. In 1936 the average price 
of this material for 120 projects in eight states was 
13-4 cents. At this level, a 2|-inch surface costs 34 
cents per square yard or $4,400 per mile. Currently 
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the price is approximately 18 cents and the per-mile 
cost $6,500. 

With no new mineral material added, the cost of 
labor equipment and liquid bituminous material for 
the maintenance operation will total about $2,650 for 
a 20-ft. pavement of 2i-inch compacted depth. The 
costs are as follows: 

Scarifying and pulverizing 
Three passes of oil 
18,000 gallons of oU 
Blading, and miscellaneous 

$300 
$240 

$1,260 
$850 

$2,650 

The plant is generaUy set up at the material supply 
source, either pit, quarry or rail siding. It consists of 
a J-yard crane, a pugmiU mixer, and appropriate 
heaters for the asphalt and drying units for the aggre¬ 
gate. An experienced mechanic is necessary for plant 
service. Screening of aggregate has become a common 
practice to improve the quahty of the mixture. 

As indicated earher, finishers have replaced the 
spreader boxes and with these the mixture is placed 
and screened at a rate of 150-180 tons per hour. The 
compaction is commonly accomphshed by three- 
wheel ten-ton rollers and with some cutback asphalts 
it is necessary to defer their use to permit solvent 
evaporation. The plant mix operation is best when 
carried out in clear, hot weather. 

h. Maintenance 
The best maintenance for surface of bituminous 

material is immediately to take care of small patching 
as the depressions appear, and the renewal of the sur¬ 
face with a thin application of bituminous material. 
Screenings are sometimes used. If there is raveling, oil 
and reprocessed surface material should be added. If 
the material has a tendency to shove along or to form 
ridges it is necessary to add more mineral constituents 
and to reprocess and reshape the surface. Patching 
can be done from stockpUes of mixed material along 
the route of the roadway. Portable heating plants are 
very effective and it has been found that the best tech¬ 
nique is to build up the patches in thin layers. Asphalt 
emulsions are valuable in patching operations since 
they can be used in moderately cold and damp weather. 

Also, good maintenance includes raising shoulders, 
ditching right-of-way, and work on small structures 
as on any road. The surface of road and plant mix 
pavement has been found to be good for almost any 
amount of traffic but the subgrade and shoulders 
must be prevented from becoming saturated with 
moisture, or even too damp. Failure occurs because 
capiUary moisture tends to separate the courses. 

During the period 1935-37, detailed cost studies 
were made on maintenance operations on numerous 

highways having plant and road mix surfaces. The 
results per mile per year, were as follows: 

Maintenance for Road 
and Plant Mix Surfaces 

1935 $140 
1936 $132 
1937 $156 

Maintenance Outside 
the Surface 

$194 
$164 
$230 

For the average of three years the maintenance cost 
per vehicle-mile per year was 31 cents for this type of 
construction. Currently, the total maintenance cost 
has risen to approximately $475 per mile per year— 
almost 40 cents per vehicle-mile per year. 

i. Penetration Macadam 
With this type of construction, the base course of 

mineral aggregate is compacted and the asphaltic 
material or tar is poured into the material in place. 
The penetration course is two to three inches thick. 
If placed on a good subbase the surface may later 
serve as a foundation course of a high type pavement, 
as traffic increases on the highway. Currently it is 
common practice to completely compact the base 
course before applying any bituminous material. 
Mineral aggregate used is that which wiU pass a li to 
l^-inch screen. Generally, when bladed and com¬ 
pacted, the material wiU be about two stones thick. 
The asphalt is apphed with a distributor, and it is 
preferable to heat the material. 

In placing the intermediate course the keystone, to 
lock the surfaces, is spread uniformly, occasionaUy 
by hand from stockpiles, on the shoulders of the 
road. The general range of size for the keystone is one 
inch dovm to | inch. 

The subbase of the penetration macadam pavement 
will be 8 to 12 inches in thickness, the maximum being 
needed in a severe chmate. The material consists of 
broken field stone or gravel and is laid in two courses. 
If properly laid it serves also to prevent heaving and 
"boUing," and also as a drainage in bog areas. The 
top six inches of the material will cost $1,000 per foot 
of pavement width. Thus a road of 20 ft. v/idth, exclu¬ 
sive of the subbase, grading and drainage structures 
will cost $20,000 per mile. This represents a cost of 
$1.70 per square yard, a very high figure. Based on 
contract experience $1.40-$ 1.50 would be a more 
common contract price. Generally in the northwest 
portion of the United States, an 18-ft. pavement is 
considered to cost $27,000-$37,000 per mile includ¬ 
ing grading and structures. In Cahfornia and Oregon, 
where asphalts are relatively cheap, $1.20-$ 1.30 wiU 
be a preferable unh price. Here the cost of a 20-ft. road 
would be about $16,700 per mile. In the State of 
Washington, recent contract work has indicated the 
following prices: 
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Two-inch penetration surface 
Eight-inch base 

61 cents 
79 cents 

$1.40 per sq. yard 

The western figures are influenced by an adequate 
supply of cheap crushed stone, from the talus slopes 
in the mountain areas, at a cost of 70 cents to $1.50 
per ton, and an asphalt price of nine to ten cents per 
gallon. 

The cost of maintaining two-lane bituminous 
macadam pavements has tended to become $ 175 $200 
per mile. Maintenance includes the periodical renewal 
of the surface, asphaltic coating material, seal coat, 
the elimination of waves in the pavement by rolling, 
and the patching of depressions. The roughness of the 
bituminous macadam surface, a common fault in the 
pavement, has been found to be often caused by an 
excess of asphaltic material. If there are construction 
defects in placing of the materials raveling will be 
common. In this case the immediate area should be 
completely rebuilt and the drainage watched to be 
sure of its adequacy. Emulsified asphalts are of help 
in the maintenance program. The rig for maintenance 
of penetration macadam pavement consists of a small 
truck bringing sand, pea stone, and tools, and hauhng 
a 50-gallon kettle or emulsion outfit. One man sweeps 
the places to be patched and the second applies bitu¬ 
minous material with a broom or pouring pot. The 
third workman applies pea stone or fines, and looks 
after the fire in the kettle if hot patches are being made. 

In severe climatic conditions the use of the harder 
asphalts is to be avoided. Winter maintenance of the 
pavement will include heavy sanding, and this may 
have to be carried on well into the spring. If the 
asphalt macadam is well built, it wUl not be necessary 
to apply a seal coat for at least six years after its open¬ 
ing. In the construction, care should be taken to 
avoid excess roUing of the softer stone before curing 
the asphalt. The base courses should not be rolled on 
a wet subgrade. The quantity of both seal coat and 
the soft bituminous material should be held down to 
the minimum possible. It is especiaUy necessary that 
the coarse aggregate be hard and durable. The advan¬ 
tage of this type of construction is that it requires the 
minimum of heavy equipment, the road roller being 
the only large piece necessary. 

j. Sheet Asphalt 
Sheet asphalt has been found to be superior material 

for highway surfaces, especially city streets. If pro¬ 
perly constructed, the maintenance costs are quite 
low, and will even reach a figure of | cent per square 
yard per year, although a figure of 1 cent to 1-25 cents 
is more common. 

The average 1935 construction prices for sheet 
asphalt pavement in the South Atlantic States were 
as follows: 

1 inch of depth 
(cents per square yard) 

Sheet asphalt 50-52 
Binder 32-34 
Cement concrete base 26-30 
Black base 30 32 

On this basis a three-inch pavement on a five-inch 
1:3:6 base totaled $2.56 per square yard or $30,000 
per mile. The same year, Portland cement concrete 
pavement was 38 cents per inch or $2.47 for a 6^-inch 
pavement, a total of $29,000 per mUe for a 20-ft. wide 
pavement. Currentiy, the total unit price is $3.20 per 
square yard, or $37,500 per mile. 

k. Portland Cement Concrete 
Because the construction of Portland cement con¬ 

crete pavement, both plain and reinforced, has become 
an important part of the whole highway construction 
program in the United States, more study has gone 
into its methods, cost factors, and other factors, than 
for other types of surface. It is commonly used for 
heavy duty pavement and as bases for sheet asphalt 
or other high type pavement. Several years ago the 
Bureau of PubUc Roads made detailed cost studies on 
35 projects for this type of construction with the man¬ 
power and cost results hsted below. It was found that 
the fundamental processes were the transportation,, 
mixing, placing, finishing and curing of the pavement. 
The basic equipment consists of trucks carrying one 
to five batches of material to the mixer, a 27E paving 
mixer, and finishing machines which operate on the 
side forms of the pavement slab. Studies of the labor 
gangs on these projects indicate the following approxi¬ 
mate distribution of men to the corollary operations: 

Men 
Fine grading crew, 2 20                                         say 13 
Form setting 11 
Handling materials, including water 14 
Crew at mixer, including truck drivers handhng 

the dry batches to the mixer average 15 
Mixer, foreman and paver operator 2 
Finishing crew—puddlers, spaders, machine opera¬ 

tors, strike board and hand finishing, 6-23 say 11 
Reinforcing-steel placers 2 
Curing, 1-15                                                           say 8 

Watchman, water boy, mechanic 
Superintendent and timekeeper 

Of which truck drivers are 

76 

3 
2 

81 

13 
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The equipment costs for such a setup were: 

1. Total daily equipment items except field 
repairs, fuel, grease, oil 

2. Field repairs, fuel, grease, oU 
$204 

$53 

$257 

The equipment costs were based on a 7 % lost time 
factor and the operation represents 17 working days 
per month. The over-all equipment efficiency is 78 %. 
On the basis of this, equipment will produce and place 
300 cu. yds. in a nine-hour day. 

The payroll costs for this operation total 
(on the basis of productive time) $298 

Prorated, non-productive to productive time       $36 

$334 

Batching and hauling are not included in the items 
above, but this is the portion of the operation in 
which interruption can cause the greatest loss in 
efficiency and money. Everything depends on having 
a continuous flow of materials to the work. 

For a current analysis of the construction of con¬ 
crete pavement, with current cost factors, see Table 
XVI 18 (seep. 423). 

There has been a marked increase in efficiency in 
the use of working time in the paving operations in 
recent years. Job records kept previous to 1929 indi¬ 
cate that the job efficiency averaged 55 %. During the 
period 1929-34, these operations were carried on at an 
efficiency greater than 85 % and six actuaUy exceeded 
90%. This remarkable advance paraUels the develop¬ 
ment and increasing use of mechanical road-building 
equipment, through the same period. 

Generally, concrete pavement is paid for per cubic 
yard and often the cement is paid for as a separate 
unh. In 1930 ten miUion square yards of plain Port¬ 
land cement concrete pavement v/ere laid at an 
average cost of $1.78 per square yard, and 5^ mUhon 
square yards of reinforced-concrete pavement at an 
a\erage price of $2.16. Prices were lower in 1931-33 
but they increased gradually in the next five years, 
and more into the war years. Currently, the average 
price for cement concrete pavement is about $5.40 
per square yard, and the detailed analysis, by opera¬ 
tion, is as shown in Table XVI-18. 

The repair of cement concrete pavement consists in 
the doing of smaU patch work. Tamping of the 
material to consohdate it in the patches is important. 
If there are many depressions in the pavement the 
whole area between adjacent joints should be re¬ 
moved and replaced. The main maintenance opera¬ 
tion is simple—to repair the joints and to refill them 

with hot bituminous material. In recent years surface 
scaling has become more common than in earher 
time. The use of chains in vehicles in winter weather 
and the very general use of chemicals to prevent the 
formation of ice on the pavement, and to facihtate its 
removal from the pavement surfaces is becoming 
common. 

The cost of maintenance for concrete pavement has 
an average value of $1,400 per mile per year, for a 
two-lane pavement. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
Road materials are so high in cost in Burma that 

their use has to be planned and executed to secure the 
greatest possible utihzation of the several items. This 
is especially true for bitumen and the aggregates in 
bituminous pavements. 

The cost of mineral aggregates is so high in all 
parts of the Union that its use must be drastically re¬ 
duced, and an adequate local supply of well-graded 
materials must be developed in each of the districts and 
areas. 

Modern processes of construction must be studied 
and adapted to use here, in order that the rehabihta¬ 
tion program, which will require a very large expendi¬ 
ture of both men and money, may be carried out at a 
reasonable cost. 

Failure to take parallel steps of reduction of 
materials cost and introduction of machines may lead 
to the collapse of the rehabilitation program for high¬ 
ways. 

H. CONSTRUCTION AND MATERIAL COSTS 
1. GEOLOGY AND MINERAL DEPOSITS 

While the costs of processed aggregates for con¬ 
crete construction and the placing of road surfaces are 
very high, as wih be seen from Table XVI-15, there is 
an abundant supply of quarryable material in almost 
all parts of the country. The materials are used locaUy 
for building purposes to a limited extent, but only a 
very few deposits appear to be furnishing aggregates 
for the maintenance of the highways. Very little heavy 
mechanical equipment is in use at such quarries as are 
in operation, almost the entire operation being done 
by hand. This is wasteful of human energy, and the 
substitution of machinery in all quarrying operations, 
as recommended later in this Report, is a vital neces¬ 
sity if the cost of road materials is to be reduced and 
the production increased as it must be before the road 
can be rehabilitated. 

The principal deposits and quarries are these: 
(a) The Department quarries at Mokpahn in the 

Thaton District were opened up in 1923. The material 
is granite, with some gneiss, and is brought by rail to 
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the Rangoon area, where it is the principal road metal. 
Laterite, as a shoulder material, is also brought from 
the Mokpahn quarries and is largely used in the Pegu 
District. 

(b) Another source of laterite, though it is not as 
hard as that from the Mokpahn deposits, is the long 
narrow ridge in the area between the railway to Prome 
and that to Pegu, the ridge being an extension of the 
Pegu Yoma range. The material exists as a laterite, or 
lateritic clay, and the best deposits are at Wanetchaung 
Station on the Prome line. 

(c) There are sandstone outcroppings, indicating 
material of unlimited quantity, just south of Prome. 
They show to the east of Route II, and conveniently 
close to the highway. The quality can very easily be 
estabhshed with some further investigation, and if 
suitable for highway purposes in this respect, the 
deposit should furnish sufficient aggregate for the 
highway supply requirements over a considerable 
area. Sandstones from this area have been used in 
buUding construction whh good resuhs. At present, 
crushed stone in this area is being supplied at K220 
per 100 cubic ft., an exorbitant price. With a good 
modern quarry estabhshed, and well faced, it should 
be possible to produce material at one tenth the cur¬ 
rent cost. 

(d) On Route I, between Mandalay and Meiktila, 
there are numerous outcroppings of a good com¬ 
mercial grade of hmestone. A small commercial 
quarry, on a contract basis, is now in operation about 
one half nule east of Mile 26 (from Mandalay). The 
deposits seem to lie from one half mile to eight or ten 
miles from the present route of the highway. 

(e) Crushed limestone is also a common road 
material in the Shan States, the current price being 
K35 per 100 c.f. Deposits and outcroppings are notice¬ 
able along all parts of Route IV east from Meiktila 
toward Thazi, Kalaw and Taunggyi. 

(f) On Route III between Mandalay and Maymyo, 
there are countless and occasionally nearly continuous 
outcrops of good limestone. They occur on both sides 
of the highway and close to it, and there is scarcely 
any overburden. The route between Miles 17 and 30 
is especially favorable, and the material, if quarried, 
could be shipped by rail from the station near Mile 
25 on the highway. 

(g) There is also much limestone showing on Route 
III, between Maymyo and Lashio. In most cases it is 
close to the road, and with some short-haul trucking 
it would also be feasible to ship it out by raU, using 
any of the several stations along this portion of the 
line. 

(h) On Route III between Lashio and Hsenwi, 
numerous deposits of limestone show, especially near 
MUe 10 (from Lashio). 

(i) In the Shwebo district, and also in the Lower 
Chindwin area, basalts have been quarried. All of 
these materials are fine-grained and non-vesicular, 
make durable road surfaces, and in some instances 
are locally called "granite." 

These were only a few observations of outcroppings 
encountered upon the field inspection trips. Many 
others exist along the secondary roads in all parts of 
the Union. Later in the Report, a specific recom¬ 
mendation is made that the Department establish 
other quarries, purchase and install the necessary 
equipment, and seriously produce the very large 
quantities of road materials that wih be needed for the 
rehabilitation of the highways, thus reducing the very 
high unit prices which are now being paid for road 
materials throughout the Union. 

2. CURRENT HIGHWAY COSTS, BURMA 

a. Labor Costs 
Based upon data in the annual Report of the 

Department for 1950-51, it appears that the total 
labor cost for postwar work is about four times what 
it was prewar. The daily wage comparisons for the 
two eras are about as follows: 

Unskilled labor 
Carpenters 
Masons 

Daily Wage 
Prewar Postwar 

K0.50 K2.25 
K2.00 K8.00 
K2.00 K8.00 

Also, as has been found true in a number of other 
countries, labor is much less productive now than it 
was before the war. For example, the prewar produc¬ 
tion per man on excavation was about 100 c.f. per day. 
Currently, the figure is 75 c.f., a reduction in output of 
one fourth. The governing factors which prolong this 
condition of less efficient output are labor attitudes 
and the lack of skilled labor (and therefore of other 
labor) in all parts of Burma. 

b. Material Costs 
The cost of materials has also had a phenomenal 

rise in Burma, as in almost every other country, since 
the end of hostilities. As typical comparisons, consider 
the following prices, for comparable situations: 

Cement, per cwt. 
Teak, per ton 
River shingle, or hill 

gravel per cwt. 

Prewar Postwar 

K2.00 K8.00 
K 150.00 K800.00 

K35.00 Kl 15.00 

Thus it is seen that the cost index for materials has 
risen about four times, approximately the rise for 
labor, between prewar and, say, 1950-51. 

The current prices of specific road materials in dif- 
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TABLE XVI -16 ferent areas of Burma are shown below in Table 
XVI-15 for Portland cement, aggregates and bitu¬ 
minous materials. These should be compared to the 
corresponding prices for materials in the United 

TABLE XVI-15 

COSTS OF HIGHWAY MATERIALS, 
BURMA, 1953 

Portland Cement 
at Rangoon 
at Thayetmyo 
at Mandalay 
at Taunggyi 
at Kyaukpyu 

River Shingle, Prome 
Crushed Stone, Prome 
Crushed Stone, Mandalay 
Crushed Stone, Lashio 
Gravel or chips, Mandalay 
Gravel, i in. and down, Lashio 
Bitumen, delivered to storage 

at Mandalay 
at Lashio 

Price 
Kyats jL.Ton 

168 
213 
240 
260 
372 

Price 
KyatsjlOO c.f 

80 
220 

60 
25 
80 
12 

450/L.Ton 
520/L.Ton 

Price 
Dollars per Bbl. 

(376 lbs.) 

5.95 
7.55 
8.45 
9.20 

13.15 

Price 
Dollars per c.y. 

4.55 
12.50 
3.40 
1.42 
4.55 
0.68 

84.50/ton 
98/ton 

Source: Field trips to Districts, 1952-53. 

States, as hsted in Table XVI-20 (see p. 425), repre¬ 
senting average prices for twenty cities. It wiU be 
seen that the aggregate prices in the upper Shan 
States tend to approach those in the United States, 
that the aggregate prices in lower Burma are very 
high, and that the price of Portiand cement, even 
in Rangoon, is almost twice the average figure in 
the United States. 

c. Total costs 
Plate 11, "Cost Trends in the United States," has 

had added to it the corresponding graph for "Total 
Cost, Burma," representing the labor, materials and 
equipment costs by years. It wiU be noted that the 
costs rose very rapidly, and the figure of four as a 
ratio between postwar and prewar construction costs, 
as mentioned above, is an average figure. 

This rise in the cost of materials and labor has an 
immediate reflection in the costs per mile of con¬ 
struction of various types of road surfacing, as shown 
in Table XVI-16. The minimmn and maximum 
prices, per mile, are shown for the several pavements 
now in general use in Burma. 

The cost of highway maintenance has also sky¬ 
rocketed, though the fact that the work has not been 
as completely done as before the war has made the 
proportionate rise in costs seem less. For the same 

COSTS PER MILE—HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION 
IN BURMA 

Prewar Postwar 

Minimum 
(K) 

Maximum 
(fO 

Minimum 
(K) 

Maximum 
(K) 

Note:  The  costs  per  mile include structures, drainage and 
bungalows. 

general pavements, the departmental reports reveal 
the maintenance costs to be: 

TABLE XVI -17 

MAINTENANCE COSTS, BURMA 

Cost per Mile, in Kyats 

Prewar Average 1950-51 

These figures should be compared to the mainten¬ 
ance costs for corresponding types of pavements on 
United States highways, as in the text of Section G, 
Construction Methods. 

3. HIGHWAY UNIT COSTS, UNITED STATES 

In comparing the current costs of highway construc¬ 
tion in Burma with those in other countries, where the 
use of mechanized equipment and modern techniques 
is more advanced, the costs shown below from current 
and study projects are apphcable. A wide variety of 
projects in all parts of the United States and including 
several types of pavements, is included. 

In the previous subsection, the effect of mechaniza¬ 
tion of operations on the unit price of common ex¬ 
cavation has been discussed. It will be noted, from 
Plate 10, that the excavation cost on highway work in 
the United States has continuously dechned for the 
last 25 years. The 1951 ratio of unit price of excava¬ 
tion to hourly wage rate stands at 1.0, the price index 
and the hourly rate for labor each standing at 1.27. 

There is given in Table XVI-18, a detaUed cost 
analysis for the construction of reinforced cement 
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concrete pavement in the Uiuted States, based on 
1953 price levels. As a matter of interest, actual bid 
prices in AprU 1953 for cement concrete pavement at 
several locations are as foUows: 

Price 
per c.y. 

$5.00 
$5.40 

Ohio: 8-inch reinforced-concrete base 
Ohio: 10-inch reinforced-concrete pavement 
New York: 11-inch two-course pavement, 

including cement 
California: 7i-inch reinforced-concrete 

pavement 

$4.80 

$5.40 

TABLE XVI -18 

COST ANALYSIS—CONCRETE PAVEMENT, 1953 

Cost Per cent 
Item \ f of Total 

Cement 1.08 20 
Transportation to batching plant 0.38 7 

Subtotal 1.46 —   27 
Coarse aggregate 0.49 9 
Transportation to batching plant 0.49 9 

Subtotal 0.98  18 
Fine aggregate 0.19 3-5 
Transportation to batching plant 0.24 4-5 

Subtotal 0.43  8 

Cost of cement, aggregate, transportation 2.87 53 
Reinforcing steel, joint material, etc. 0.32 6 
Depreciation of equipment 0.48 9 
Labor and supervision 0.59 11 
Batch delivery, labor and equipment 0.38 7 
Overhead, interest bond set up, etc. 0.22 4 
Return to contractor including salary 0.54 10 

Total, per cubic yard 5.40 
Total, per linear mile, 20-ft. pave¬ 

ment, 8" thick f 14,080 

100 

There is also given, in Table XVI-19, the esti¬ 
mated costs per mile of asphaltic concrete plant mix 
surface on four projects in the southwest United 
States, and which were constructed in 1936-37. The 
study was made on projects all of which had 20-ft. 
pavement surfaces, 2^ inches in depth. The four pro¬ 
jects average to $5,100 per mile for this type of con¬ 
struction. The costs at present are higher, as are the 
wage rates paid workmen. Currently, in the same 
area, the total cost is approximately $6,400 per mUe, 
one fourth higher than the 1936-37 figure. 

In the subsection of the report devoted to modern 
methods of road construction, there are also to be 
found some general and average cost figures as to the 
current and recent price levels for the construction and 
maintenance of highway surfaces of various types. 

The general picture as to price levels in the United 
States in the 15 years between 1935 and 1950 is con¬ 
tained on Plate 11. Based on the labor, material and 

TABLE XVI - 19 

ESTIMATED COSTS PER MILE—PLANT MIX 
SURFACE 

(20 feet wide by 2i inches deep) 

Outlay 

Projects 

A B C D 
(?) (?) (?) (1) 

Plant Mixture 
(a) Crushing-plant installation 257 878 348 364 
(b) Aggregate production 954 1,766 992 779 
(c) Mixing-plant installation 128 439 174 182 
(d) Mixing (including drying) 442 433 460 361 
(e) Haul 707 1,040 1,526 332 
(/) Spread, finish, compact 442 434 460 362 

Subtotals 2,930 4,990 3,960 2,380 

Bituminous Material 1,680 1,960 1,190 1,330 

Total costs per mile* 4,610 6,950 5,150 3,710 

Project Data 
Length of projects (miles) 16-308 4-675 12-500 9-366 
Kind of aggregate Cr. Cr. Cr. Cr. 

Gravd. Rock. Gravd. Gravd. 
Average haul (miles) 4-0 6-0 8-3 2-3 
Type bituminous material MC-5 MC-5 MC-5 SC-4 

* Excluding any costs for base preparation, prime or seal, and on 
an average of 1,600 tons of mixture per mile. 

$6,400 
$3,000 

$700 

Average cost of surface per linear mile 
Base course 6-inch crush stone 
Prime and seal coats 

Total cost per linear mile $10,100 

equipment costs during 1935 as being equal to 100, 
the percentage change in each of these, and in their 
total, has been plotted year by year. It wUl be noted 
that the total cost in 1950 was 205 % of that in 1935, 
and that labor cost had risen even more, to 240 % of 
the earher figure. 

Partial data for these same years was avaUable for 
Burma, and the graph of this information has there¬ 
fore been superimposed on the United States figures, 
where comparable. It will be noted that the total cost 
in Burma had a tremendous rise during the war years. 
The peak was reached during 1946, when the total cost 
was 3-8 times the 1935 figure. At that time, the United 
States ratio was 1-6 times the earlier value. 

For comparison with the prices of road materials 
in Burma previously listed, there is offered Table 
XVI-20 (see p. 425) in which the late 1952-53 prices 
for similar materials are shown. It will be noted that 
the average price of cement per barrel (376 lbs. = 
1 barrel =4 sacks) in the United States is only 
$3.15, while in Rangoon the cost is $5.95, almost 
twice as  great. In other locahties in Burma, the 
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TABLE XVI - 20 

ABSTRACT OF MATERIAL COSTS, 1952-53 
(20 cities in United States) 

Ttfiffi Average High Low 
(?) (?) (?) 

Portland Cement, per bbl. 3.15 3.69 2.65 
Portland Cement, at mill 2.70 —. —, 
Sand, per ton 2.08 2.50 1.35 
Gravel, |-li inch 2.60 3.00 1.85 
Crushed Stone, 1^ inch 2.55 3.77 1.40 

i inch 2.60 3.71 1.40 
Premixed Concrete, per cubic yard 

(1: 2; 4, 50 c.y. or more) 10.95 13.00 9.30 

cement price is even higher, reaching the astronomic 
figure of $13.15 per barrel in Kyaukpyu. 

Likewise the cost of crushed stone ranges both ways 
from that in the United States, the Prome price being 
$12.50 per cubic yard as compared to the $2.55 
average figure in the US, and the Lashio price is 
$1.42 per cubic yard. 

The processing and supplying of buUding and con¬ 
struction materials to jobs in the United States is a 
very competitive enterprise, and price levels at any 
given period are apt to exhibit only a very small 
range. Most of the differences in costs of materials 
arise from the transportation of the materials from 
miU, or mine, or quarry, to the job site. 

With most materials being brought from sources as 
close as possible, the transport is largely by truck, 
except in the large metropolitan areas in which water 
transport by barge to some point close to the project 
site is feasible. 

I. MAINTENANCE 
1. PRESENT METHODS 

The highway maintenance operations of the De¬ 
partments of BuUdings and Roads are carried on 
within the decentralized organization described in the 
preliminary report. The general pohcies to be 
followed, and the over-all programs are estabhshed 
in the office of the chief engineer. Funds are estab¬ 
Ushed by the general budgetary procedures of the 
department, are built into the annual budget for 
the Ministry, and are then appropriated by Parlia¬ 
ment. The current maintenance costs for various types 
of pavement in Burma are tabulated in Table XVI-17, 
and comparisons with similar costs for modern crushed 
stone, road mix, plant mix and other types of pave¬ 
ment surfaces in the United States may be drawn. 
Hand maintenance is almost universal in Burma. 
Probably the only piece of road machinery that is in 
general use is the road roUer. Tar for road use is 

heated in boilers, but the road gangs then complete 
the operation with pouring cans, brushes and brooms. 
Asphalt distributors have been used experimentally, 
but the results were unsatisfactory. As such equip¬ 
ment is in very common and successful use elsewhere, 
its lack of success in Burma indicates technical or 
supporting deficiencies. The maintenance tools in use 
are the mamvatie, the pick and the cane head-basket. 

The prewar program comprised regular patching 
operations followed by general bituminous surface 
reconditioning each third or fourth year, depending 
on the budget hmitations. Because of the need for 
widespread major maintenance and reconstruction to 
repair the destructive ravages of war and insurgency, 
the Department has not been able to furnish the 
degree of highway maintenance needed in any 
modern well-kept system. Good maintenance is vital 
for (a) the safety and comfort of the traveling pubhc, 
and (b) the preservation of the capital investment. 

Maintenance before the war, described as "needing 
one coohe per mile," can hardly have been adequate. 
Postwar repairs leave much to be desired. The occa¬ 
sional motorist is annoyed by having to travel at a 
low speed, to steer over raveled edges and around 
large chuck holes, but to the truck operator and even 
more to the bus operator, who is charged with the 
safety of his passengers, these shortcomings and in¬ 
adequacies are both dangerous and costly. 

2. MODERN METHODS 

There are described, in Section G, the current 
American construction and maintenance techniques 
and the principal types of mechanical highway equip¬ 
ment. Many, if not aU of these procedures and equip¬ 
ment could be adapted to use in Burma. If this were 
done, better and more systematic maintenance would 
result, the cost of maintenance would be drastically 
reduced, and the traveling public would benefit. The 
commerce, trade and developing industrial life of 
Burma would be advanced by having an adequate, 
well maintained highway network over which vehicles 
could travel safely at reasonable rates of speed. 

3. LABOR REQUIREMENTS 

The argument has been advanced that to mechan¬ 
ize the construction and maintenance of highways in 
Burma would result in unemployment. This need not 
be the case for the following reasons: 

(fl) Road gangs will not be eliminated but merely 
transferred to any of the numerous but now neglected 
supporting maintenance activities. Most important 
of these is the work required on drainage structures 
and ditches. If the drainage is not taken care of, the 
foundation of the highway wUl fail, and the whole 
system wUl again fall into disrepair. 
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(b) Many of the workers from the road gangs can 
also be retrained in the use of the new equipment. 
Others wiU be needed to staff the repair shops required 
for the new equipment. 

In the United States and elsewhere, the mechaniza¬ 
tion of the highway operations has resulted in: (1) 
a greatly extended program and more adequate results, 
(2) less outlay for construction and maintenance and 
(3) increased employment. In this connection, and to 
illustrate the total manpower requirements of high¬ 
way construction and maintenance, there is introduced 
Table XVI-21 in which the total number of employees 
for several categories has been shown for each of the 
comparative states, and for the United States as a 
whole. 

TABLE XVI-21 

FEDERAL AND STATE HIGHWAY EMPLOYMENT 
IN THE UNITED STATES, 1950 

Construction Engi¬ 
neering. 

With 
State 

Main¬ 
tenance 

Super¬ 
vision 

Total 

Federal 
Funds Total and 

Funds* 

1,567 

Admin. 

Iowa 1,449 771 2,220 818 4,605 
Kansas 1,558 540 2,098 1,816 748 4,662 
Ohio 1,841 768 2,609 4,870 2,215 9,694 
California 2,370 1,863 4,233 2,903 3,999 11,135 
South 

Dakota 662 24 686 721 463 1,870 

From Highway Statistics, 1950. 
* On primary and secondary highways urban extensions. 
t Does not include 3,214 employed on Federal Forest Roads, 

National Parks, etc., nor the construction contractors' forces. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of the experience gained in many 
countries where modern methods of mechanical high¬ 
way maintenance are being used successfully and 
with low costs; the demonstrated inadequacies of 
the traditional hand methods, as used in Burma; and 
the magnitude of the endeavor of rehabilitating an 
entire highway system to meet the demands of current 
and expanding traffic; it is recommended that: 

(a) Modern maintenance methods be adopted in 
aU parts of the Union, using mechanical equipment 
for the major operations. 

(b) Training and instruction programs in the use of 
the equipment be instituted at an early date to furnish 
competent operators. The instruction techniques 
should take advantage of all known modern methods 
of imparting industrial instruction in order that the 
best possible result be obtained. 

J. MATERIALS AND TESTING LABORATORY, 
SHOPS 

1. LABORATORY 

In the PreUminary Report it was recommended that 
a modern laboratory for testing the quahty and 
suitabUity of local materials, for determining stabUiza¬ 
tion procedures, and for verifying the quality of im¬ 
ported materials, be established. It was also suggested 
that in addition to the central laboratory in Rangoon, 
branch laboratories in other parts of the Union might 
be required to avoid the delay of shipping materials 
to the central establishment. 

The laboratory should also be equipped to test 
borrow pit and other subsurface materials. Mobile 
field units should also be provided to assist in the 
field explorations. 

The laboratory, with trained and competent per¬ 
sonnel, is an essential part of the expanded instruc¬ 
tion program for the rehabUitation of the highways if 
durable and economical construction is to be realized. 

2. SHOPS 

It has also been proposed that a modem workshop 
be erected and equipped, partly with surplus material 
now available at the Mingaladon Airport shop. A 
tremendously expanded highway construction and 
maintenance program, such as wUl be necessary to 
rehabilitate the highways of Burma, wiU also require 
expanded shop facUities. As a first step in the pro¬ 
gram, the shop would serve as a training center for 
mechanics, welders and machinists. The shop should 
also include warehousing space and a stock of spare 
parts,for the heavy equipment. 

K. PLANNING AND SURVEYS 
1. PROCEDURES 

It appears from the annual Reports of the Depart¬ 
ment of Buildings and Roads, from its predecessor 
bodies, from other historical data, and from confer¬ 
ences and correspondence with the responsible 
officials in the Department, that the processes of 
plamung and surveying for the integrated develop¬ 
ment of the highway systems are inadequate. The ob¬ 
ject of the highway rehabUitation program is the con¬ 
struction of a network of modern roads connecting all 
segments of the population. To accomplish this, the 
Department should be engaged in a continuous study 
of traffic and highway matters both within the Union 
and overseas, and should constantly re-examine its 
programs, adjust them, and replan them as necessary 
to meet the growing needs of traffic. 

To carry out such a program it wUl be necessary to 
give special emphasis to planning and surveys as con- 
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trasted to the day-by-day operations of the Depart¬ 
ment in the carrying out of current programs. It is 
therefore recommended that a special group be set 
up whhin the Department charged solely with this 
function. The responsibilities, duties and administra¬ 
tive arrangements should conform to the following 
requirements: 

The group should be administered by an Engineer 
of Plans and Programs under the direction of the 
Chief Engineer—Roads. 

Operating under the supervision of the Engineer of 
Plans and Programs, the group should be responsible 
for (a) the orderly planning of improvements on the 
Union, district and farm-to-market road systems, 
(b) the programming and financing of such improve¬ 
ments and (c) the programming and financing of 
advanced engineering studies and negotiating of 
agreements for such studies with other political sub¬ 
divisions or engineering organizations. 

Personnel of the planning group, in addition to the 
Engineer of Plans and Programs, should include 
office engineers, staff engineers, engineers assigned to 
special studies, supervisors, statisticians, analysts, 
auditors, draftsmen and the necessary secretarial and 
clerical help. 

The group should be composed of four sections; 
namely, 

a. Planning Survey Section 
This section is concerned with the gathering, 

analyzing, and reporting of research and statistical 
information from the field, and traffic, road inventory 
and physical matters in general. 

b. Planning Section 
The functions of this section are the classification of 

all highways; the preparation of sufficiency ratings for 
highway sections, classified by systems; the develop¬ 
ment of long-range planning and improvement pro¬ 
grams; and the preparation of instructions and data 
to be used by other departments, circles and divi¬ 
sions. 

c. Program Section 
The functions of this section are essentially the pro¬ 

gramming and financing of construction projects, to 
maintain control of all funds used in planning for and 
the construction of highway improvements, and to act 
as the coordinating agency on aU matters pertaining 
to the programming and financing of projects on all 
parts of the system. 

d. Crossing Section 
This section should study conditions at crossings 

and intersections, should advise the Engineer of Plans 

and Programs of dangerous or otherwise unsatisfac¬ 
tory situations, and should recommend needed im¬ 
provements. It should also act as the coordinating 
agency with Burma Railways. This work should in¬ 
clude such matters as traffic control studies, inter¬ 
section layouts, railroad grade crossings, underpasses 
and overpasses. 

e. Special Assignments 
The following work may be performed by engineers 

on special assignment under the Engineer of Plans 
and Programs: 

(1) Developing technical data for long-range plan¬ 
ning. 

(2) Conducting research work pertaining to special 
studies. 

(3) Making field inspections and reports on 
selected projects to be considered for programming. 

(4) Contacting division and other highway offices 
on matters pertaining to planning and programming. 

(5) Performing other assigned duties. 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

Prior to planning, much survey work wUl be re¬ 
quired: 

(a) Aerial mapping and photogrammetry. 
(b) Location and mapping of major sources of in¬ 

expensive aggregates, for use in the rehabilitation and 
maintenance programs. 

(c) Traffic studies. 
(d) Soils stabilization. 
(e) Detailed construction survey. 
(/) A financial study to discover the best method of 

financing the local highway improvements should be 
undertaken. 

One of the most effective highway planning or¬ 
ganizations devised in the United States is that for the 
Department of Highways of the State of Ohio. Data 
on its administrative arrangements have been fur¬ 
nished to the Department of BuUdings and Roads as a 
possible aid in planning the attack on this phase of its 
long-range problems. 

L. HIGHWAY ADMINISTRATION 
The general administrative organization of the 

Department of Buildings and Roads has been fully 
described in the Prehminary Report. It is sound, and 
was well adapted to the procedures for which it was 
established. 

However, in view of the recommendations as to 
basic changes to be made in the Department opera¬ 
tions, as outhned elsewhere in the Report, certain ad¬ 
ministrative changes wUl be necessary to adapt the 
organization to its newly prescribed functions. The 
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changes, including the basic modification in which a 
planning and programming group is established, yield 
the proposed organization shown on Plate C. The 
proposals for the plans and program organization 
were described in detail in Section K. 

The suggestion that the existing department be sub¬ 
divided to establish a separate Department of Traffic 
Control is highly recommended. Consideration should 
also be given to the possible desirability of incorporat¬ 
ing some or all of the functions of the Department of 
Highways in the proposed new Ministry of Engineer¬ 
ing Services referred to in Chapter XXV. 

M. HIGHWAY FINANCING 

1. HISTORICAL 
In the United States, the financing of highways has 

progressively developed in three directions. 
(a) Originally when there were few, if any, motor 

vehicles, roads and streets were local facUities and 
paid for entirely by local taxation. WhUe still a prime 
source of revenue for local streets and for township 
and country road systems, local property taxation has 
decreased in importance for the primary and state 
highway systems, and in part, the cost of the local 
roads and streets is being met by the shares of the 
state-collected transport revenue distributed to the 
local units of government. 

(b) As higher types of street and road construction 
and surfaces became necessary, it became common to 
issue revenue bonds to pay for the cost of such im¬ 
provements. This practice was especially prevalent 
between 1900 and 1920. As the use of vehicles in¬ 
creased by leaps and bounds, it often became neces¬ 
sary to replace the pavement before the life of the 
bonds had run out, and the imposition of the cost of a 
second bond issue, and in some instances a third, 
caused an intolerable tax burden to a great many 
municipalities and county governments. This oc¬ 
curred at a time when expanded funds were needed to 
construct other streets and roads to meet the demands 
of increasing traffic. 

(c) At the present time, the principal sources of 
state revenue for highway construction and mainten¬ 
ance are the special taxes and fees paid by motor 
vehicle users. These include motor vehicle taxes, motor 
vehicle registration and corollary fees, and special 
taxes applied only to motor carriers. Other sources, 
though less important, are property, sales and other 
taxes levied upon and paid by the general public. As 
described in later paragraphs, the Federal Govern¬ 
ment instituted in 1919 the so-called Federal Aid 
System, by means of which it also carries a share of 
the cost of the highways. 

In 1950, the special imposts on highway users ac¬ 

counted for almost 2-6 bilhon doUars of revenue, 
nearly three fourths of the state and federal funds 
applicable to highways. Only about half of this in¬ 
come, however, was applied to state highway im¬ 
provements and repairs. The remainder was used for 
local streets and roads, for non-highway purposes and 
for the costs of tax collection. The distribution of 
these funds, with the collection costs deducted, was as 
foUows: 

Millions of $ Per cent 

Construction of state highways 801 32 
Maintenance and administration 

of state highways 586 24 
Other state highway purposes 211 8 
Local roads and streets 672 27 

Total 2,487 100 

The state-collected revenues from motor vehicle 
users are distributed to the local government units in 
a variety of ways, but are reserved for the purposes of 
aiding and financing the necessary street and highway 
construction and maintenance by cities, towns and 
counties. This is usually done by formula, considering 
the population, highway mileage and vehicle registra¬ 
tion within the several units. 

Of the total state revenues collected, the sources and 
proportions were as follows: 

State taxes 
Fuel tax 46% 
Vehicle fees 25% 
Motor carriers 1% 
General funds 1% 

73% 
Road, bridge and ferry toUs 2% 
Federal aid funds 12% 
Bond revenue 11% 

100% 

It will be noted that the fuel tax, which in the US is 
commonly called the "gas tax," is the largest single 
source of state tax revenue, and produces nearly half 
of the total state revenues for highway purposes. In 
the states of the United States the collection of this 
tax is generaUy in the hands of the State Treasurer, or 
the Commissioner of Revenue and Taxation, or some 
simUar office. In most cases, this actual detaUed 
responsibUity is with a special group, often called the 
Motor Fuels Tax Division. Generally, the tax is levied 
only against gasoline used for highway purposes. Such 
non-highway users as airplanes, marine craft, and 
agricultural machinery are tax-free. At present, the 
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price of gasoline varies in the several parts of the US, 
depending upon transport charges from the refinery 
to the point of retail distribution, but is in the range 
of 21-24 cents per US gaUon. To this is added the tax, 
for which typical state levies are as foUows: 

California 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Ohio 
South Dakota 
Average for all states 

Cents per gallon 

4-5 
4 
5 
4 
5 
3-48 

It has been found necessary, from time to time, to 
review the tax in the light of current economic con¬ 
ditions, especially highway costs which are often a 
rough barometer of business levels, and to determine 
whether the tax rate is such that sufficient revenue is 
produced to enable the various highway bodies to 
carry out an adequate program of construction and 
maintenance. 

2. FEDERAL AID 

Since it offers a reasonable pattern for the similar 
distribution of government funds to local units for 
highway funds in Burma, a brief review of the so- 
called Federal Aid system in the United States follows. 

The procedure was initiated in 1916 with the first 
authorization of the primary system. Funds were 
divided between the states on the basis of population 
factors and highway mileage on the designated sys¬ 
tem. The authorizations by Congress under the 
Federal Aid Act for the years 1917-53 are shown on 
Plate 12. It wiU be observed that for the period 1917- 
33, the authorization tended to average approximately 
100 milhon dollars per year. During 1935-45, except 
for the dislocations of the war years, about 150 miUion 
dollars per year were authorized, and since the end of 
the war the figure has been 450 to 500 million dollars 
per year. This latter increase is due in part to the need 
to do the work that was deferred during 1940 45, but 
also reflects the phenomenal increase in motor traffic 
since the end of hostilities. 

The Federal Aid highway system consists of about 
235,000 miles of rural roads and city streets selected 
and incorporated into the network jointly by the 
states and the Federal Government. The mileage is 
almost entirely on state systems and is thus part of, 
and not in addition to, United States mUeages re¬ 
ported in Section E. As of lune 1951, the Federal Aid 
secondary system consisted of 417,000 miles of high¬ 
way, with 45% being in state systems and the re¬ 
mainder in county or other local systems. 

The Federal Aid system, hke many other American 

governmental agencies and procedures, represents 
gradual growth and experience. As early as 1891, for 
example, New Jersey, one of the states in the United 
States, had established a State Aid Act to assist 
counties, townships, and local communities in the 
construction and maintenance of local highways. By 
1917, when the Federal Aid Act was enacted by 
Congress, all of the 48 states had established, in some 
form, a similar system. Incidentally, each by then had 
also established and was operating a separate state 
highway department charged with road construction 
and maintenance. 

Another valuable characteristic of the Federal Aid 
system is that while apportionments are made each 
year to the states, considerable flexibility is aUowed in 
expending the funds. This allows the states to have 
orderly planning and budgeting of their funds. 

Federal funds are available for expenditure only on 
the designated Federal Aid systems, and in general 
must be matched by an equal amount of state or local 
funds. Federal aid may not be expended for mainten¬ 
ance nor for land acquisition. The cost of most Federal 
Aid projects is paid initially out of state highway 
funds, or in some cases by counties or other local gov¬ 
ernments. The Federal share is paid as reimbursement 
to the states as the work progresses, with final pay¬ 
ment made upon completion. 

3. HIGHWAY FINANCING, BURMA 

At present the construction, repair, and mainten¬ 
ance of the national and primary roads are financed 
by allotments from the general revenue of the 
Government of the Union based upon decisions 
reached by Parliament. For repairs, the Department 
of Buildings and Roads submits annual budget¬ 
ary requests which, when incorporated in the general 
budget for the Ministry of Public Works, are also 
acted upon by Parliament. 

District roads are the responsibihty of the district 
councils. The streets in the municipahtics are also a 
local responsibility, except that where the national 
and primary roads traverse the communities, these 
sections of highway remain under the jurisdiction of 
the Department. The district local fund boards ad¬ 
minister funds applicable to town streets. The various 
local fund bodies often have no trained personnel and 
working crews for the execution of highway work, 
and the department staff is partially used in these 
situations, the projects being performed as deposit 
works. Also, the municipalities, district councils and 
local fund boards exercise control over very minor 
total expenditures. The local bodies generally have to 
maintain and repair the district roads and town and 
city streets with moneys obtained from local taxation 
and occasional grants from the Government. 
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While the local bodies have the right to levy any 

taxation that is necessary, the fear has grown up that 
h is unwise to raise this part of the tax burden, 
since it would greatly increase the total tax burden. 
This is an unsound position. Additional funds must 
be secured from either local or national sources to 
permit adequate highway maintenance and repair to 
be carried out, and to engage in a long-range well- 
planned highway development program. This can 
best be done by greater budgetary allowances for 
highway programs. The Department, reorganized 
along the lines suggested elsewhere in this Report and 
enlarged to cope with an enlarged program, is the 
proper agency to handle the national, the secondary 
and certain of the urban highways. The staff must em¬ 
ploy a greater degree and wider variety of specialized 
training and skills, in order that the entire network of 
highways may be brought to not only its prewar con¬ 
dition but to the advanced state required to meet the 
challenge of present and developing traffic conditions. 

There are other special-purpose roads, such as 
those serving irrigation projects and forest areas. 
These are not public routes and are therefore the 
responsibUity of the several departments in question, 
rather than of Buildings and Roads, and funds for 
these special-purpose roads are derived from the 
several departmental budgets. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Considering the inadequacies of both local funds 
and the facilities of the Department of Buildings 
and Roads, it is concluded that: 

(a) A modern local-aid system should be estab¬ 
lished. Funds from national sources, in sufficient 
amount to do an adequate job, must be furnished. It 
is even more important that the local road bodies be 
assisted by the Department to assume more and more 
of the problem of local road administration, mainten¬ 
ance, repair and construction as they progress. 

(b) That a pattern, adapted from the Unhed States 
Federal Aid secondary system, should be used as a 
guide in developing a system for Burma. 

(c) That at present the motor traffic is of such 
volume that the revenue produced from a tax on 
gasoline used in motor vehicles would produce in¬ 
adequate funds for the necessary maintenance and 
construction program. At present, the preferable 
source for the major part of the funds needed should 
be the general funds of the Union, distributed to the 
districts and communities in proportion to their high¬ 
way needs. Some part of the funds should be on a 
share and share basis, so that the local body also 
makes a contribution to the development of its parts 
of the highway system. Other funds can be, as now, on 
a grant basis. 

Later, as traffic develops, it probably will become 
expedient and desirable to use a gasoline tax, or some 
similar special-purpose levy, as a source of highway 
revenue. 

(d) That the present system of licensing of vehicles 
should be continued, with the fees modified to con¬ 
form to the recommended Motor Vehicle Code out¬ 
lined in Section N of this chapter. It is essential that 
the control by taxation and licensing of vehicles using 
the highways be maintained in the interests of public 
safety to prevent overloading on the roadway pave¬ 
ments and structures and to insure continuance of 
the right to enforce traffic regulations. 

With the enactment and use of the code, there will 
soon develop a sufficient body of experience as to 
vehicle characteristics such as weights and axle loads 
to enable the authority to establish a weight tax for 
the heavier vehicles using the highways. This is one 
way, and possibly the simplest and most equitable 
way, to estabhsh the proportionate contribution to be 
made by different weights of vehicles to the cost of 
building and maintaining the highways. 

(e) It should be kept in mind that transport by 
motor vehicles is only one aspect of the whole trans¬ 
port structure. While the road systems of the Union 
must be repaired, reconstructed and rehabilitated, 
and must grow with the growth of traffic, the whole 
network must be brought to and kept in its proper 
relationship with the other forms • of transport (air, 
water and rail), to develop an integrated whole, a 
system which serves the entire Union with the maxi¬ 
mum economic and social benefit. 

N. HIGHWAY CODE 

1. NEED FOR REVISION OF THE 1907 CODE 

The basic legislation under which motor vehicle 
traffic now operates and is controlled in Burma is 
Burma Act No. V of 1907. This was passed in Council 
on March 14 that year, received the assent of the 
Governor-General on May 4, and was published and 
placed in effect on June 1, 1907. The Act is "In the 
regulation of traffic and the preservation of the surface 
of public roads and places in Burma." 

Under it, the local government was empowered to 
make rules for traffic on public roads and places and 
for the preservation of the surface of such roads and 
places. These rules were to include, as major items, 
those which would (a) prohibh or restrict the use of 
vehicles causing damage or excessive wear to surface, 
(b) provide for licensing of drivers, (c) estabhsh speed 
limits, (d) establish the rules of the road, (e) estab¬ 
lish the requirements for mechanical features and 
equipment of vehicles, including hghts, (/) estabhsh 
weight and passenger limitations for vehicles, and (g) 
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establish penalties for violations of any rule estab¬ 
lished under the Act. 

Subsequently, and from time to time, the Public 
Works Department established and modified the 
Burma Road Rules; estabhshed left-hand driving as 
the rule of the road; established and modified a list of 
"notified roads" (upon which subsequently govern¬ 
ment funds could be expended); established a distinc¬ 
tion in road administration and responsibility as 
between the Executive Engineer of the Public Works 
Department, representing the Government, and the 
Deputy Commissioner and Public Works staff of the 
districts, representing local government; established 
load, wheel and tire restrictions for vehicles (these 
became effective on October 1, 1909); gave power to 
the Pubhc Works Department or the local deputy 
commissioner to close roads for repair with proper 
notice and establishment of detours for traffic; gave 
power to regulate traffic in the interest of preventing 
danger or injury to the public; and prohibited buUock 
carts from using the traveled surface of any road un¬ 
less provided with springs. 

With the introduction and widespread increase in 
the use of motor vehicles, and especially with the 
development of the handhng of freight by truck, 
many of the provisions of the original law, and cer¬ 
tain of the modifications and notffications thereunder 
are outmoded and should be modified. In special need 
of overhauling are those portions of the Act relating to 
animal traffic on the highways. For example, the rules 
promulgated under the law included one forbidding 
the travel or driving of elephants on any road unless 
the animal was provided with a bell or other audible 
v/srning signal. Also, any person in charge of an ele¬ 
phant was required to remove it from the road if re¬ 
quested to do so by any person leading, riding or 
driving an animal rendered restive by the presence of 
the elephant. 

Also, the development in the use of motor trans¬ 
port of all kinds, which to a very large degree occurred 
during the war years, with the accompanying general 
increase in the speed at which vehicles operate, has 
brought about a new set of conditions for highway 
transport and traffic control. The highway code should 
at all times be flexible enough to accommodate itself 
to changes. 

Further, as the use of highway transport develops, 
any law or code must anticipate changes in order to 
influence and guide the direction of development of 
motor transport for the maximum benefit to the pub¬ 
lic. For these reasons, because the present law cannot 
be effectively enforced, and because it is impractical 
lo revise a basicaUy outmoded law, a new Motor 
Vehicle Code has been prepared. The recommended 
Code, with the more important features developed in 

detaU and the remainder in synopsis form, is included 
as Section N 5 of this chapter. 

2. BASIC FEATURES OF RECOMMENDED CODE 

The basic features incorporated in the Motor 
Vehicle Code recommended for Burma take into 
account the current state of motor transport in Burma; 
the reasonable trends which this transport may take 
in the foreseeable future; the present status of the 
national and local highway systems; the changes 
which will be brought about by the rehabUitation and 
modernization program; the design, use and capacity 
of modern motor vehicles; the need to hve for some 
time with the problem created by the co-existence of 
slow-moving traffic, largely bullock carts, and fast- 
moving and heavy motor traffic. The more important 
features of the new code include: 

(a) Provisions for the registration of motor vehicles 
in the categories of private cars, hiring cars, buses, 
private buses, trucks and special vehicles; the pay¬ 
ment of fees therefor, and the issuance of licenses and 
certfficates of registration. 

(b) Provision for revenue licenses for commercial 
vehicles, such as hiring cars, buses, private buses, and 
trucks; the payment of fees therefor; and limiting 
operating conditions. 

(c) Issuance of permits for bus services, including 
the requirements for the establishing of routes, pro¬ 
cedure in connection with the granting of the permits, 
and permits for hiring car service, including the pro¬ 
cedures in connection with the granting of permits. 
Anticipating changes in the nature of bus traffic or 
the shifting of traffic, the code provides for the com¬ 
bination of bus companies to whom permits have been 
granted in order that more economical operation and 
better service to the travehng public may result. It is 
further contemplated that bus services may be estab¬ 
lished and carried out by Burma RaUways in con¬ 
nection with its own operations. 

(d) Issuance of permits for truck service for hue, 
with the requirements necessary to exclude certain 
kinds of truck hauling; including the procedures in 
connection with the estabhshing of rates and granting 
of permits. 

The Code envisions that Burma Railways may find 
it economical and desirable to establish feeder ser¬ 
vices, by truck, for its own operations, or to replace, 
in the future, short terminal positions of its hnes with 
such services. For this reason, requirements and pro¬ 
cedures are established for this purpose. 

Since this section of the Code may well govern the 
development of commercial trucking, a very impor¬ 
tant segment of the transport facilities of Burma, and 
since this development, if carried out in an orderly and 
proper manner, will be of great help to the economic 
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welfare of the nation and its people, great care should 
be taken in carrying out the objectives of this section. 
It is therefore recommended that there be created, as 
chief administrative officer, a commissioner of motor 
vehicles; that the registration of vehicles and related 
matters be handled by a registrar of motor vehicles; 
and that assistants and staff be estabhshed for each to 
effectively carry out, implement and enforce the code. 

The responsibilities of the commissioner are enu¬ 
merated in detaU, and the relationship is established 
between his office and the Transport Commission, 
recommended elsewhere as the policy making and 
regulatory body for an integrated and complete 
transportation system for the Union of Burma. 

(e) The estabhshment of offenses under the code 
and penalties therefor; and the development of 
correct procedures for handhng offenses under the 
Code. 

3. FLEXIBILITY IN CODE LIMITATIONS 

AU legislative acts, except those involving basic 
social concepts, must be so written as to admit 
changes in their requirements and limitations from 
time to time, as economic and social conditions pro¬ 
gress. This is especiaUy true where technologic im¬ 
provements occur at a rapid rate. 

The attempt has been made to provide a statute 
which meets the basic requirements of traffic, permits 
of the fiexibility needed for changing conditions, is 
conveniently and fairly enforceable, and is reasonable 
in administration. Certain details must be developed 
in the operational procedures outlined in the Code, 
but these are administrative matters to be solved 
among the several government agencies involved. 
In doing this, the agencies should be guided by their 
own previous experience and the current practices 
of others. In this connection, the several states 
and government agencies in the United States have 
organized a quasi-official, but largely advisory 
group known as the American Association of Motor 
Vehicle Administration, to coordinate their efforts 
and to exchange information. It is believed that very 
good general data adaptable to local conditions and 
practices can be obtained from this organization. 

In most cases in the recommended code, the basic 
hmitations have been shown. Where final determina¬ 
tions are matters of local needs and experience, detaUs 
have been left to the administrative agencies. This is 
especially true of the insurance requirements, and of 
the penalties to be levied for violations of the several 
parts of the Code. In the latter case, the basic prin¬ 
ciple should be that the severest penalties should be 
reserved for those offenses in which the danger to 
other persons, either in vehicles or as pedestrians, is 
the greatest. 

R.B.—28 

In the assignment of effective dates for the several 
parts of the Code, care should be taken not to impose 
any real economic or other hardship on vehicle 
owners. For example, it is just to institute speed 
limitations or new registration procedures upon short 
notice, if enough time is allowed beyond the date of 
enactment to permit the necessary educational and 
publicity measures to be taken, the procedures to be 
developed and initially instituted, and (in the case of 
buses) the necessary rearrangement of schedules to be 
made. It is not reasonable, on the other hand, to 
establish new load or size limhations on such short 
notice, for the owners of the existing vehicles which 
would be illegal under the new limhations would be 
unable to operate their vehicles after the fixed date. 
Their equity would thus be unfairly destroyed. This 
kind of date should bc set considerably in advance, 
with the added provision that new vehicles purchased 
in the interim period should meet the new requhe¬ 
ments. 

The fee schedules for registration and licenses 
should be so fixed as to impose no economic hardship 
upon individual drivers and owners of vehicles. The 
basic objective of licensing is to establish control over 
the abihty of drivers in the interest of public safety, 
and in the case of larger and heavier vehicles to safe¬ 
guard the public and to prevent the destruction of 
its coUective property, the pubhc highways of the 
nation. In the case of commercial vehicles, a further 
objective is to give, by the granting or withholding 
of licenses and permits, control over the quality 
and nature of service rendered by the carriers to the 
public. 

In establishing the speed limits under the Code it 
may be wise, as has been found in a number of state 
and municipal vehicle codes in the United States, to 
establish no definite limit. Instead the Code wih pro¬ 
vide that "the vehicle must at ah times be operated 
safely, and prudently, and not operated in a reckless 
and dangerous manner." Most such codes go on to 
say that if a vehicle is operated at a speed in excess 
of mUes per hour, it is the responsibihty of the 
operator to prove that he was not driving in a reck¬ 
less and dangerous manner. In this way, it is possible 
for the enforcement agencies to secure court convic¬ 
tions against operators who are guUty of a wide range 
of offenses against public safety, but who would not 
have violated the rules as to speed. On the other hand, 
with the burden of proof on the operator, a strong 
deterrent against excessive speeds is established. 
Again, the relative penalties under the code and the 
manner in which the latter is enforced should be in 
the interest of the safety of the general public. 

It is of vital importance that the weight and size 
hmitations to be placed upon vehicles under the Code 
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shall be definite, reasonable and easily enforceable. 
They should be realistic in terms of the design and 
capacities of modern motor vehicles, and capable of 
adjustment as motor vehicles undergo further develop¬ 
ment and change. Since grave and even tragic struc¬ 
tural damage can occur to roadway surfaces and sub- 
grades, as well as to structures if they are overloaded, 
the public interest and investment in the highway 
system of the nation demands that this portion of the 
Code be severely enforced. 

Recent experiments on a heavy-duty highway in the 
United States, carefully constructed in recent years 
and to modern high standards, have indicated the real 
need of controlling axle weight on heavy vehicles, and 
especially dual axles. In a concrete pavement, for ex¬ 
ample, a 20% increase in the axle load, from 18,000 
lbs. to 21,600 lbs., produced six times as many cracks 
as had existed in the pavement under continued ap¬ 
plications of the lighter axle load. The damage to 
flexible pavements of the bituminous type such as are 
used in Burma would have been even greater. 

It is therefore vital that clear-cut design standards 
be estabhshed for the roads of each classification, that 
construction be carefully carried out by the design 
capacities, and that the weight and axle requirements 
of the Code be strictly enforced. 

4. COORDINATED TRANSPORT 

One of the basic features of the new Code is that it 
envisages a coordinated system of transport in which 
each of the modes participates in the over-all system 
to the degree consistent with its basic usefulness, con¬ 
venience and economy in order that the general 
public welfare be served to the maximum extent. The 
Code also establishes procedures for the consohdation 
of bus lines, if necessary, in order that more efficient 
service be rendered to the traveling public. 

The relationship between the administration of the 
code and the Transport Commission is indicated in 
the Code. This relationship is more fully presented in 
Chapter X, Transportation. 

5. PROPOSED MOTOR VEHICLE CODE 

The draft of the recommended model Motor 
Vehicle Code, partly in detail and partly in synopsis 
form, is included herewith. 

UNION OF BURMA 
MOTOR VEHICLE CODE 

ACT No. 1954 
Section 

1 Enabling clause, with effective date and repealing 
all existing acts, by name. 

PART I 

REGISTRATION OF MOTOR VEHICLES 
Section 

I-l Prohibition on possession or use of vehicles with¬ 
out registration. 

1-2 (a) Requirement that registered vehicle com¬ 
ply with regulations promulgated under Code as 
to weight, dimensions and equipment for that 
class of vehicle. 

(b) No motor vehicle shall be registered as a 
private car or a hiring car if the tare of that 
vehicle exceeds two and one-half tons. 

1-3 (a) No motor bus shall be registered unless the 
person for the time being entitled to the posses¬ 
sion of that motor bus is the holder of: 

(1) A bus permit for a regular bus service; or 
(2) A certificate of eligibility (granted under 

the Code) for bus permits for occasional bus ser¬ 
vices; or 

(3) A private bus permit for that motor bus. 
(b) No person shall be registered as the owner 

of a motor bus unless he is the holder of: 
(1) A bus permit for a regular bus service; or 
(2) A certificate of eligibihty (granted under 

the Code) for bus permits for occasional bus ser¬ 
vices; or 

(3) A private bus permit for that motor bus. 

1-4 All motor trucks, tractors, trailers and special- 
purpose vehicles of the same nature now operat¬ 
or hereafter placed in operation upon the public 
highways should have placed on them data in 
respect to the vehicle height, width and length; 
kind and size of wheel and tire; unladen weight 
and carrying capacity as duly authorized by the 
Commissioner of Motor Traffic. This data shall 
be prominentiy painted, or otherwise perman¬ 
ently shown, on the vehicle. 

Requirements covering description of motor 
vehicle upon registration; keeping of register of 
vehicles by categories; application for registra¬ 
tion; payment of registration fee; issuance of 
license and certificate of registration; data on 
vehicle to be furnished with application, includ¬ 
ing weight; detailed procedure on change of 
ownership, application and registration of new 
owner, cancellation or registration. 

PART II 

CONSTRUCTION AND EQUIPMENT 
OF MOTOR VEHICLES 

II-l Regulations may be made prescribing the re¬ 
quirements as to construction, weight, dimen¬ 
sions and equipment of motor vehicles as pre¬ 
scribed in Part VIII. Any such regulation may be 
expressed to be applicable to motor vehides 

1-5 
to 

1-13 
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Section 

generally or to any specified class  of motor 
vehicles. 

II-2        Requirements as to  number and position of 
license plates, shape thereof, etc. 

PART 111 

REVENUE LICENSES 

III-l Legal requirements to prevent possession or 
ownership of motor vehicles without revenue 
license. 

III-2 A revenue license to be issued under this Part for 
a motor vehicle shaU be a license of one of the 
following descriptions, that is to say, a private 
car hcense, a hiring car hcense, a private bus 
hcense, a bus license, a truck license, a motor¬ 
cycle hcense, a motor hearse license, a motor 
ambulance license, an invalid carriage license or 
a land vehicle license, and shall be issued having 
regard to the class of motor vehicles to which 
that vehicle belongs. 

III-3 Requirement that the revenue license be not 
issued except on the production of the certificate 
of registration, and that of insurance or security. 

III-4 (a) No bus license shall be issued under this 
Part except for a bus the registered owner of 
which is the holder of: 

(1) A bus permit for a regular bus service; 
(2) A certificate of eligibility (granted under 

the Code) for bus permits for occasional bus 
services. 

(b) No private bus license shall be issued un¬ 
der this Part except for a private bus the registered 
owner of which is the holder of a private bus per¬ 
mit authorizing the use of that bus. 

(c) No truck license shall be issued under this 
Part except for a truck the registered owner of 
which is the holder of a permit granted under the 
Code authorizing the use of that truck. 

III-5 No revenue license for a hiring car, motor bus, 
truck, motor hearse or motor ambulance shall 
be issued by a licensing authority unless that car, 
bus, truck, hearse or ambulance, as the case may 
be, has, within the period of two months im¬ 
mediately preceding the date on which the license 
is to come into force, been examined and certi¬ 
fied to be fit for use under all requirements of 
Part IX of the Code. 

III-6 Requirements as to form of application for 
to revenue license; license fees, form and period of 

111-10 revenue hcenses, including limitations on such 
periods; and the power to insert conditions in 
revenue licenses in the interest of safety. 

III-l 1 (a) The licensing authority shall specify in 
every revenue license issued by the authority: 

Section 
(1) for a private bus, the maximum number 

of persons authorized to be carried in that bus; 
and 

(2) for a hiring car or a bus, the maximum 
number of passengers authorized to be carried in 
that car or bus, as the case may be, with limita¬ 
tions as to extra seats in the case of hiring cars, 
and limitations as to seating space, aisles, etc., for 
hiring cars, private buses, or buses. 

111-12 The licensing authority shall specify in every 
revenue hcense for a truck issued by that author¬ 
ity the maximum load (that is to say, the pay- 
load) which may be carried on the truck. For the 
purpose of determining the maximum load, each 
person permitted to be carried on the truck shall 
be deemed to weigh one hundred and ten pounds. 

111-13 Requirement that revenue license be carried on 
motor vehicle, and produced when required by 
court or the registrar. 

III-14 Requirements as to procedure when altering 
to motor  vehicle;   surrender   or  cancellation   of 

III-l9 revenue hcense; issue of new revenue licenses 
with change in ownership; dealer's licenses and 
use of vehicles thereunder; temporary licenses; 
permission that Commissioner may issue permits 
for carriage of goods (with weight limitation 
stated) on private cars, carriage of mail or news¬ 
papers by hiring cars or buses; or for other pur¬ 
poses. 

PART IV 

PASSENGER VEHICLE PERMITS 

IV-1 

IV-2 

IV-3 

Bus Services 
No bus shall, on or after the appointed date, be 
used on any highway except under the authority 
of a bus permit granted by the Commissioner 
under this Part and for the time being in force. 
Description of classes of bus permits, including 
those for occasional service. 

(a) The period for which a bus permit under 
this Part shall be in force shaU: 

(1) In the case of a permit for a regular ser¬ 
vice, be such period, not being less than two 
years nor more than ten years from the date on 
which it is expressed to come into force as shall 
be specified in the permit; and 

(2) In the case of a permit for an occasional 
service, be such period as shall be specified in the 
permit. 

IV-4 (a) Every application for a bus permit shall 
be made to the Commissioner in such form as 
the Commissioner may provide for the purpose. 

(b) Every application for a bus permit for a 
regular service shall be made not less than three 
months before the date on which the applicant 
requires the permit to come into force. 
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Section 

IV-5 

IV-6 

(c) Every applicant for a bus permit shall sub¬ 
mit together with his application a statement in 
such form as the Commissioner may provide for 
the purpose, containing: 

(1) Particulars of the type or types of the 
buses proposed to be used under the permit; 

(2) Particulars of the route or routes on 
which it is proposed to provide the service; 

(3) In the case of a permit for a regular 
service, the timetable and fare-schedule of the 
proposed service; 

(4) In the case of a permit for an occasional 
service, particulars of the area in which and of 
the event or events in connection with which a 
service is to be provided and such other particu¬ 
lars as the Commissioner may require including 
particulars relating to the frequency of the pro¬ 
posed service and the time to be taken on the 
journeys included therein; 

(5) Such particulars as the Commissioner 
may require as to the hours of work or rest, hours 
of continuous duty, wages and other conditions 
of employment of the persons employed or pro¬ 
posed to bc employed for the purpose of the ser¬ 
vice; and 

(6) Such other particulars as the Commis¬ 
sioner may require. 

Publication of notice of application for permits 
for regular bus service; objections from others 
already furnishing service along or near the 
route, including Burma Railways; requiring 
pubhc hearings on permit application. 

(a) Subject to the provisions of Section IV, 
the Commissioner shall have full power and dis¬ 
cretion to make a determination either to grant 
or to refuse an application for a bus permit. 

(b) The Commissioner, in exercising the dis¬ 
cretion in regard to the grant or refusal of bus 
permhs and to the route or routes in respect of 
which permits may be granted, shall have regard 
primarily to the interests of the public generally, 
including those of persons requiring as well as 
those of persons providing facilities for the trans¬ 
port of passengers for fee or reward and shall, in 
particular, have regard in the case of any applica¬ 
tion for any such permit, to the following mat¬ 
ters: 

(1) The extent to which the proposed ser¬ 
vice is necessary or desirable in the public 
interest; 

(2) Suitability of the proposed route or 
routes; 

(3) The extent, if any, to which the needs of 
the proposed route or routes are already ade¬ 
quately served; 

(4) The needs of the area as a whole in rela¬ 
tion to traSic (including the provision of ade¬ 
quate, suitable and efficient services and the pro- 

Section 
vision of unremunerative services) and the co¬ 
ordination of all forms of passenger transport, 
including transport by railway; 

(5) The question whether any provision or 
any other written law prescribing a speed hmit is 
likely to be contravened; 

(6) The financial position of the applicant, 
insofar as it may affect the efficient operation of 
the proposed service; 

(7) The following considerations of pohcy, 
that is to say, 

(i) That wherever any transportation facili¬ 
ties (including facihties provided by the railway) 
in any area or on any route are, in the opinion 
of the Commissioner, satisfactory and efficient 
to meet at reasonable charge the transportation 
requirements of the public within that area or on 
that route, it is desirable to grant bus permits 
authorizing the carriage of passengers within 
substantially the same area or over substantially 
the same route in competition with the said 
transportation facihties, and 

(ii) That it is desirable, except where special 
circumstances render it inexpedient to do so, to 
give preference (other things being equal) to an 
apphcation by a Cooperative Society for a per¬ 
mit to provide services which fulfill transporta¬ 
tion requirements in the locahty in which the 
society carries on its activities wherever such ser¬ 
vices will not be in competition with services pro¬ 
vided on established trunk routes, and to give 
preference to an application by any Municipal 
Council for a permit to provide services on any 
route on which a bus service was provided in the 
month of , and 

(iii) That, where in the case of any apphca¬ 
tion for a bus permit authorizing the provision 
of a regular service the following condition is 
satisfied, namely, that the applicant is at the time 
of his application the holder of a permit authoriz¬ 
ing the provision of a substantially similar ser¬ 
vice, preference should be given to his applica¬ 
tion over any apphcation by a person in whose 
case the said condition is not satisfied, unless the 
refusal of the first-mentioned application is justi¬ 
fied on the ground that the conditions of any 
permit previously held by the applicant have not 
been complied with or is justified by special cir¬ 
cumstances. 

IV-7 Subject to the provisions of this Code and of any 
regulations made in that behalf, the Commis¬ 
sioner may attach to any bus permit all such con¬ 
ditions as he may think fit to impose with respect 
to the matters mentioned in Section IV-6 and 
generally for securing the safety and convenience 
of the public, including conditions requiring: 

(a) That the fares to be charged shall be such 
as may be specified in the permit. 

(b) That  the  service  shall   be  operated  in 
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IV-8 

accordance with a timetable specified in the per¬ 
mit. 

(c) That copies of the timetable and fare- 
schedule shall be carried and kept exhibited in 
buses used on the service. 

(d) That every bus used on the service shall be 
of a specified type and be maintained at all times 
in a fit and serviceable condition. 

(e) That no bus shall be used on the service 
unless a certificate of fitness in respect thereof is 
in force for the time being. 

(/) In a case where permits are issued to 
different persons involving the use of the same 
section of a highway, or where any route or part 
thereof hes within the administrative hmits of any 
local authority, that passengers shall not be taken 
up or shall not be set down (i) except at specified 
points or (ii) between specified points. 

(g) That the requirements of any written law 
with respect to the time for which drivers or con¬ 
ductors of buses may remain continuously on 
duty and to their hours of work or rest and to 
their wages are complied with in the case of the 
drivers and conductors of the buses used under 
the authority of the permit. 

(h) That the speed limits prescribed by any 
written law and applicable in the case of buses 
shall be observed in the operation of the service. 

(i) That mails or newspapers shall be carried 
to such places and at such times as the Commis¬ 
sioner may specify, if payment for such carriage 
is made in accordance with rates approved by 
the Commissioner, and in the case of mails, that 
they shall be carried in accordance with terms and 
arrangements approved by the Commissioner 
and embodied in a contract between the apph¬ 
cant and the proper postal authorities. 

(j) That the holder of the permit must make 
adequate provision, whether by the setting apart 
of funds or in any other prescribed manner, for 
depreciation of buses, buildings and plants and 
for the purchase of new buses. 

(k) That in the case of a permit for a regular 
service, the holder shall be bound, if required to 
do so, to provide bus services or hiring car ser¬ 
vices on any neighbouring route or routes in the 
area deemed by the Commissioner to be the area 
served by the regular service provided under the 
permit, whenever the Commissioner is of the 
opinion that such additional bus or hiring car 
services are necessary in the pubhc interest. 

(a) For the purpose of meeting any increased 
demand for passenger transport, the Commis¬ 
sioner may by order direct the holder of a bus 
permit for a regular service to increase the fre¬ 
quency of the services provided under any permit, 
or to provide additional regular services, whether 
on the whole of the route or routes specified in 
the permit or on any such route or part thereof; 

Section 
and any service which is provided in compliance 
with the order shall be deemed for the purposes 
of this Part to be a service authorized by that 
permit. No such order shall be made unless the 
holder has first been given an opportunity to be 
heard. 

lV-9 Provisions for revocation, suspension or transfer 
of permits; right of appeal from determinations 
of Commissioner, and notices thereunder, etc. 

IV-10 Regulations may be made with respect to all or 
any of the following matters: 

(a) The procedure on applications for, and 
the determination of, questions in connection 
with the grant, variation, suspension and revoca¬ 
tion of bus permits, the fees payable in respect of 
such applications and permits, and the manner 
in which, whether in a lump sum or in install¬ 
ments, such fees shall be payable. 

(b) The custody of permits under this Part, 
and their production, return and cancellation on 
expiration, suspension or revocation and the 
custody, production and return of documents 
and plates. 

(c) The plates and marks to be carried on buses; 
and the manner in which they are to be dis¬ 
played. 

(d) The records to be kept by holders of such 
permits in relation to the persons employed by 
such holder as drivers or conductors of buses and 
to the time of the commencement and cessation 
of work by such persons and the intervals of rest 
taken by them. 

(e) The documents to be carried by drivers of 
buses and the particulars to be entered therein. 

(f) The records to be kept in respect of the 
journeys performed by buses (in addition to the 
registers required by Part VIH). 

(g) The preservation of records so kept, the 
inspection of such records by any authority speci¬ 
fied in the regulation, and the production for the 
purposes of such inspection of such records on 
demand made by any such authority. 

IV-11     Estabhshment of effective date. 

IV-12 (a) The Minister and the Transport Commis¬ 
sioner may require the Commissioner to prepare 
and present a plan; 

(1) For the amalgamation of any or all of 
the companies which are authorized under this 
Act to provide bus services in any area or on any 
routes specified by the Minister; or 

(2) For the transfer to any one of such com¬ 
panies of the business previously authorized un¬ 
der this Act to be carried on by any other such 
company or companies in any area or on any 
routes so specified; or 

(3) For the formation of a new company, 
and the transfer to it of the business previously 
authorized under this Act to be carried on by any 
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Other company or companies in any area or on 
any routes so specified. 

In this sub-section, "authorized" means 
authorized by a bus permit or two or more such 
permits. 

Hiring Car Services 

IV 13 Similar requirements for permits for hiring car 
services, carrying out applicable requirements of 
Sections lV-3 to IV 11, modified as necessary. 

Private Bus Permits 

IV-14 Outline generally similar requirements for the 
granting of permits for private buses, for the 
transport of school students and staff, etc.; for 
ground transport as a part of an airways opera¬ 
tion, transport of employers' staff, etc. (including 
those of government departments or other pub¬ 
lic or local authority); or transport for any other 
prescribed purpose of that general nature. 

IV-15 Regulations may be made for the purposes of 
carrying out or giving effect to the provisions of 
Section IV 15; and without prejudice to the 
generahty of the powers hereinbefore conferred, 
any such regulation may provide: 

(a) The particulars to be contained in applica¬ 
tions for private bus permits, and the fees pay¬ 
able in respect thereof; 

(b) For the conditions which shall or may be 
attached to such permits, the variation, modifica¬ 
tion or revision of conditions or the addition of 
new conditions; 

(c) For the revocation or suspension of such 
permits; 

(d) For the duration of such permits, and 
((?) The plates and marks to be carried on 

private buses and the manner in which they are 
to be displayed. 

PART V 

GOODS TRUCK PERMITS 

V 1 No truck shall, on or after the appointed date, 
be used on any highway except under the 
authority of a permit granted by the Commis¬ 
sioner under this Part and for the time being in 
force, except trucks being operated under a 
dealer's license or trailers drawn by passenger 
cars. 

V-2 A permit authorizing the use of a truck shall be 
one of the following classes, that is to say: 

(a) A public carrier's permit; and 
(b) A private carrier's permit. 

V-3 (a) A pubhc carrier's permit shall entitle the 
holder thereof to use trucks specified in the per¬ 
mit (hereinafter referred to as "the authorized 
trucks"): 

Section 
(1) For the carriage of goods for fee or re¬ 

ward, and 
(2) For the carriage of goods for or in con¬ 

nection with his business as a carrier of goods, 
whether by road transport or any other means of 
transport, and for such storage or warehousing 
of goods as may be incidental to his business as 
a carrier; and 

(3) In the case of a permit held by a person 
carrying on a canal, dock or harbor undertaking, 
for the carriage of goods for or in connection 
with that undertaking. 

(b) A private carrier's permit shall entitle the 
holder thereof to use the trucks specified in the 
permit (hereinafter referred to as "the authorized 
trucks") for the carriage of goods, otherwise than 
for fee or reward: 

(1) For or in connection with any trade or 
business carried on by him and specified in the 
permit; or 

(2) For any other purpose so specified. 
(c) The carriage of goods by a person en¬ 

gaged in any trade or business, in any case men¬ 
tioned in any of the following paragraphs shall 
not be deemed to be carriage for fee or reward: 

(1) The delivery or collection, by that per¬ 
son, of goods sold, used or let on hire or hire- 
purchase in the course of that trade or business; 

(2) The delivery or coUection by that per¬ 
son of goods which have been, or are to be, sub¬ 
jected to a process of treatment or manufacture 
in the course of that trade or business; 

(3) Where that trade or business is that of a 
manufacturer, agent or dealer in any goods, the 
carriage of goods for demonstration purposes in 
a truck; 

(4) Where that person is a manufacturer of 
motor vehicles, the carriage of goods by him 
under and in accordance with regulations made 
in that behalf; 

(5) Where that person is engaged in agri¬ 
culture in any locahty, the carriage by him of 
goods for or in connection with the business of 
agriculture carried on by any other person in the 
same locality; 
and accordingly a private carrier's permit shall 
be sufficient to authorize any such carriage by 
that person. 

(d) For the purposes of this Part of this Code, 
the performance of its functions by any depart¬ 
ment of Government, or a local authority, or 
any prescribed public authority, shall be deemed 
to be the carrying on of a trade or business. 

V-4 Requirement for identification of authorized 
to trucks   under  permits;   restriction   on  use  of 

V-6 authorized trucks; duration of permits (two and 
three years are suggested for public and private 
carriers, respectively), special permits for short 
term or special purposes. 
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V-7 (a) Every application for a permit under this 
Part shall be made to the Commissioner. 

(b) Every application for a permit under this 
Part for the current period shall be made not less 
than three months before the date on which the 
applicant requires the permit to come into force. 

(c) Every applicant for a permit under this 
Part shah submit, together with his application, 
a statement in such form as the Commissioner 
may provide for the purpose: 

(1) Containing such particulars as may be 
prescribed as respects the trucks proposed to be 
used under the permit; 

(2) Furnishing particulars of the area (here¬ 
inafter referred to as "the proposed area of 
operation") in which it is proposed to carry 
goods under the authority of the permit; 

(3) Specifying the place or places, if any, 
outside the proposed area of operation, between, 
or from, or to which it is proposed to carry goods 
under the authority of the permit and the route 
or routes to be used for such carriage; and 

(4) In the case of an application for a pub¬ 
lic carrier's permit, specifying the facihties for 
the transport of goods intended to be provided 
for other persons under the authority of the per¬ 
mit. 

(d) Every applicant for a permit under this 
Part shaU furnish such other information as the 
Commissioner may reasonably require for the 
purposes of the consideration of the apphcant 
and, in particular, an applicant for a public car¬ 
rier's permit shall, if so required, submit in such 
form as the Commissioner may provide for the 
purpose: 

(1) Such particulars as may be so required 
with respect to any business as a carrier of goods 
for fee or reward carried on by the applicant at 
any time before the making of the application 
and of the rates charged by him; 

(2) Particulars of any agreement or arrange¬ 
ment, affecting in any material respect the pro¬ 
vision, within the proposed area of operation, of 
facilities for the transport of goods for fee or re¬ 
ward, entered into by the applicant with any 
other person by whom such facilities are pro¬ 
vided, whether within or without the area; 

(3) Particulars of any financial interest 
(whether as a partner or as a shareholder or as a 
result of any loan, guarantee or other financial 
transaction) which any other person providing 
facilities for the transport of goods for fee or re¬ 
ward, or controlling (either solely or in conjunc¬ 
tion with any other person) the business of any 
person who provides such facilities, has in the 
business of the applicant, and in the case of an 
applicant being a company, of any right which 
any such person as aforesaid has to nominate 
any director of the company. 

Section 
V-8 

V-9 

V-10 

Special provisions, to permit or require use of 
extra trucks, to modify conditions of service as 
outlined in permit, advertisement and holding of 
public hearings on changes, etc. 

(a) The Commissioner in exercising the dis¬ 
cretion in regard to the grant or refusal of per¬ 
mits under this Part shall have regard primarily 
to the interest of the public generally, including 
those of persons requiring as well as those of 
persons providing facilities for transport of 
goods; and shaU, as far as may be, be guided by 
the following considerations of policy, that is to 
say: 

(1) That, wherever any transportation faciU¬ 
ties (including facihties provided by the Railway) 
in any area or over any route are, in the opinion 
of the Commissioner, satisfactory and efficient 
to meet at minimum charge the transportation 
requirements of the public within that area or 
along that route, it is undesirable to grant per¬ 
mits under this Part authorizing the carriage of 
goods within substantially the same area or along 
substantially the same route in competition with 
the said transportation facilities; except that as 
between highway carriers, fair competition 
should be encouraged. 

(a) It shall be a condition of every permit un¬ 
der this Part: 

(1) That every authorized truck shaU be 
maintained at all times in a fit and serviceable 
condition; 

(2) That the requirements for any written 
law with respect to the time for which drivers of 
trucks may remain continuously on duty and to 
their hours of work or rest and to their wages are 
complied with in the case of the drivers of the 
authorized trucks; 

(3) That the provisions of any written law 
with respect to speed hmits, tare, laden weight 
and loading of trucks are comphed with in rela¬ 
tion to the authorized trucks; and 

(4) That the provisions of any regulation 
made under this Part relating to the keeping of 
records, the carriage of documents, and the pro¬ 
duction and inspection of such records and docu¬ 
ments, are complied with. 

(b) The Commissioner may attach to any per¬ 
mit under this Part all such conditions he may 
think fit to impose in the public interest and with 
a view to preventing uneconomic competition, 
including conditions requiring: 

(1) That the authorized trucks shall be used 
only in such area or between such places as may 
be specified in the permit; 

(2) That the authorized trucks shall not be 
used in such area or between such places as may 
be specified in the permit; 

(3) That the goods carried in the authorized 
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V-11 

V-12 

trucks shaU be restricted to such classes or 
descriptions of goods as may be specified in the 
permit; 

(4) That such classes or descriptions of 
goods as may be specified in the permit shall not 
be carried in the authorized trucks; 

(5) That goods shaU be carried in the 
authorized trucks only for such persons as may 
be specified in the permit; 

(6) That the charges to be made for the 
carriage of goods shall not exceed or be less than 
such maximum or minimum charges respectively 
as may be specified in the permit; 

(7) That the maximum laden weight of any 
authorized truck shall not exceed such weight as 
may be specified in the permit; 

(8) That a speed-governor shall be fitted to 
any authorized truck; and 

(9) That the maximum payload to be car¬ 
ried in each authorized truck shall not exceed 
such amount as may be specified in the permit. 

Procedures for variation in conditions of permits; 
variations as to authorized trucks; revocation, 
cancellation, transfer, etc., of permits; etc. 

(a) Regulations may be made with respect to 
all or any of the following matters: 

(1) The procedure on application forms and 
the determination of questions in connection with 
the grant, variation, suspension and revocation 
of permits under this Part, the fees payable in 
respect of such applications and permits, and 
manner in which, whether in a lump sum or in¬ 
stallments, such fees shall be payable. 

(2) The means by which authorized trucks 
are to be identified, whether by plates, marks, 
distinctive colours or otherwise; 

(3) The custody of permits under this Part, 
and their production, return and cancehation on 
expiration, suspension or revocation, and the 
custody, production and return of documents 
and plates; 

(4) The notification to the Commissioner of 
trucks which have ceased to be used under per¬ 
mits; 

(5) The records to be kept by holders of 
permits under this Part in relation to the persons 
employed by such holders as drivers of author¬ 
ized trucks and to the times of the commence¬ 
ment and cessation of work by such persons and 
the intervals of rest taken by them, including 
records in relation to any such holder when act¬ 
ing as the driver of any authorized truck; 

(6) The documents to be carried by drivers 
of authorized trucks and the particulars to be 
entered therein; 

(7) The records to be kept, showing as 
respects every journey of an authorized truck, 
particulars of the journey, of the greatest weight 

of goods carried by the truck at any one time 
during the period to which the records relate and 
the description, points of loading and destination 
of the goods carried; 

(8) The preservation of records so kept, the 
inspection of such records by any authority 
specified in the regulation, and the production for 
the purposes of inspection of such records on 
demand made by any such authority; 

(9) The grant of exemptions either generally 
or in relation to particular persons or trucks 
from all or any of the requirements imposed by 
regulations made under paragraphs (5) to (8) 
and the circumstances in which and the condi¬ 
tions subject to which such exemptions may be 
granted. 

PART VI 

INSURANCE AND THIRD-PARTY RISK 

VI-1       Requirement that users of motor vehicles be in¬ 
sured or secured against third-party risk. 

VI-2      Requirements as to policies. 

VI-3       Requirements as to security. 

VI-4      Production of certificates of insurance or secur¬ 
ity upon application for revenue hcense. 

VI-5      Insurance requirements and procedures. 

VI-6       Corresponding requirements as to security. 

VI-7       Regulations as to form of application, certificates, 
records. 

PART VII 

DRIVING LICENSES 

VII-l For the purposes of this Part, motor vehicles 
shall be deemed to be divided into the foUowing 
classes, that is to say: 

(a) Motor buses. 
(b) Trucks, and, in addition, motor ambu¬ 

lances and motor hearses. 
(c) Hiring cars. 
(d) Motor cycles. 
(e) Invalid carriages. 
(/) Private cars,   and   motor   vehicles   not 

hereinbefore specified. 

VII-2 (a) Subject to the provisions of subsection (b): 
(1) No person shaU drive a motor vehicle of 

any class on a highway unless he is the holder of 
an effective driving license which is vahd for 
motor vehicles of that class; and 

(2) No person shall employ any other per¬ 
son to drive a motor vehicle of any class on a 
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highway unless the person so employed is the 
holder of an effective driving license which is 
valid for motor vehicles of that class. 

(b) Conditions as to learner's permh, and 
operation of vehicle by person having such per¬ 
mit. 

VlI-3 Requirements as to apphcation for driving 
license, fee, knowledge of mechanism and its 
operation. 

VII 4 Insurance of license, duration of same (an effec¬ 
tive period of one year is recommended, with re¬ 
newal required), temporary licenses, etc.; can¬ 
cellation, suspension, etc., of licenses. 

VII-5 Special requirements for hcenses to drive hiring 
cars, motor buses, trucks, with classes of licenses 
for several types of vehicles. 

VII-6 Provision for participation in international 
hcensing conventions; extension of reciprocity to 
holders of foreign hcenses; tourist licenses or per¬ 
mits. 

PART VIII 

USE OF MOTOR VEHICLES ON HIGHWAYS 

Speed Limits 

VIII 1       (a) A motor bus or a truck having a tare ex¬ 
ceeding one ton, shall not be driven: 

(1) On any highway within an urban area, 
at a greater speed than 20 miles per hour, or 

(2) On any highway outside an urban area, 
at a greater speed than 25 miles per hour. 

(b) No motor vehicle having a total weight in 
excess of six tons, including load, shah be opera¬ 
ted upon the public highways at a speed in excess 
of five miles per hour when such vehicle is 
equipped with iron or steel tires, nor greater than 
ten miles per hour when equipped with tires of 
hard rubber, or other similar material. 

(c) A motor vehicle of any class or description, 
to which subsection (a) does not apply, shaU not 
be driven: 

(1) On any highway within an urban area, 
at a greater speed than 30 miles per hour, or 

(2) On any highway outside an urban area, 
at a greater speed than consistent with safety of 
passengers and public. Any speed in excess of 40 
miles per hour shah be considered unsafe unless 
the contrary can be proved. 

(d) Regulations may be made, as respects all 
highways in any specified area or any specified 
highway or part of a highway, prescribing for all 
motor vehicles or any specified class or descrip¬ 
tion of motor vehicles or any specified motor 
vehicles, speed limits more stringent than the 
limits set out in above. 

Section 
Size Limitations 

VIII-2       (a) After , except as otherwise permitted 
hereunder, no motor vehicle shall be operated on 
the pubhc highways of Burma whose over-all 
dimensions exceed the following: 

(1) Width 8 feet. 
(2) Height 12 feet. 
(3) Single vehicle, length 25 feet. 
(4) Tractor, semi-trailer 36 feet. 

Weight Limitations 

(b) After ■ , except as otherwise permitted 
hereunder, no motor vehicle unit shall be operated 
on the public highways of Burma: 

(1) Whose total weight, including load, ex¬ 
ceeds  tons, if a single vehicle; exceeds ■  
tons, if a multiple vehicle. 

(2) Whose weight on any single axle, includ¬ 
ing load, exceeds tons. 

Tire and Wheel Limitations 

(c) After (the effective date of this Code), 
no truck, tractor, trailer, traction or hauling 
engine, road roller or any other motor vehicle 
shall operate upon or over the public highways 
of Burma, the fare of the wheels of which are 
fitted with flanges, ribs, clamps, cleats, lugs or 
spikes. This restriction should apply to all rings 
or flanges upon guiding or steering wheels on 
any such vehicle. In case of tractors, traction 
engines, road engines, or hauhng engines which 
are equipped or provided  with flanges,   ribs, 
clamps, cleats, rings, or lugs, such shall be permit¬ 
ted to pass over certain highways provided that 
cleats are fastened upon all the wheels of such 
vehicles, not less than three inches wide and not 
more than one inch high, and so placed that not 
less than two cleats of each wheel shall touch the 
ground at aU times, and the weight shall be the 
same on all parts of the said cleats. The foregoing 
regulations relating to flanges, ribs, clamps, cleats, 
rings or lugs shall not be applied to tractors and 
traction engines used solely for agricultural pur¬ 
poses and which do not operate upon the public 
highways. To meet exceptional and present cases, 
the following requirements shall be applied to 
tractors and traction engines: the guide band on 
the front wheels shall not be less than three 
inches in width, but no flanges, ribs, clamps, 
cleats, rings or lugs will be permitted upon the 
front wheels. The full set of cleats upon the rear 
wheels of the original design as furnished by the 
manufacturers with the vehicle must be used, and 
no rivet heads or bolt heads shall project, and 
the use of such tractors and traction engines for 
agricultural purposes shall not be allowed for 
hauhng   purposes,   excepting   the   hauling   of 
threshing   and   other   agricultural   equipment 
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necessary for the use of the owner on his farm. 
This provision shall in no case relieve the owner 
of any tractor or traction engine from liability 
for damage to public roads from defective 
wheels or excessive loads. 

(d) The tire of each wheel of a truck, tractor, 
trailer, traction engine or other motor vehicle 
shall be smooth, and the weight of such vehicle, 
including load, shall not exceed 800 lbs, per any 
inch of tire width. 

Exceptions, Permits, Responsibility 
(e) Motor vehicles or loads thereupon having 

any maximum dimensions or maximum weight 
in excess of those hsted in subsections (a) or (b) 
above may secure from the Commissioner of 
Traffic, by proper application in writing, permis¬ 
sion to operate over or upon the public highways 
under such restrictions and safeguards as the 
Commissioner may prescribe. The owner, driver, 
operator or mover of any vehicle over any public 
highway shall be responsible for all damages 
which the said highway, or any structure on any 
other part thereof, may sustain as a result of 
violation of any of the provisions of the fore¬ 
going rules, regulations and requirements. The 
amount of such damages shall be determined by 
the executive engineer in charge of the section of 
the road concerned and his decision should be 
final and binding on all the parties, and the same 
may be recoverable in an action of tort, against 
the party concerned, by the Commissioner of 
 , or any PWD officer nominated by him 
for the purpose. 

It should be specifically provided as part of the 
Road Rules, that any violation of any of the fore¬ 
going rules, regulations and requirements shall 
be punishable by a fine as established in Part XI. 
The amount of fine should not be confused with 
the sum of "Damages" payable by the party for 
his violation of the rules, regulations and require¬ 
ments resulting in actual physical damage to the 
structure of the highway concerned. 

VlII-3       (a) Regulations may be made: 
(1) Declaring any specified highway outside 

Rangoon to be unsuitable for use by: 
(i) Motor buses; or 
(ii) Trucks having tare exceeding one and 

one half tons; or 
(iii) Articulated vehicles, trailers or six- 

wheeled motor vehicles; or 
(iv) Any other class or description of motor 

vehicles having a tare exceeding two and one 
quarter tons; and 

(2) Prescribing the conditions of restrictions 
subject to which such motor vehicles may be used 
on such highway. 

VllI-4   No motor vehicle shall be used on any highway 
unless it is in all respects in such a condition that 

Section 
it will not cause or be likely to cause, danger to 
any person in the vehicle, or on the highway, or 
using the highway, or to any property on or ad¬ 
joining the highway. 

VllI-5 Detailed regulations as to lights on motor 
vehicles for urban and rural use. 

Rules of the Road 

VI11-6 (a) A motor vehicle meeting or being over¬ 
taken by other traffic shaU be kept to the left or 
near side of the road. 

(b) A motor vehicle being overtaken by other 
traffic shall be driven so as to allow such other 
traffic to pass it. 

(c) A motor vehicle shall not be driven so as 
to overtake other traffic unless the driver of the 
vehicle has a clear and unobstructed view of the 
road ahead of him. 

(d) A motor vehicle overtaking other traffic 
shall be kept on the right or off side of such other 
traffic. 

(e)-(/) Requirements as to not causing ob¬ 
structions on highway; requirements for right 
and left turns at intersections. 

General Requirements 

VIII 7 (a) No person shall drive a motor vehicle on a 
highway when he is under the influence of alcohol 
or any drug. 

(b) No person shall drive a motor vehicle on a 
highway recklessly or in a dangerous manner or 
at a dangerous speed. 

(c) No person shall drive a motor vehicle on a 
highway negligently or without reasonable con¬ 
sideration for other persons using the highway. 

VlII-8    Signals by driver, with illustrations. 

VIII 9   Regulations as to driving in reverse, use of horn, 
to riding on outside of vehicles, number of front- 

VIII 13 seat passengers, use of motor cycles. 

VIII 14 Detailed requirements as to action to be taken 
by driver, owner, passenger and pohce in case of 
accident. 

VI11 15 Requiring that traffic directions and signals of 
police be obeyed. 

VIII-16 (a) Subject to such regulations as may be made 
in that behalf under subsection (b), traffic signs 
and notices may be erected or exhibited on, or so 
as to be visible from any highway: 

(1) By order of police officer not below the 
rank of superintendent in charge of district, for 
the purposes of any temporary regulation of 
traffic; or 

(2) By order of the licensing authority of the 
area in which the highway is situated or, in the 
case of a highway in charge of the Public Works 
Department, by order of that Department: 
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(i) For the purpose of regulating the move¬ 
ment of traffic or indicating the route to be fol¬ 
lowed by traffic, or for any other purpose relat¬ 
ing to or connected with the use of motor 
vehicles on that highway; or 

(ii) For the purpose of prohibiting, restrict¬ 
ing or regulating traffic over any bridge, or any 
section of the highway which is in a dangerous 
condition or in course of repair, construction or 
reconstruction. 

(b) Regulations may be made prescribing the 
size, color, type or form of traffic signs and 
notices, declaring the significance of such signs 
and notices, and restricting or regulating the erec¬ 
tion and exhibition of such signs or notices for 
the purposes of this section. 

VIII-17 Safety requirements as to fifling of petrol tank. 

VIII-18 Requirements as to stopping and parking on 
highways. 

VIII-19 (a) Regulations may be made under this Code 
prescribing a highway code comprising such 
directions as may appear to the authority em¬ 
powered to make such regulations to be proper 
for the guidance of persons using roads and in¬ 
cluding directions relating to the prohibiting, 
regulation and control of traffic. 

(b) Regulations may be made under sub¬ 
section (a) amending, varying, replacing, adding 
to or rescinding any of the provisions of Sections 
VIII-6 to VIII 18 of this Code. 

VIII-20 (a) No person shall drive, or cause or permit 
any person employed by him or subject to his 
orders to drive any hiring car or motor coach or 
truck: 

(1) For any continuous period of more than 
four and a half hours; or 

(2) So that the driver has not at least ten 
consecutive hours for rest in any period of 24 
hours calculated from the commencement of any 
period of driving. 

(b) For the purposes of subsection (a), any 
two or more periods of time shall be deemed to 
be a continuous period, unless separated by an 
interval of not less than half an hour in which the 
driver is able to obtain rest and refreshment. 

(c) The wages paid or payable by the owner of 
any hiring car or motor bus or truck to any per¬ 
son employed by him as the driver or the con¬ 
ductor thereof shall not be less than the minimum 
rate of wages prescribed in that behalf by regu¬ 
lation. 

Vin-21 Prohibition against charges of excessive fares for 
hiring cars, buses, and prescribing methods for 
the recovery of such excess fares. 

VIII-22 Requirements as to handling of "lost and found" 
property. 

Section 

VIII-23 Requirements as to offenses committed by carry¬ 
ing of excess passengers and of goods other than 
personal luggage, in hiring cars and buses. 

VIII 24 Requirements as to keeping of time schedules for 
buses. 

VIll-25 Requirements as to tickets, etc. 

VIII 26 Requirements as to buses overtaking each other 
on highway. 

VII1-27 Where the weight of goods found at any time on 
a truck on a highway exceeds the maximum 
loads specified on the revenue license for that 
truck, or where the distribution of the load is 
such as to cause danger, the driver of the truck 
shall, save as provided in Section XI-1, be guilty 
of an offense under this Code. 

VIII 28     (a) Regulations may be made: 
(1) Prohibiting, restricting or controlling 

the use of motor vehicles generally or any speci¬ 
fied class or description of motor vehicles, as 
respects highways or the highways in any speci¬ 
fied area or any specified highway or part of a 
highway; 

(2) Prescribing any condition or requirement 
not expressly provided for in this Code, as to the 
construction and equipment and use of ah or any 
specified class or description of motor vehicles; 

(3) Prescribing the compulsory use of taxi 
meters complying with the prescribed require¬ 
ments on hiring cars generally or on any speci¬ 
fied class or description of hiring cars or on hir¬ 
ing cars used in any specified areas and providing 
for the regulation of the use and the inspection 
and testing of taxi meters; 

(4) Prohibiting, restricting or regulating the 
carriage of petroleum or other fuel, acids and 
other explosive, dangerous, or offensive articles 
on motor buses; 

(5) Providing for the licensing, supervision 
and control of conductors of buses and of ticket 
inspectors employed by owners of buses, for the 
revocation or suspension of such licenses and 
for the imposition and recovery of fees for such 
licenses; 

(6) Prescribing the duties and regulating the 
conduct of drivers, conductors and ticket inspec¬ 
tors of hiring cars and buses; 

(7) Prescribing the minimum educational 
or other qualifications required for the grant of 
conductors' licenses in respect of buses; 

(8) Providing for endorsements to be made 
on such licenses on conviction of the holder 
thereof of any offense under this Code; 

(9) Providing for the regulation and control 
of queues at stopping places for buses, the facili¬ 
ties to be provided at such stopping places and 
the charges to be made for the use of such facili¬ 
ties; 
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(10) Prescribing the use of stopping places 

or public stands for buses and restricting the 
halting or stopping of buses on all highways 
generally or on the highways in any specified 
area or any specified highways or part of a high¬ 
way; 

(11) Providing that badges be worn by 
drivers and conductors of hiring cars and buses; 

(12) Providing for the regulation and control 
of the conduct of passengers in hiring cars and 
buses; 

(13) As respects hiring cars or buses: 
(i) Authorizing the removal from such cars 

or buses of persons committing a breach of any 
provision of this Code or of any regulation by 
the drivers or conductors thereof or by any pohce 
officer on the request of the drivers or conductors 
thereof; 

tii) Requiring passengers in such cars or 
buses who are reasonably suspected by the 
drivers or conductors thereof of contravening 
any provision of this Code or of any regulation 
to give their names and addresses to a pohce 
officer or to the drivers or conductors thereof on 
demand; 

(iii) Requiring passengers in hiring cars or 
buses to declare, if so requested by the drivers or 
conductors thereof, the journey they intend to 
take or have taken, and to pay the fare for the 
whole of such journey and to accept tickets pro¬ 
vided therefor; 

(iv) Requiring, on demand being made for 
the purpose by the drivers or conductors of such 
cars or buses or by any other person authorized 
by the registered owners thereof, the production 
during the journey and the surrender at the end 
of the journey by the holders thereof of tickets 
issued to them; 

(v) Requiring passengers in such cars or 
buses, if so requested by the drivers or conductors 
thereof, to leave the cars or buses on the comple¬ 
tion of the journey for which they have paid; 

(vi) Requiring the surrender of tickets by 
the holders thereof on the expiration of the period 
for which they are issued; 

(14) As respects every pubhc stand in any 
specified area or any public stand: 

(i) Regulating the use of the public stand 
and authorizing the issue of permits in that be¬ 
half; 

(ii) Prescribing the fees to be charged for 
such permits, and the manner of disposal of the 
fees recovered on the issue of such permit; 

(iii) Prescribing the manner in which motor 
vehicles may enter or leave the public stand or be 
placed therein; 

(iv) Regulating and controlling the behavior 
of the drivers and conductors of motor vehicles 
using the public stand; 

Section 

(v) Prohibiting or restricting the cleaning or 
repair of motor vehicles in the public stand; 

(vi) Restricting the admission or entry of 
persons into the public stand and regulating the 
behavior of persons who enter therein; 

(15) Prescribing the minimum rates of the 
wages to be paid by the owners of hiring cars, 
motor buses or trucks to the drivers and con¬ 
ductors employed by them; 

(16) Prescribing the particulars which are 
to be entered by the driver of a bus in the record- 
sheet required by Section VIlI-24, and the manner 
in which and the intervals at which such particu¬ 
lars are to be entered; 

(17) Prescribing the circumstances in which 
and the conditions subject to which, exemption 
from the provisions of Section VIII 24 and VIII- 
25 may be granted by the Commissioner in 
respect of any bus or hiring car; 

(18) Providing that any specified provision 
of this Part shall not apply in the case of any 
truck which is for the time being used for the 
purposes of Union Government services. 

(b) No regulation applicable in any area with¬ 
in the administrative limits of any local authority 
shaU be made for or in respect of any matter for 
which that local authority may make bylaws or 
regulations under any other written law, except 
with the prior approval of the Ministry of Trans¬ 
port and Communications. 

PART IX 

EXAMINATION, INSPECTION AND TESTING 
OF MOTOR VEHICLES 

IX-1 (a) For the purpose of ascertaining the mech¬ 
anical condition of any motor vehicle or the con¬ 
dition of the tires fitted thereon, any examiner or 
authorized officer: 

(1) May stop a motor vehicle on a highway 
if he has reasonable grounds for believing that 
the vehicle or any tire fitted thereon is not in a fit 
condition; and may by written order direct the 
driver of the vehicle to produce the vehicle for 
examination at any suitable place reasonably 
convenient to the driver and specified in the or¬ 
der; and 

(2) May in any case where the motor 
vehicle has been or is suspected to have been in¬ 
volved in an accident, enter, test and inspect the 
vehicle, wherever it may be, and may for that 
purpose require it to be stopped or enter any 
premises on which the vehicle is for the time be¬ 
ing kept or suspected to be kept; 

IX-2 Power of Registrar to require inspection and 
examination of all vehicles, provide for hiring of 
garages, etc., to act as inspecting agents. 
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ADMINISTRATION AND PROCEDURE 
Section 

X-1 (a) There may be appointed persons to be or 
to act as: 

(1) Commissioner of Motor Traffic, and re¬ 
ferred to herein as Commissioner; 

(2) Such deputy and assistant commis¬ 
sioners as may from time to time be required for 
the purposes of this Code; 

(3) Registrar of motor vehicles, and referred 
to herein as Registrar; 

(4) Such divisional road transport officers, 
certifying officers and examiners of motor 
vehicles as may from time to time be required for 
the purposes of this Code. 

X-2 Subject to the provisions of this Code, the Com¬ 
missioners shall be charged with the foUowing 
functions and duties: 

(1) The control, organization and coordina¬ 
tion of passenger and goods transport by road; 

(2) The making of recommendations to the 
Minister of Transport and Communications and 
the Transport Commissioner, with regard to the 
coordination of road transport with rail trans¬ 
port and with all other commercial transport; 
and 

(3) The other powers, functions and duties 
conferred or imposed on the Commissioner by 
or under this Code. 

PART XI 

OFFENSES, PENALTIES AND PROCEEDINGS 
TN COURT 

XI-1 (a) Any person: 
(1) Who contravenes any provision of this 

Code or any regulation, or fails to comply with 
any order, direction, demand, requirement or 
notice lawfully issued, made or given under any 
provision of this Code or any regulation; or 

(2) Who being the holder of any permit or 
licence granted or issued under this Code, fails 
to comply with any condition attached to that 
permit or hcense, as the case may be, 

shall be guilty of an offense under this Code, un¬ 
less he establish to the satisfaction of the court 
that such contravention was not due to any act, 
omission, commission, default or neglect on his 
part. 

XI-2 Penalties for driving under the influence of 
alcohol or narcotics; recklessly or dangerously; 
neghgently, without insurance or security; for 
giving false information; for fraudulent imitation 
of revenue licenses, registration certificates, 
identification plates, etc., or insurance or security 
certificates. 

Section 

XI-3 Penalties for contravention of the speed, size, 
load and weight, and wheel and tire limitations 
of Part VIII, Use of Motor Vehicles on High¬ 
ways. 

XI 4 Penalties for contravention of Part IV, Passenger 
Vehicle Permits and Part V, Truck Permhs. 

XI-5 General legal requirements and general penalty 
limits. 

PART XII 

SUPPLEMENTARY 

XII-1 Definition of fees in Code, and provisions that 
they be collected by means of revenue stamps, 
cancelled by or by order of the Commissioner. 
Fees collected shall be credited to the General 
Fund. 

XII-2 If by reason of an offense under this Code any 
injury is caused to any highway, or bridge, or to 
any lamp-post, stand-pipe, telegraph or tele¬ 
phone post or wire, or a gate at a railway cross¬ 
ing, or to any other fixture or equipment of any 
description whatsoever, affixed or erected on or 
about a highway and in charge of any depart¬ 
ment of Government or of any local authority, 
the department or authority may cause such in¬ 
jury to be repaired, and may either before or 
after the repairs are effected, recover the esti¬ 
mated or actual cost thereof from the ovraer of 
the motor vehicle which caused the injury. 

XlI-3 Power of Commissioner to decide classifications 
of motor vehicles, admissibility of evidence from 
examiner, certifying officer, road transport 
officer or other prescribed person. 

XII-4 Powers of Minister to make regulations which 
shall not become effective until approved by the 
Parliament of the Union. 

PART XIII 

DEFINITIONS 

XIII 1 In this Code, unless the context requires other¬ 
wise, the following definitions and interpreta¬ 
tions shall apply: 

Articulated vehicle: define trailer vehicle. 
At night: from a quarter hour after sunset. 
Commissioner: Commissioner of Motor Traf¬ 

fic. 
Highway: includes every place over which the 

public has right of way, or to which the pub¬ 
lic or any part of the public is granted access, 
and every place where the motor traffic there¬ 
in is regulated by a police officer. 

Local Authority: any municipal council, town 
council or village council. 
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Section 
Truck and Lorry: as generally used, and for 

the purposes of this Code, the words truck 
and lorry shall be synonymous. 

Transport Commission: the regulating, co¬ 
ordinating and governing body for all forms 
of transport in Burma. 

Urban Area: any area within the administra¬ 
tive limits of any local authority; or any 
other area declared by regulation to be an 
urban area for the purposes of this code. 

O. COMMERCIAL TRANSPORT 
Prior to World War II, commercial transport, both 

of passenger and goods on the highways of Burma, 
was of relatively small importance. Since the war, and 
particularly since the commencement of insurgency, 
highway transport has developed rapidly, notwith¬ 
standing the poor condition of road surface and 
structures over which the transport vehicles must 
travel. That commercial transport has been able to 
cope with bad roads and insurgency and still in¬ 
crease business is a demonstration of the flexibUity of 
this mode of transportation. 

The advantage of highway transport is that it can 
operate in areas and provide services that cannot be 
maintained by the railways, either because there are no 
railway facilities at the origin or the destination of the 
goods, or because the railways cannot operate with 
sufficient flexibihty to meet changing conditions. High¬ 
way transport is certain to grow with the development 
of the country, and should be encouraged to do so, 
but it should be regulated to achieve the best over-all 
development of the Union transportation system. 

The Civil Supplies Labor and Transport Union 
operates a trucking system in the Rangoon area. It is 
a cooperative enterprise supported by the Union 
under a management committee of 14 members. This 
organization owned 35 trucks in 1951, but that num¬ 
ber has decreased to 16 in 1953 through obsolescence 
and inabihty to provide spare parts. Hauling service 
is also furnished to Pegu and Tharrawaddy. 

The rates charged vary. Within Rangoon corporate 
limits both trip rates and commodity ton rates are 
used, while for hauling outside of Rangoon either 
ton-mUe rates or a daily rental rate is charged. Typical 
rates are as follows: 

Rangoon, Army 
hauling, 3-ton truck 

Rangoon, civil 
supplies 

KIO      per trip 
K5.75 per ton 

Condensed milk     K7.25 per ton 
Sugar K7.00 
Cotton yarn K 10.00 
Hardware K10.25 

Mingaladon, 
Army 
hauling, 3-ton truck 

Outside Rangoon, per ton-mile 
3-ton truck 

K23.00 per trip 
K24.00   „    „ 
K0.45   „    „ 

K45.00 per day 
K46.00   „    „ 

The only rate above that can be compared with 
Burma Railways charges is that of K0.45 per ton- 
mile for hauling outside of Rangoon. This is approxi¬ 
mately three times the Railway's rate for bulk com¬ 
modities on long hauls. 

There are a number of private trucking operators 
who each own one or more trucks and run unsched¬ 
uled trucking services to various towns and cities of 
Burma. Typical rates for these services as compared 
to the Rangoon Mandalay rate of Burma Railways 
are as follows: 

RATES 

Truck Burma Railways 
Origin and Destination K per ton-mile K per ton-mile 

ingoon Mandalay 0-217 0-1432 average 
mgoon Prome 0-283 — 

55 55 

The number of vehicles engaged in this service is 
understood to be: 

1,227 operating between Rangoon and North Burma, 
8,850 operating on various routes in Burma. 

The cooperatives and private trucking firms have 
the advantage over Railways in their facilities for 
soliciting traffic and their ability to negotiate rates. 
They are also able to operate more freely through 
insurgent-held areas than can Railways. Highway 
transport operators are at a disadvantage in that their 
rates on long hauls are about 50% higher than the 
railway rate and probably cannot be reduced while 
operating under existing road conditions and with 
their present fleet of small-capacity trucks. To meet 
the competition of private trucking, Burma Railways 
should give consideration to establishing feeder lines 
by using highway transport to bring traffic to their 
stations from towns to which they have no lines. 

P. TRANSPORT COMMISSION 
The need for a transport commission to regulate 

rates and services on all common carriers of passen¬ 
gers and goods has been outlined in Chapter X. It is 
proposed that highway transport be subject to the 
regulatory activities of this body. The control of high¬ 
way transport can be maintained through the device 
of hcensing the transport facUhies over specific 
routes, or for unscheduled service. Licensing common 
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carriers has been recommended as a function of the 
transport commission. 

Q. RECOMMENDED CHANGES IN 
GEOMETRICS AND LOCATION 

As indicated in Section C of the Report where the 
general features of the present route locations, align¬ 
ment and geometries are outlined, certain faults in 
these features were observed during the inspections of 
the Union and district routes. Details of the faults 
and recommended corrective measures are listed 
below. The data and recommendations are shown by 
routes, and on each the locations are generally out¬ 
ward from Rangoon. Local by-pass projects and 
relocations are distinguished in the list just below by 
italics. The major relocations are described in sub¬ 
section 2, below. 

These modifications are chosen to reflect current 
modern highway practice, and to conform reasonably 
to the new standards of design proposed elsewhere in 
this Report. The present conditions of structures and 
recommended repair, reconstruction and replace¬ 
ment are also shown elsewhere in this Report. 

1. RECOMMENDED CHANGES ON UNION ROUTES 

Route I (Rangoon-Mandalay, east) 
Mile 50-Milc 100—From south of Pegu to approxi¬ 

mately Pyuntaza there is occasional flooding during 
June-July at a number of locations. Where needed, 
the grades should be raised. 

Daiku—A slight relocation in the main route, west 
of the viflage, is proposed. 

Pyuntaza—Slight changes, at a small cost, should be 
made in the route ahgnment through the south part of 
town. Also, the sharp bends 3-2 miles north of town 
should be ehminated. 

Nyaunglebin—The highway should be relocated to 
by-pass the town, although one crossing of the Railway 
is StiU needed. The new by-pass would be 0-9 mi. in 
length, compared to 1-45 for the present route. The 
sharp bends 1-5 mi. north of town should be eliminated. 

Peinzalok—Improve the road to west of the town, by 
easing the curves, making other minor improvements. 

Kyauktaga to north—Relocate 2-6 mi. of highway to 
west of railway to ehminate two grade crossings and two 
very abrupt bends in the alignment. The relocation will 
include the replacement of the existing structure over 
Tonkan Chaung, south of Penwegon, and a modifica¬ 
tion in the alignment of the Kungyangwa road (to the 
east) to provide for a combined use of the new structure. 

Penwegon—The by-pass will eliminate the grade cross¬ 
ings in the village and three very sharp curves in the 
existing road. 

MUe 173-5—Flatten the curve at the Railway cross¬ 
ing here, 3-5 mi. south of Toungoo, and another at the 
crossing of Kaban Chaung, 2-3 mi. south of the city. 

Toungoo—Modify the alignment at the north edge 
of the city, to eliminate two very sharp bends. 

Myohla At the crossing of the railway, in town, fix 
the sharp curve and increase the radius on several bad 
curves one mi. to the north, and another at the south 
edge of Yeni. 

Thwatti—A minor relocation of the route in the 
town should be undertaken to do away with two sharp 
curves; and a realignment is needed at the crossing of 
the railway 6-5 mi. to north to eliminate a sharp left 
curve. 

Lewe—Eliminate the sharp bend one mi. north of 
the village. 

Mile 271—Raise the grade near Mon Chaung, to 
eliminate flooding. 

Mile 272 Just north of the crossing of the Sinthe 
Chaung, 5-5 mi. south of Tatkon, there is a sharp 
turn which should be taken out. 

Seinzabin—Eliminate the sharp double curve here, 
and realign the highway to eliminate the bend 0-4 mi. 
south of the crossing of Nawin Chaung. 

Mile 312-5.—The double crossing of the railway just 
north of Zidaw and in Pyawbwe could be ehminated by a 
2-5-mi. relocation of Route I to the west of the railway. 

Mile 320-Mile 328—Flooding often occurs at several 
points of this section, and the grades should be raised 
accordingly. 

Kandaung Eliminate the sharp curve 1-1 mi. 
south of the village, and the reverse curve 1-7 mi. to 
the north. 

Meiktila—The proposed by-pass for Route I in this 
city could consist of improving an existing road from 
Route IV northward 0-5 mi. to Khanda, crossing the 
railway, and the construction of one mi. of the new 
road, location to pass east of Kyingon, and thence joining 
the location of existing Route I just to the north. 

Ngathet The sharp curve 0-7 mi. north of the viUage 
should have its radius increased. 

Wundwin—The alignment of Route I through the 
village should be bettered by a slight relocation. 

North of the Shawbin Chaung at the north edge of 
Wundwin, there are a total of 31 bridges in a 6-^-mi. 
length of the national highway. In ordinary practice, 
this would be very unusual. It is believed that some of 
these are drainage structures no longer effective and 
could thus be abandoned and no longer maintained. 

Ywashe—Two sharp curves should be improved, by 
relocation to furnish increased radius, and an improve¬ 
ment can also be made at Shwedaung by a shght re¬ 
location. 

Between Yetwa and Kyaukse, a distance of 7-5 mi., 
there are 16 bridges on Route I. 

Ywatha—Improve the alignment by eliminating the 
sharp bend in the road in the village, close to the cross¬ 
ing of the Zawgyi. 

Nyaungbinggyi—A relocation, to reduce the sharp 
curve in the roadway, is proposed. 

Sizon—A 2-5-mi. relocation is recommended to elim- 
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inate the railroad crossing here and a second one near 
the Paleik railroad station. 

Tagundaing A very sharp reverse curve 0-8 mi. 
north of the village should bc eliminated by relocation. 

Route II (Rangoon-Mandalay, west) 

Mile 38, from Rangoon—Two sharp bends at the 
approaches to the bridge at Myaungtanga should be 
eliminated. 

Mile 46 Two sharp bends at 0-4 mi. south of Taikkyi 
and another 0-3 mi. north should be replaced with 
curves of proper radii. 

Okkan—Realign highway south of village to elim¬ 
inate sharp bend there, and another at south edge of vil¬ 
lage. 

Tharrawaddy—Route should be relocated at south 
edge of city, to remove sharp bend in alignment. 

Letpadan    Eliminate sharp bend to right. 
Gyobingauk—At railway crossing 4-8 mi. south of 

vUlage, the short-radius curve on the highway should 
be eliminated. 

Pyalo—Several sharp curves, in and close to the 
village, should be replaced with those of longer radh. 

Allanmyo—Relocate the highway to eliminate the 
bad double curve at the north end of town, and several 
curves just to north. 

Leindaw—Several sharp curves and bends occur near 
the village, and others two mi. south of Egayit. These 
should be eliminated, and the curves north of Pakkon 
should also be improved. 

Nyaungbintha—At the crossing of the Linban 
Chaung, a shght alignment change is needed. 

Tanbinde Here, a double curve enclosing the rail¬ 
way crossing should be relocated to improve both align¬ 
ment and sight distance. 

Kyaukpadaung North of the town, the crossing of 
Taungzin Chaung wiU require a structure nearly 400 ft. 
in length. 

Popa—The switchback in the present alignment, 1-5 
mi. to the south and the bad curves the same distance to 
the north should be removed. 

Eywa—Extensive alignment changes whl be necessary 
in the village, 2-5 mi. to the south. It is also proposed 
that a relocation be planned to eliminate three sharp 
curves about ] -2 mi. south of Taungtha. 

Taungtha—The routing and alignment through town 
should be improved. 

Route III (Mandalay-Lashio) 

Mile 51-Mile 52-5—The severe curvature condition in 
this 1-5 mi. of highway can be corrected by a short re¬ 
location, near Yethalaukkan, and between Miles 53-5 
and 54-5 a sharp curve should be eased, and the grade 
changed. 

Mile 70.'—There needs to be a slight relocation to 
overcome severe curvatures. 

Hsipaw, Mile 125. There are several very sharp turns 
on Route III in the village, and these should be elim¬ 
inated. 

Route IV (Meiktila-Indo-China, via Takaw) 

Meiktila—In the east side of the city, the alignment of 
Route IV should be improved to eliminate sharp bends 
at the railway crossing in Tamongan and just west of the 
Kyeikpale station; or better still, keep the 3-5 mi. of route 
south of the railway and avoid both crossings and the 
several villages now traversed. 

Mile 232-Mile 252—This stretch of roughand moun¬ 
tainous graveled highway extends eastward from nine 
mi. west of Kunghing, where the route crosses the 
Nam-Pang River. It should be relocated to reduce the 
grades and better the alignment at the time the route is 
improved to increase freight traffic and commercial 
trade with Indo-China. 

Route V (Toungoo Ho-Pong) 

Mile 0 Mile 30—A number of minor relocations are 
needed, mainly to improve curvature on the way to 
Mawchi. 

East of Toungoo, the route crosses the Sittang River. 
There are very sharp curves 0-3 and 2-5 mi. east of the 
crossing, and these should be eased. 

Loikaw-Pyinmana A connection from Route V west¬ 
ward to Route I at or near Pyinmana is proposed in the 
current highway program, and prehminary work has al¬ 
ready been done on some portions of the project. A route 
proceeding eastward from Yezin (on Route I) to Pink- 
hwun, and there connecting to the district road extending 
to Pekon, from which it would proceed southward to 
Meng-Pai, and thence to Route V, would probably offer 
the best engineering location, at least cost, for this con¬ 
nection. It is recommended that the validity of such route, 
or feasible alternative, be established at once by aerial 
mapping and that the location and detail design be estab¬ 
lished on this basis. 

Route VI (Yunnan-Assam, via Myitkyina) 
Almost all of this route is that which was built during 

World War II, to furnish transport and supply aid to 
the military operations in Burma and across into China. 
Most streams are not bridged, the crossings being by 
ford only. The route is almost entirely of general moun¬ 
tain construction, and in any reconstructions under¬ 
taken the earthwork quantities are likely to be material. 

A systematic program of planning and construction 
should be undertaken for the improvement of this road 
as a potential trade artery with Burma's neighbors. The 
major fords wUl have to be replaced with permanent 
crossings, the sharp curves and abrupt bends in various 
portions of the route should be ehminated, and the 
grades should be reduced to favor truck operation. 

Branching northward from Route VI at Myitkyina, 
there is a dry-weather jeep road extending to Sumpra- 
bum and Putao. The route follows, generally, the west 
bank of the Irrawaddy. In view of the possible develop¬ 
ment in this portion of northern Burma, surveys and 
planning should be undertaken, on a hmited basis, for 
the improvement of this road. The general location is 
good, but the detailed ahgnment and grades will have 
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to be much improved to raise the road to even an all- 
weather secondary facility. 

Route VII (Mandalay-Tamu, via Shwebo) 

Mile 8-Mile 9, from Mandalay—The grade on this 
portion of Route VII should be raised sufficientiy to 
avoid the occasional flooding from the Irrawaddy. 

Mile 96-Mile 198—Between Ye-U and Kalewa, there 
are many chaungs, and their crossings are often delayed 
by flood waters. 

Mile 175-MUe 183—In this stretch between Pyinmana 
and Shwegyi there are three sections of hill construction 
which are subject to landslides. The condition should be 
corrected by proper treatment of the back slopes and 
deep cuts. 

Route VIII (Payagyi-Mergui) 

Kyaikhla—At the railway crossing in the village, a 
shght improvement in the ahgnment is needed, to take 
out the sharp bend and the two short radius curves now 
existing. 

Mile 10-5, from Payagyi—At the Waw, improve the 
approach grades and alignment at the crossing of the 
Pegu-Sittang Canal. This work should be done when 
the existing one-lane Bailey bridge is replaced. 

Mile 238-5-Mile 240-5—Some ahgnment changes are 
needed over this portion of the route, starting 13-5 mi. 
south of Ye. 

Mile 338—A sharp bend in the road occurs here and 
should be eliminated. 

Mile 355-3—A sharp bend occurs here, another 
occurs at Mile 360, and minor alignment changes are 
needed in the next 1-5 mi. 

Mile 398^—Starting at this point on the road, which 
is 77 mi. south of Tavoy, numerous alignment changes 
should be made in next six mi. of route, to improve 
curvature. 

Mile 409—There are two sharp bends here which 
should be ehminated and numerous short relocations are 
needed in the six-mi. stretch starting at Mile 412-7. 

Mile 421-Mile 431—In this section of Route VIII, 
starting 37 mi. south of Tavoy there are numerous bends 
and sharp curves which should be eliminated. It is esti¬ 
mated that a total of 2-5 mi. of relocation will be needed. 

Mile 444—Tamok River. The road south of here, for 
a total distance of 2-5 mi., should be relocated to im¬ 
prove the curvature and eliminate the many angular 
turns on the route. 

2. MAJOR RELOCATIONS ON NATIONAL ROUTES 

In studying the methods that might be used to 
better the traffic and highway conditions on the 
national routes, investigations were made of several 
locations where the general alignment and profile 
were restrictive, especially to heavier vehicles. These 
portions should be redesigned and relocated. In 
other locations major by-passes should be construc¬ 
ted. These major relocations and by-passes are 
described and explained as follows: 

R.B.—29 

Route II (Rangoon-Mandalay, west) 

(a) Taungdwingyi Kyaukpadaung. In order lo permit 
through traffic to avoid delays in passing through 
Magwe and Yenangyaung it is proposed that a major 
by-pass be constructed. This relocation, using the road¬ 
bed of the westerly portion of the abandoned rail line 
between Kyaukpadaung and Pyinmana, via Natmauk, 
will reduce the total length of Route II by 32 mi. The 
proposal is discussed later, under major relocations, 
and is shown on Plate 13. 

With the present alignment at Magwe, there are 
several sharp bends, especially at the south end of the 
city. These could be ehminated if a by-pass of limited 
length were constructed instead of the major project 
just mentioned. The limited by-pass would consist of 
the improvement of 1-7 mi. of the district road run¬ 
ning generally north and south, and located east of the 
city. With this short by-pass, the existing highway 
should also be improved by minor alignment changes 
for the ten-mi. stretch to the north of Kadaung Chaung. 
A major structure, 1,300 ft. in length, would be re¬ 
quired at this chaung. 

Instead of the major by-pass recommended to take 
through traffic out of both Magwe and Yenangyaung, 
it would alternatively be possible to construct a local 
by-pass for Yenangyaung, located about two mi. east 
of town. It would depart from the existing Route II 
about two mi. east of Nyaunghla village and proceed 
generally north for a distance of approximately four 
mi., to rejoin the existing route at Twingon vUlage. 
There would be 1-3 mi. of new construction, the re¬ 
maining 2-7 mi. being improvement of the hne and 
grades of existing district and dry-weather roads. 

With this improvement of the route, the 750-ft. ford 
at the Pin River crossing near Obo would have to be 
replaced with a permanent structure, and the sharp 
curves one mi. south of Mindaung, and at Gwekyo 
should be eliminated. It is recommended that the major 
relocation shown on Plate 13 be adopted. 

(b) Taungtha-Mandalay. Based upon similar studies 
in the Taungtha-Myingyan-Mandalay section of Route 
II, it is recommended that a second major relocation be 
planned and constructed on Route II to direct the 
through traffic from Taungtha into Mandalay without 
becoming involved in the local traffic in and around 
Myingyan. The proposal, which includes the use of 41 
mi. of the abandoned Railways road bed north of 
Natogyi and into Ava, will save more than 26 mi. in 
travel to Mandalay, as compared to the present routing 
of Highway II, through Ye-Wun, and thence north on 
Route I. The relocation is shown on Plate 14. 

Route III (Mandalay-Lashio) 

(a) Going eastward from Mandalay on Route III, 
there begins at Mile 167 a very tortuous and steeply pro¬ 
filed road. The section climbs from an elevation of 
approximately 400 ft. to one of 2,450 ft. in a distance of 
a little more than nine mi. The grades are steep, the 
maximum rates being up to 20%. There are 22 switch- 
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backs, and with such curvatures that the process is 
practically continuous. As to combined profile and 
ahgnment effect. Miles 18-21 and Miles 24-5-26 are 
especially severe. This portion of the road as now 
located will always prove to be a severe, dangerous and 
even impossible barrier to the flow of heavy trucks un¬ 
der expanded traffic. The alignment should be im¬ 
proved, and the ruling grade should be reduced to 
something in the magnitude of 7 %. 

The major relocation shown on Plate 15 was there¬ 
fore investigated. The new portion of the route extends 
from Mile 16-2 to Mile 31 of the existing route, a pres¬ 
ent distance of 14-8 mi. The design and adoption of 
this location are recommended. 

(b) MUe SO-MUe 92. Over this 12-mi. distance of 
Route III, the alignment and grade conditions are very 
unsatisfactory at present. The road descends from an 
elevation of 2,800 ft. into the deep gorge of the Goteik 
River, and at once rises again to an elevation of about 
2,500 ft. The route includes 35-36 switchback curves, 
which are dangerous even under good conditions. At 
these sharp curves, the paving has not been widened, 
and remains only 10-12 ft. in width. The maximum 
grade must be reduced, too, from the present 14-15% 
to a maximum of 7 % to permit the use of the road by 
heavily loaded transport trucks. 

Mile 81-Mile 83 and Mile 86-Mile 87-5 (where the 
present road passes close to Pangpao Station on the 
railway) portions are especially tortuous and unsafe. 

A very rough plan for the relocation of this section 
has been laid down upon existing topography maps, for 
estimating purposes, but it is recommended that aerial 
surveys, at large scale, be made of the area in order that 
a proper and detailed study may develop the best re¬ 
location possible through this rugged terrain. 

3. LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

As outlined in some detail in Section D, Traffic, a 
program of basic improvements in the Union and 
district highway systems within local communi¬ 
ties should be undertaken. The planning and execu¬ 
tion of such program should be a joint project 
between the planning group of the newly constituted 
Department of Roads and the local and district high¬ 
way authorities. The development of detailed stan¬ 
dards for the program, following the general design 
standards proposed in Section F of the Report, 
should be the basic responsibility of the planning 
group. The carrying out of the program will require 
much cooperation between the Road Department 
and the local authorities, to whom the concept and 
procedures will be new. Pilot projects should be 
undertaken in several of the districts of the Union 
early in the program to develop the techniques and 
procedures. 

With the mechanization of the major construction 
and maintenance operations of the Department of 
Roads, as recommended elsewhere in the Report, the 

labor force now engaged upon hand operations can 
be used upon certain operations in connection with 
the local improvements. Additional personnel wUl 
also be required, if this work is to be carried out at 
the rate that is called for by the over-all program. 
The introduction of new methods and concepts wUl 
require that a training program be carried out, and 
the guidance for this will also have to come from the 
experienced staff of the Department of Roads. 

In order to determine the scope of local improve¬ 
ments, studies have been made as to the extent of 
such work required in and around the various cities, 
towns and villages in all parts of the Union. The re¬ 
sults of these preliminary studies, expressed as miles 
of improvements upon national routes and local 
streets are shown in Table XVI-22 (see next page) 
and summarized in Table XVI-23 (see p. 456). 
Studies have also been made for local improvements 
in district and secondary roads. These are listed in 
Table XVI-24 and Table XVI-25 (p. 456) and 
summarized in Table XYI-26 (see p. 461). 

It will be noted that no recommendations have 
been made for a program of local improvements in 
Rangoon. This is a major project, and should be 
worked out cooperatively by the Department of 
Roads and the Corporation. As an initial project, 
however, it is recommended that the intersection of 
Sule Pagoda Road and Bogyoke Street be recon¬ 
structed to ease the flow of traffic and to reduce the 
number of traffic police necessary to control the inter¬ 
section. The existing traffic circle should be ehminated 
and turning movements should take place in the quad¬ 
rants of the intersection. Restricted crossing areas 
should be provided for the protection of pedestrians. 
Suitable traffic-control signals and directional signs 
will also be necessary. The existing conditions at this 
location are described in detail in Section D, para¬ 
graph 2-b of this chapter. 

Maps for those projects which are recommended 
for "pilot" purposes are given on Plates 16 (Local 
Improvements, Pyinmana), 17 (Local Improvements, 
Prome), 18 (Local Improvements, Shwebo) and 19 
(Local Improvements, Henzada). Further studies and 
similar maps should be made for each of the com¬ 
munities hsted in the program, and this work should 
proceed as rapidly as funds and the availability of 
trained personnel permit. 

It will be noted that in Table XVI-27 (see p. 462), 
in which a budget is proposed for the first-year high¬ 
way program, funds are included for local improve¬ 
ments in five cities on national routes (totaling 23-5 
miles and with an estimated cost of 28,50,000 kyats) 
and in eight communities in the district road system 
(totaling 28-5 iniles and with an estimated cost of 
24,00,000 kyats). 
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TABLE XVI - 22 

LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 
COMMUNITIES ON UNION ROUTES 

1953 
Population 

Mileai 

On Natio 

'e to be Improved 

City or Town 
1953 

Population 

Mileage to be Improved 

City or Town nal Roads 

On Streets 

On National Roads 

On Streets 
In City Outside In City Outside 

ROUTE I ROLITK II 
Mandalay* 182,367 4-5 20 9-0 Prome* 36,762 2-9 1-6 2-6 
Pegu* 45,941 2-5 1-4 1-5 Myingyan* 36,439 2-7 1-5 2-1 
Toungoo* 31,180 2-0 1-1 21 Insein* 28,672 1-1 — 0-8 
Psdamana 22,025 2-8 1-8 — Yenangyaung 24,430 4.2 — 2-0 
Meiktila* 19,474 2-0 1-1 0-5 Paungde 17,188 0-8 0-2 1-7 
Yamethin* 11,167 1-3 0-8 — Taungdwingyi 16,248 0-9 — 0-7 
Pyu* 10,444 1-9 0-6 — Allanmyo 15,702 1-2 0-2 0-3 
Kyaukse* t 8,668 1-1 0-7 — Letpadan 15,635 1-7 — 0-8 

Thonze 14.149 0-6 — 0-4 
Subtotal, cities Magwe* 12,229 2-9 0-3 1-8 

and towns over Tharrawaddy*t 7,637 10 — 1-5 
10,000  181  9-5  13-1 

Subtotal, cities, 
Daik-U 97t 1-4 0-6 and towns over 
Hlegu 67 1-2 0-3 10,000  20-0  3-8  14-7 
Kanyutkwin 55 2-0 0-6 
Kyauktaga 60 0-6 0-2 Gyobmgauk 98} 0-8 — 1-0 
Kywebwe 31 1-0 0-5 Hmawbi 51 1-5 — — 
Lewe 58 0-6 0-2 Kyaukpadaung 55 1-4 — 0-6 
Myohla 33 0-5 0-2 Natoggyi 41 0-6 0-2 
Myitnge 39 0-5 0-2 Nattalin 87 10 0-5 
Nyaungcliidauk 19 04 — Shwedaung 90 1-0 2-0 
Nyaunglebin 19 0-7 0-3 Taikkyi 87 M 0-3 
Nyaungbintha 17 0-5 — Taungtha 54 1-0 0-5 
Oktwin 37 0-5 — Zigon 89 0-8 0-2 
Payagyi 37 0-4 — 
Pein2alok 37 0-8 0-2 Subtotal, cities 
Penwegon 55 0-6 and towns 
Pyinbongyi 29 0-5 0-2 under 10,000     9-9 —    5-3 
Pyuntaza 95 1-1 0-7 
Pyawbwe 95 0-9 0-4 Total, Route II 29-2 3-8 20-0 
Shwemyo 10 0-8 0-2 
Swa 15 0-7 ROUTE ni 
Tatkon 27 0-6 0-2 Mandalay* 182,367 3-7 — with I 
Wundwin 23 0-4 0-2 Maymyo 21,483 1-8 0-4 0-6 
Yedashe 
Zeyawadi 

45 
70 

1-0 
0-6 

0-6 
0-2 

Subtotal, cities 
and towns over 

Subtotal, cities 
10,000     5-5  0-4    0-6 

and towns 
under 10,000  18-3     60 

Hsipaw 
Lashio 

56t§ 
64§ 

1-8 
0-8 

0-6 
0-5 

0-8 
0-3 

* District capital. 
t Included in list, as district capital. 

t Population, if under 10,000 to nearest one hundred. 
§ 1953 estimated from earlier years. 
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TABLE XVI - 22—(continued) 

LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 
COMMUNITIES ON UNION ROUTES 

1953 
Population 

Mileage to be Improved 

City or Town 1953 
Population 

Mileage to be Improved 

City or Town On National Roads 
On Streets 

On National Roads 
On Streets 

In City Outside In City Outside 

ROUTE IV ROU'lE VII 
Meiktila* 19,474 0-4 0-2 with I Shwebo* n,s2i 30 3-5 20 
Tatmggyi 14,500§ 1-6 0-8 11 Sagaing* 15,382 30 0-2 1-3 

Amarapura 11,268 1-4 — 0-6 
Subtotal, cities 

and towns over Subtotal, cities 
10,000   2-0  1-0   11 and towns over 

10,000   7-4   3-7  3-9 
Thazi 75t 1-0 04 0-3 
Kalaw 47 M 0-3 0-6 Kin-U 32t 10 — 0-7 
Ho-Pong 21§ 0-6 — — Kalewa 22 0-7 — 0-9 
Loilem 28§ 0-7 — 0-4 Mogok 83 0-6 — 0-3 
Kunhing 31§ 0-4 — 0-3 Tamu 17 0-4 — — 
Keng-Tung 70§ 1-4 0-6 0-8 Ye-U 53 0-7 — 0-5 

Zigon 23 0-4 — 0-3 
Subtotal, cities 

and towns Subtotal, cities 
under 10,000 —  5-2  1-3 — 2-4 and towns 

under 10,000 —  3-8 —   2-7 
Total, Route IV 7-2 2-3 3-5 

Total, Route VII 11-2 3-7 6-6 

ROUTE V 
Toungoo* 31,180 0-6 — with I ROUTE vni 

Mouhnein* J 101,720 4-8 10 2-5 
Subtotal  0-6   Tavoy* 40,066 2-5 — 1-7 

Thaton* 38,211 2-3 0-6 1-5 
Bawlake 28t§ 0-4 0-2 Mergui* 33,604 1-8 0-4 0-9 
Loikaw 61§ 0-7 0-4 Mudon 20,136 1-3 — 1-0 
Mawchi 18§ 0-2 — Kyaikto 13,174 1-5 — 0-6 

Ye 12,852 1-3 0-2 06 
Subtotal, cities 

and towns Subtotal, cities 
under 10,000  1-3  0-6 and towns over 

10,000  15-5  2-2   8-8 
Total, Route V 1-9 0-6 

Bilin 52t 1-0 — 0-5 
Palaw 56 0-8 — 0-4 
Paung 69 2-5 — — 

ROUTE VI Waw 70 0-9 0-4 
Myitkyina* 12,382 2-6 0-4 0-8 
Bhamo* 9,821 2-0 — 2-7 Subtotal, cities 

and towns 

* District capital. 
t Population, if under 10,000, to nearest one hundred. 

I Including Martaban. 
§ 1953 estimated from earlier years. 
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TABLE XVI - 23 
SUMMARY OF LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS ON 

UNION ROUTES 

Mileage to i be Improved 

On National Routes 
On 

Streets Inside Total 
Cities Outside (miles) (miles) 
(miles) (miles) 

Route I 36-4 9-5 191 650 
Route II 29-2 3-8 20-0 53-0 
Route IU 9-6 1-7 2-2 13-5 
Route IV 7-2 2-3 3-5 130 
Route V 1-9 — 0-6 2-5 
Route VI 4-6 0-4 3-5 8-5 
Route VU 11-2 3-7 6-6 21-5 
Route Vin 20-7 2-2 101 330 

TABLE XVI - 24 
LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

ON DISTRICT AND SECONDARY ROADS 
CITIES AND TOWNS OVER 10,000t 

1953 

Mileage 

On District 
City or Town Population and On Local 

Secondary Streets 

77,382 

Roads 

2-3 Bassein* 1-5 
Henzada* 60,666 2-9 2-3 
Akyab* 41,589 1-9 1-3 
Pakokku* 29,824 2-0 1-5 
Monywa* 26,279 1-3 M 
Myaungmya* 24,252 2-0 1-5 
Chauk 23,916 1-5 10 
Maubin* 23,442 1-8 0-6 
Bogale 23,200 1-8 0-7 
Kamayut 22,734 1-2 0-6 
Kanbe 21,005 1-0 0-3 
Wakema 19,319 1-4 0-7 
Pyapon* 19,180 2-0 1-5 
Thingangyun 18,129 1-6 0-8 
Moulmeingyun 17,055 — 1-4 
Kyaiklat 15,790 1-8 0-6 
Nyaunglebin 15,557 M 04 
Syriam 15,292 1-9 1-4 
Yandoon 15,281 0-9 0-7 
Labutta 12,982 10 0-6 
Thayetmyo* 11,679 1-3 0-4 
Myanaung 11,165 1-9 04 
Kayan 10,906 1-9 0-2 
Thongwa 10,784 1-6 0-2 
Minbu* 9,093 1-5 1-3 
Katha* 7,648 1-8 0-4 
Kyaukpyu* 7,241 0-8 0-6 
Sandoway* 5,175 0-9 0-7 
Mawleik* 2,993 0-9 0-3 

Total, cities and 44-0 26-0 
towns over 

TABLE XVI - 25 

LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 
ON DISTRICT AND SECONDARY ROADS 

TOWNS AND VILLAGES UNDER 10,000 

Mileage 
1953 

Town or Village Population 
to Nearest 

On District 
and On Local 

Hundred Secondary 
Roads 

Streets 

Amherst 60 1-0 0-6 
Athok 48 0-9 0-2 
Dedaye 78 1-3 0-3 
Kanaung 41 1-3 0-3 
Kawa 23 10 0-2 
Kungyangon 49 1-0 — 
Kyangin 60 0-6 0-3 
Kyauktan 38 10 0-2 
Kyidaunggan 40 0-9 — 
Kyorunange 96 — 1-6 
Kyonpyaw 53 0-7 0-3 
Mahlaing 65 1-8 1-0 
Minhla 47 0-6 — 
Minywa 41 0-7 0-1 
Mokpalin 34 10 0-4 
Monyo 50 0-6 0-2 
Myittha 42 0-8 0-6 
Neikban 19 1-4 0-6 
Ngathainggyaung 81 1-3 0-3 
Okpo 44 0-6 0-2 
Padaung 34 3-0 — 
Padigon 17 0-5 — 
Pagan 28 0-6 0-2 
Pantanaw 47 10 0-2 
Paukkaing 32 0-6 — 
Paungdale 27 0-5 0-2 
Paung-We 65 0-8 0-5 
Sagu 51 1-7 0-4 
Sinbaungwe 32 0-6 0-2 
Tantabin 37 0-7 0-3 
Thanatpm 51 0-9 0-2 
Twante 69 1-5 0-1 
Wettikan 21 0-4 — 

Total, towns and 
villages under 
10,000 (34) 31-9 9-8 

Other towns and 
villages (91) 
1,000-10,000 76-1 27-2 

* District capital. Capitals under 10,000 also listed. 

R. GENERAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
1. ORGANIZATION 

As presently organized the Biuldings and Roads 
Department of the Ministry of Pubhc Works and 
RehabUitation has two major fimctions: (a) the con¬ 
struction and maintenance of pubhc buildings and 
governmental housing not otherwise provided for by 
the organizations in the several mirustries and de¬ 
partments; and (b) the maintenance and construction 
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TABLE XVI - 26 

SUMMARY OF LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS 
ON DISTRICT AND SECONDARY ROADS* 

No. Com¬ 
munities 

Mileage to be Improved 

On Distr. 
and 

Secondary 
Roads 

On Local 
Streets Total 

Cities and Towns 
Over 10.000 

Towns and Vil¬ 
lages under 
10.000 

29 

125 

44 

108 

26 

37 

70 

145 

* In addition to the 34 towns and viUages with populations under 
10,000. as listed in Table XVI-25, there are other towns and villages 
of this size for which it is not possible at the present time to make an 
accurate estimate of the necessary local road and street improve¬ 
ment needs. As the general program develops, and as detailed sur¬ 
veys and planning get under way throughout the Union, it will be 
possible to extend the local improvement program to include work 
in each of these communities. 

These smaller communities for which plans and estimates have not 
been prepared at present have populations from 10,000 down to 
1,000. The total mmiber of these is 90, of which 50 have a population 
of 3,000 or less. 

It is estimated that for the 90 towns and villages 76 miles of district 
and secondary roads and 27 miles of town streets should be improved. 

of the Union highway system. The principal function 
of the Department is that of constructing and main¬ 
taining buUdings and the major portion of the bud¬ 
get for the past several years has been devoted to 
these activities. Roads have received approximately 
10% of the budget and comparatively httle attention 
from the Department. As a result no significant 
rehabUitation program has been undertaken or 
planned, and maintenance forces are not organized 
or equipped to cope with the rapid deterioration. 
During the next three decades a major reconstruction 
of the highway system must be carried out, and the 
proportions of the task wiU require the fuU attention 
of a weU-staffed organization. It is recommended that 
a new Department of Roads be set up in the Ministry 
of PubUc Works or in the proposed new Ministry of 
Engineering Services and that the existing organiza¬ 
tion continue as the Department of BuUdings. It is 
further recommended that this Department of Roads 
be staffed and equipped for actively pursuing a recon¬ 
struction program along the Unes previously outhned 
in this chapter. 

2. EQUIPMENT PROCUREMENT 

The task of reconstruction ahead of the Depart¬ 
ment of Roads cannot be carried out expeditiously, 
if at aU, by the traditional practices now being used 

in the hmited road-work activities of the Department. 
The program ahead must be performed using suffi¬ 
cient road equipment to permit progress in highway 
rehabihtation, construction and maintenance to keep 
pace with the needs of the country. This equipment 
should not be procured prior to a thorough analysis 
of the needs of the rehabilitation program and the 
adoption of a schedule of progress. 

After this has been done the equipment should be 
procured to fit the projects included in the plan and to 
carry out the work at the rates of progress adopted. 
Careful planning is necessary as a first step in any 
construction program, particularly when new prac¬ 
tices and procedures are to be followed as would be 
the case when changing from manual to mechanical 
methods. To make the change successfuUy, it is not 
enough that the Department be furnished with 
machines; they must be the right machines for the 
work intended. 

As previously recommended, and as shown in 
Table XVI-27, First Year Highway Program- 
Budget Requirements (see next page), it is proposed 
that the initial equipment purchases include two 
portable rock-crushing plants and an asphalt plant, 
together with the necessary laying equipment. It is 
also recommended that the Department workshops 
be erUarged and modernized, since this wiU be 
necessary in order to properly service the road- 
construction equipment. Also, work should be started 
on the materials laboratory, and funds have also been 
aUoted for this purpose. 

3. EQUIPMENT POLICY 

It is recommended that the Department adopt as 
a general pohcy the use of road equipment to sup¬ 
plant hand labor in most of the work of grading and 
surfacing roads and buUding road structures. 

4. PROGRAMMING 

It is further recommended that the program be 
planned in detaU before selecting the equipment and 
that the Department employ experienced advisers to 
assist in planning the work, procuring the equipment 
and putting it to use. The argument has been raised 
that the use of equipment will replace labor to the 
extent of creating technological unemployment. In 
this situation the work ahead of the Department is of 
such large proportions that it will use all present em¬ 
ployees and many more for a considerable period of 
time. The general aspects of technological unemploy¬ 
ment have been discussed in Chapter 11. 

5. UNION ROAD SYSTEM 

It is recommended that work on the Union road 
system numbered routes be undertaken as promptly 
as possible by beginning with specific project planning 
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TABLE XVI - 27 

FIRST YEAR HIGHWAY PROGRAM—BUDGET REQUIREMENTS 

(all costs in (000) K) 

Total 
Program 

1,25,00 

Miles Total Costs Local Costs Foreign Costs 

General Projects 32,65 10,75 21,90 
(a) Surveys—aggregate   sources,   soils 

stabihzation, aerial surveys, traffic 
studies, etc. 7,25 3,95 3,30 

(b) Planning 3,60 2,40 1,20 
(c) Materials Testing Laboratory 50 40 10 
(d) PWD Work Shops—enlargement and 

modemi/ation 1,25 70 55 
(e) Portable rock-crushing plants (2) 9,05 2,80 6,25 
(/) Asphalt plant and laying equipment 11,00 50 10,50 

Union Road System (3,135 mi.) 27,00,00 1,11,50 77,50 34,00 
(a) Routes I and II rehabihtation and 

relocations 45 70,00 50,00 20,00 
(b) Route III relocations 6 8,00 5,50 2,50 
(c) Local improvements, 5 cities 23-5 28,50 20,00 8,50 
(d) Patrol graders 

Say  75 

5,00 2,00 3,00 

District Road System (6,750 mi.) 28,70,00 68,40 52,00 16,40 
(a) Mandalay Division 45 18,00 14,40 3,60 
(b) Magwe Division 30 11,90 9,10 2,80 
(c) Pegu Division 40 14,50 10,50 4,00 
(d) Local improvements, 8 cities 28-5 

Say 145 

24,00 18,00 6,00 

Farm-to-market Roads (3,650 mi.) 20,00,00 90,00 75,00 15,00 
(a) Grading, drainage 300 80,00 71,00 9,00 
(b) Structures — 10,00 4,00 6,00 

Other Roads 5,00,00 30,00 25,50 4,50 
(a) Loikaw-Pyinmana 50 15,00 12,75 2,25 
(b) Access to Lough Keng Project 25 5,00 4,25 75 
(c)      „      „ Pegu Project, Dam Sites (3) 40 10,00 8,50 1,50 

Total, 1953-54 Program 3,32,55 2.46.45 86,10 

for the routes outhned in Table XVI-27 "Fu-st Year 
Highway Program—Budget Requirements." The 
initial work should include the rehabUitation and 
rebuUding where necessary of drainage structures, 
the rehabilitation of shoulders, and the widening of 
the paved surface, aU to the standards outhned in 
Section F. This program should be extended from 
year to year until the fuU length of the 3,231 mUes 
of numbered routes has been rebuUt. The yearly 
program must take cognizance of traffic requhre- 

ments, and the work should be performed on the 
portions of the routes where traffic demands are 
the greatest. In Section Q, certain relocations are 
recommended which must be surveyed and estimated 
before making a decision as to whether to rehabUitate 
the existing road or to construct the new one. 

6. DISTRICT ROAD SYSTEM 

It is recommended that work on the district roads 
be undertaken as outhned and budgeted m Table 
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XVI-27. Rehabihtation should be performed to the 
standards outlined in Section F. Surveys must be made 
and planning for this work completed before any con¬ 
struction is undertaken. The total length of district 
roads is estimated to be 6,750 miles. This program 
should be continued from year to year to the ultimate 
completion. District roads are not subject to the traffic 
of those of the Union system; consequently are not as 
substantially surfaced. The traffic-bound surface will 
requhe well-organized maintenance after the newly 
buUt road has been put into operation or deterioration 
wiU occur. 

7. FARM-TO-MARKET ROAD SYSTEM 

The program for the first year for the entire system 
is shown in Table XVI-27. It is recommended that a 
plannmg program for the rebuUding of existing farm- 
to-market roads and the construction of new roads of 
this type be undertaken. These roads can be built with 
a relatively smaU amount of equipment, and progress 
in grading wUl be rapid under the supervision of an 
experienced grading foreman. The standards recom¬ 
mended are shown in Section F. Farm-to-market 
roads wUl be required in the irrigated areas, and 
should be planned in connection with the irrigation 
distribution system. The total length of this type of 
road estimated to be required is 3,650 miles and it is 
proposed that the initial construction total 300 miles, 
as budgeted in Table XVI-27. The maintenance of 
these roads could be arranged to be provided by the 
cultivators served, if surfacing rock is stockpUed at 
intervals along the roads and patrol graders are 
furnished periodically. 

8. LOCAL IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 

As recommended in Section Q, a program of local 
improvements has been developed, after prehminary 
study, for cities, towns and viUages on the national 
routes and the district routes. The detaUs are listed in 
Tables XVI-22 to XVI-26, and the budgetary require¬ 
ments for the first year are included in the totals on 
Table XVI-27. 

9. ACCESS ROADS 

Other roads will have to be constructed in conjunc¬ 
tion with new development work, such as access to 
project sites, mines and sources of raw materials in 
the forests and other locations. These will all involve 
new locations and construction. The tentative estimate 
of the requhed length of these roads is 1,400 mUes. 
Most of them wih be planned as a part of the project 
to which they give access, but will later be incorporated 
into the highway system. It is recommended that these 

highways which are to serve specific projects be 
planned jointly by the Department of Roads and the 
agency concerned with the project, and that during 
the construction of the project they be maintained by 
project forces. Upon project completion, maintenance 
and administration should be turned over to the 
Department of Roads. The standard to which they 
must be built will depend on the hauling anticipated 
during the project construction. 

10. CONSTRUCTION METHODS 

As recommended in Section G, studies should be 
undertaken to adopt the "road mix" and "plant mix" 
methods of modem highway construction to use in 
the Union of Burma. "Road mix" techniques are of 
special value in the construction of roads for low- 
density traffic. 

11. MOTOR VEHICLE CODE 

It is recommended that a Motor Vehicle Code fol¬ 
lowing the general outhne given in Section N be 
adopted. 

12. SHOPS AND YARDS 

It is recommended that the Department of Roads 
establish equipment yards and shops for the storage, 
repair and overhaul of construction and maintenance 
equipment, and that it modernize the existing facih¬ 
ties. The first shop should be estabhshed at Rangoon, 
and as the work program develops shops should be 
estabhshed at the district headquarters. The shops 
should be laid out by an equipment man experienced 
in handhng and repairing road equipment. 

13. CONTRACTS AND TRAINING 

It is recommended that the initial construction con¬ 
tracts for the road program be awarded to foreign 
contractors experienced in highway construction. The 
contracts should contain specific provisions for train¬ 
ing local superintendents, supervisors and equipment 
operators in the use and repair of highway equipment 
and in construction organization and procedures for 
road construction. Local contractors should be em¬ 
ployed on subcontracts on the program, that they may 
become familiar with modern road construction 
methods and, as the program progresses, gain experi¬ 
ence to enable them to carry on the larger contracts. 
The contract should provide for the submission and 
approval of specific training programs and schedules 
affording specific hours and methods of instruc¬ 
tion for specified categories and numbers of per¬ 
sonnel. 
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14. BUDGET REQUIREMENTS 

The cost estimates for the recommended program 
of highway construction and rehabilitation have been 
summarized for the entire project, and developed in 
detail for the first year of the program. The totals, and 
items upon which early work should be undertaken, 
are shown in Table XVI-27. 

While the program may have to be modified from      water. 

year to year, as the overall economy and industrial 
potential of the Union develop, it is beheved to be 
balanced. 

Measured in terms of previous development of 
highways in Burma, this is an ambitious program. It 
is, however, one which is necessary if highway trans¬ 
port is to take its proper place beside rail, air and 



CHAPTER XVII 

AIRWAYS 

A. INTRODUCTION 
1. GENERAL 

A farm-to-market country road will not satisfy ex¬ 
press highway motor-freight traffic requirements. A 
cow-pasture landing strip will not support aircraft 
designed today for commercial passenger and freight 
traffic. The traveling public is as much, if not more, 
concerned in safe takeoff and landing as in safety of 
the aircraft in travel. The degree of acceptance of air 
travel is closely related to the appearance of the air¬ 
strip, airfield and facihties. The safe operation of air¬ 
craft is directly dependent upon the characteristics of 
many designs. For this reason, the International Civil 
Aviation Organization was set up by the United 
Nations to estabhsh safe criteria for airports and ah- 
craft maintenance and operation. The ICAO has 
established its minimal standards called "Recom¬ 
mendations for the Safe Design of Airports," basing 
these recommendations on the all-up weight and 
single wheel-load of aircraft. To achieve acceptably 
efficient and safe performance, the operations of CivU 
Air Transport by the Union of Burma Airways 
(UBA), and controls and designs by the Office of the 
Director of Civil Aviation (DCA) should comply with 
the recommendations of the ICAO. 

2. PURPOSE AND SCOPE 

This Report is concerned not only with the safe 
design of airports, but with the safe and economic 
operation of aircraft; the econoroic transportation of 
passengers and air freight, both air and land-borne; 
the accommodation of the traffic demand; and the 
development of the entke system of foreign and 
domestic airways serving Burma. 

3. BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

The following basic information will be helpful 
prior to discussing the structure and operations of 
Burma Airways: 

(a) The Union of Burma Airways, hereafter re¬ 
ferred to as the UBA, is the operating body of civil 
aviation in Burma. 

(b) Internal civU aviation is a complete government 
monopoly. 

(c) UBA has had sole control at aU times of its 
freight and passenger rates, of its scheduling and 
operations, and of Us routing. 
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(d) UBA chartered planes, not having aircraft to 
meet the need for service in the years ending October 
1, 1949 and 1950, and was forced to pay the astound¬ 
ing sum in charter fees of 240 lakhs of Kyats. Had the 
chartered aircraft been available and been purchased, 
the Ueet, even after depreciation, would be a very 
large asset today. 

(e) UBA has had from its first operations the 
advice and guidance of technical experts of good 
repute. 

Independence of the Union of Burma on lanuary 
4, 1948, found the new Government faced with 
many problems, among which communications and 
transport were of major importance. During the war 
all seaports had been mined at their entrances. 
Most of the important highway and railroad bridges 
had been destroyed, and the actual roadbeds devas¬ 
tated for great stretches. Air transport necessarily 
became of vital importance, and the airports and 
adjacent towns were made strongpoints by the Govern¬ 
ment. The airports have thus served both mihtary and 
civil aviation, and continue to do so. 

Civil Air Transport, UBA, has been privileged in 
this role and has materially benefited therefrom. 
Statements have been made that upon the complete 
cessation of hostilities Civil Aviation will fail. This has 
not been true in any other country, and should not be 
true in Burma. The natural mountain ranges lying 
nearly due north and south are an impediment to 
other than air travel east and west. In addition, a fast 
means of handhng passenger and freight traffic the 
length of the country will always be in demand. 

That civU aviation in Burma should be operated to 
throw the full cost upon the user is not entirely equit¬ 
able, as the benefits of operation are both pohtical and 
social; for example, the benefits of mail and express 
are shared by the entire country. The various minis¬ 
tries and district officials have been the UBA's best 
sources of revenue, so that not all the cost has been 
thrown directiy upon the general pubhc. That UBA 
expands into every district is desirable both for 
the solidarity of the Union and to meet economic 
needs. 

The Director of Civil Aviation plans at least a 
temporary terminal at every airport, to be foUowed by 
permanent construction after cessation of active in¬ 
surgency. 
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4. HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION 

The Union of Burma Airways Board was originally 
constituted on March 23, 1948, and was reorganized 
on March 29, 1950. The Board was charged with the 
foUowing duties: 

(a) To provide rapid communication within Burma, 
and externaUy to adjacent countries. 

(b) To speed the carriage of mails, essential sup¬ 
pUes and urgent freight. 

(c) To foster airmindedness. 
(d) To develop a national air transport organiza¬ 

tion for both domestic and foreign operations. 
Governmental administration of the Union of 

Burma Airways Board is under the Ministry of Trans¬ 
port and Communications. The Board's present com¬ 
position is as follows: 

Chairman. 
General Manager. 
Secretary, Ministry of Transport and Communi¬ 

cations. 
Secretary, Ministry of Finance and Revenue. 
Director of Civil Aviation. 

The first two are the operations chiefs of UBA who 
control the airline, the shops, the terminals, pas¬ 
senger and freight handhng, transport to ternunals 
from airports, rate fixing, accounting and fiscal and 
statistical matters. The fifth, the DCA, has no actual 
operations responsibihty of or for the Union of Burma 
Airways. 

The office of the DCA is a technical and administra¬ 
tive group responsible for the establishment and 
maintenance of the airports of Burma; the establish¬ 
ment of technical criteria for the loading, maintenance 
and operation of nonmihtary aircraft over and in 
Burma; the licensing of aircraft, pilots and aircraft 
mechanics and supervisors; the operation of the com- 
muiucation system for aircraft controls and signals; 
and the investigation of all nonmUitary aircraft acci¬ 
dents. The Meteorological Bureau supphes weather 
data for ffight control and records of wind directions 
throughout Burma for use in orientation of new air¬ 
strips. The DCA, through contracts with the Public 
Works Departments of the various districts and with 
the Buildings and Roads Department, has programmed 
the continuous improvement and expansion of air¬ 
ports and their facihties. 

Construction of the international airport and term¬ 
inal facihties for Mingaladon at Rangoon is being 
accomphshed by the Mingaladon Aerodrome Con¬ 
struction Committee under the direct supervision of 
the Ministry of Transport and Communications. The 
airstrip is newly completed and is serviceable for the 
largest transcontinental planes. It has attracted con¬ 
siderable new traffic from international airlines. The 

UBA operates a bus and freight service from its main 
terminal building in Rangoon to the airport. 

The UBA and the international airlines contract the 
fueling of the planes to the Burmah Oil Corporation. 
The UBA maintains its own aircraft, handles all its 
bookings and freight shipments, and has responsible 
charge of all domestic and its own foreign service. The 
foreign service operates a total of ten ffights weekly to 
Calcutta, Chittagong, Bangkok, Penang and Singa¬ 
pore. 

B. INTERNATIONAL SERVICE 

1. NEW CONSTRUCTION 

The enabhng laws creating and reorganizing air¬ 
ways operations in Burma stressed the requirement 
that international service be established and fostered. 
Accordingly, Mingaladon Airport at Rangoon has 
been reconstructed with a new main airstrip of con¬ 
crete, 8,200 ft. by 200 ft., and an adjacent parallel 
taxiway, 8,200 ft. by 100 ft., also of concrete. Anew air¬ 
port operations building is now under construction. It 
is to be fully air-conditioned and is of the latest design. 
International air service is also flown to Mergui and 
Akyab, but only by UBA. These two airports are 
under reconstruction and new operations buUdings 
are planned for immediate construction. 

2. PRESENT OPERATIONS 

The foUowing is the list of airlines furnishing inter¬ 
national service to and from Burma. The first four 
listed are world airline services while the second four 
are confined to Asian service only. 

1. British Overseas  Ahways  Corpora¬ 
tion (BOAC) 

2. Royal Dutch Airiines (KLM) 
3. Pan American  World  Airways  In¬ 

corporated (PAA) 
4. Scandinavian Airlines System (SAS) 
5. Union of Burma Airways (UBA) 
6. Indian  National  Airways   Limited 

(INA) 
7. Thai   Airways   Company,   Limited 

(THAI) 
8. Orient Airways Limited (ORIENT) 

Operations 
Weekly 

9 
6 

2 
2 

10 

4 
3 

Forty-three ffights weekly into and out of Burma 
provide fast mail, passenger and freight service to 
nearby countries as well as round the world. BOAC is 
now operating a Comet jet-hner service which permits 
a passenger to depart at 12.45 on Saturdays from 
Rangoon, rest 12 hours at London Airport Sunday, 
and then, via its Monarch Service stratocruiser, arrive 
at 9 a.m. Monday in New York City. However, KLM, 
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without the use of jet Uners, furnishes three ffights 
easterly and westerly from Rangoon weekly, depart¬ 
ing westerly at 11, 10 and 8.30 a.m., permitting 
six- to eight-hour rests at Amsterdam the foUowing 
day, and arriving at noon in Nev/ York City the 
second day after departure. PAA have three flights 
weekly each way through the Far East, flying from 
New York City aroimd the world to San Francisco in 
six days, and from San Francisco to New York City 
around the world in seven days because of inter¬ 
national date-line time change. One ffight per week 
each way caUs at Rangoon and two ffights overfly. 
When the service demands warrant, these over-ffights 
wiU stop at Rangoon. Plate I, showing monthly air 
passenger traffic through customs service from May 
1950 through February 1953, indicates a steady 
growth of international air passenger traffic. 

The UBA has recently acquired three Marathon 
Mark I ahcraft primarily for international service. 
These planes make ten flights weekly. On Tuesdays 
and Fridays they fly a round trip from Rangoon to 
Bangkok, ThaUand. Round-trip ffights are made on 
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday from Rangoon 
via Akyab to Chittagong, East Pakistan. Round-trip 
ffights from Rangoon via Akyab to Calcutta, India, 
are made on Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday. 
On Wednesday UBA has a ffight to Singapore via 
Mergui and Penang which returns via these stops on 
Thursday. 

3. SERVICE DELAYS 

Delays in clearance of air freight may be attributed 
to dilatory handhng of individual clearances by air¬ 
ways agents and to changes from scheduled flight 
departures. This sometimes results in freight being 
allowed to he at intermediate terminals for as long as 
12 days. This last condition apphes to air maU as weU 
to air freight and, although London is but 36 hours 
and New York 48 hours by air travel, maU takes 7 to 
12 days. The Rangoon Post Office closes its air 
pouches to reception of air maU as much as 48 hours 
before departure time, whUe Mingaladon Airport is 
but 25 minutes driving time from the central Post 
Office. Also, air maU deposited in Mingaladon is 
returned to the central Post Office before being loaded 
aboard aircraft. 

4. RECOMMENDATIONS 

It is recommended that: 
(a) The airhnes estabhsh an agency to prepare the 

necessary papers to clear air freight through customs. 
This service should be free to their air freight cus¬ 
tomers. 

(b) Additional air freight and air maU franchises be 

granted to permit expeditious handling to and from 
aU parts of the world. 

(c) The Rangoon Post Office close its air pouches 
not sooner than two hours before departure time. 

TABLE XVII -1 

POTENTIAL SUPPORT, VARIOUS BURMA 
DISTRICTS JUNE 6, 1948 

1948 

District Division 

Total 
Area Area of 

District 

Acres in 
Culti¬ 

Division 
(sq. mi.) (sq. mi.) vation 

in 1,000 
Acres 

Akyab Arakan 17,422 5,252 12i 
Arakan Hills Tract 3,228 456 
Kyaukpyu 4,793 9 
Sandoway 4,149 163 

Rangoon Pegu 20,221 85 27 
Pegu 4,114 697 
Tharrawaddy 2,782 576 
Hanthawaddy 1,927 701 
Insein 1,903 430 
Prome 2,953 388 
Toungoo 6,457 403 

Bassein Irrawaddy 13,580 4,149 754 
Henzada 2,809 659 
Maungmya 2,835 592 
Maubin 1.642 410 
Pyapon 2,145 433 

Salween Tenasserim 31,588 2,577 27 
Thaton 4.872 691 
Amherst 7.410 553 
Tavoy 5.404 146 
Mergui 11.325 169 

Thayetmyo Magwe 27,977 4,626 192 
Minbu 3.602 263 
Magwe 3.724 566 
Pakokku 5.350 551 
Chin Hills 10,675 NA 

Mandalay Mandalay 12,494 2.113 178 
Kyaukse 1.241 194 
Meiktila ?.?32 488 
Myingyan 2,707 687 
Yamethin 4,201 416 

Bhamo Sagaing 72,911 4.180 23 
Myitkyina 29,723 71 
Shwebo 7.605 626 
Sagaing 1.870 572 
Katha 5,723 165 
Upper Chindwin 10,599 114 
Lower Chindwin 3.673 584 
Naga Hills 9,535 NA 

Northern Shan Sts. Federated Shan Sts. 65,596 24,682 NA 
Southern Shan Sts. 36.408 NA 
Kareimi States 4,506 NA 

NA—^Not available. 
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TABLE XVII - 2 

UNION OF BURMA AIRWAYS 

TIME TABLE 

(Effective Wednesday, February 4, 1953) 

DOMESTIC   SCHEDULE   SERVICES 

DAKOTA (Free Baggage: Domestic 44 lbs.) 

DEP.: MINGALADON 
Monday 

1. Mandalay Bhamo-Myitkyina-Bhamo Mandalay 0600 
2. Sandoway-Kyaukpyu Akyab-Kyaukpyu-Sandoway 0645 
3. Moulmein 0715 
4. Mandalay 1000 
5. Tavoy Mergui-Tavoy 1015 

Tuesday 
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1. Pakokku-Gangaw-Pakokku-Monywa-Mandalay 
2. Magwe Lanywa-Meiktila-Mandalay-Meiktila- 

Lanywa-Magwe 
3. Moulmein 
4. Loikaw-Heho Mandalay-Heho-Loikaw 
5. Mandalay-Anisakan-Mandalay 

Wednesday 
1. Sandoway-Kyaukpyu-Akyab-Kyaukpyu- 

Sandoway 
2. Mandalay-Lashio-Mandalay-Monywa-Mandalay 
3. Moulmein-Tavoy-Mergui-Tavoy-Moulmein 
4. Mandalay 

Thursday 
1. Mandalay-Bhamo-Myitkyina-Putao-Myitkyina- 

Bhamo-Mandalay 
2. Mandalay-Monywa-Kalemyo-Monywa Mandalay 

(Fortnightly extension to Singaling 
Khamti from Kalemyo w.e.f 29-1-53) 

3. Moulmein 
4. Heho-Keng Tung-Heho 
5. Mandalay 

Friday 

0630 

0645 
0715 
0730 
1000 

0645 
0710 
0730 
1000 

0600 
0710 

0605 
0715 
0800 
1000 

0600 1. Magwe-Meiktila-Magwe 
2. Pakokku-Pauk-Kyauktu-Pauk-Pakokku- 

Gangaw-Pakokku 0630 
3. Moulmein 0715 
4. Heho-Mandalay-Shwebo-Momeik-Shwebo-Mandalay    0730 
5. Mandalay-Anisakan-Mandalay 1000 
6. Moulmein-Tavoy-Mergui-Tavoy-Moulmein 1015 
7. Kyaukpyu-Akyab-Kyaukpyu 

Saturday 
1. Moulmein 
2. Heho-Mandalay-Lashio-Mandalay-Heho 
3. Mandalay-Monywa-Mandalay 
4. Tavoy-Mergui-Tavoy 

Sunday 
1. Mandalay-Monywa-Kalerayo-Monywa-Mandalay 
2. Moulmein-Tavoy-Mergui-Tavoy-Moulmein 
3. *Loikaw-Heho-Mandalay 

1230 

DO VE (Free Baggage: 25 lbs.) 
DEP.: MINGALADON 

1. Bassein 
2. Henzada 
3. Myaungmya 
4. Bassein 

1. Bassein 
2. Myaungmya 
3. Bassein 

0700 
0705 
0915 
1130 

0700 
0915 
1130 

1. Bassein 
2. Henzada 
3. Thayetmyo-Magwe-Thayetmyo 
4. Myaungmya 
5. Bassein 
6. Moulmein 

1. Bassein 
2. Myaungmya 
3. Bassein 

0700 
0705 
0900 
0915 
1130 
1400 

0700 
0915 
1130 

1. Bassein 
2. Myaungmya 
3. Bassein 
4. Thaton 

0700 
0915 
1130 
1400 

0715 1. Bassein 0700 
0730 2. Henzada 0705 
1000 3. Thayetmyo Magwe-Thayetmyo 0900 
1015 4. Myaungmya 1915 

5. Bassein 0130 

0700 1. Moulmein 0800 
0730 

* Return Trip—Mandalay-Rangoon—purely freight service. 
Note: This is "dry season" schedule and shows scheduled flights to all airports served. 
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C. DOMESTIC SERVICE 
1. HISTORY 

The UBA operates to 32 airports from Mingaladon, 
with some daily and some weekly and fortnightly 
ffights. The service cannot be considered adequate as 
fast transport of passenger, maU, freight and news 
service is needed for both pubhc and private purposes. 
Many districts, encompassing great areas of the 
country, are without any airhne service. The valley of 
the Irrawaddy, for a distance of 200 miles between 
Mandalay and Bhamo, is without an airport. The 
vaUey of the Chindwin between Kalemyo and Singal¬ 
ing Khamti, a distance of 300 mUes, is unserved. The 
northern, southern and eastern Shan States with a 
total area in excess of 60,000 square miles, 25% of the 
total area of the Union, have but one airport each. To 
be sure, some unserved areas aire under insurgent con¬ 
trol or are otherwise presently unsafe for operations. 
The enthe vaUey of the Salween River, a distance of 
650 miles north from Moulmein to the Yunnan, China, 
border, is unserved by UBA because of these hostUi¬ 
ties. Lumbering operations are nearly at a standstiU 
on this river, and mining and quarrying operations 
entirely so. At some airstrips, the villages immediately 
across the river are insurgent-controlled, with the air¬ 
strip held by GUB nuhtary. UntU these conditions are 
reheved, any plan for improved service must be ac¬ 
comparued by a suitable security plan. 

2. FLIGHT SCHEDULES AND FARES 

Table XVII-2 presents a weekly schedule of domes¬ 
tic ffight operations and Plate 2 shows the ffight 
operations to individual airports. The schedule of 
fares, single and round trips, excess baggage rates, 
and freight rates charged by UBA on its domestic 
system are shown in Tables XVII-3 and XVII 4. 
Table XVII-5 presents the areas, airports and numbers 
of ffights for the border and northern states. 

3. DEFICIENCIES 

Frequent ffights over the UBA system, coupled 
with a study of all available data, lead to the foUowing 
observations: 

(a) The balance-sheet (see Table XVII-15, p. 484) 
indicates that the rates set by UBA are adequate and 
are needed to support the large program of airport 
reconstruction and equipment replacement, construc¬ 
tion of new airports in the border states, and increase 
in aircraft fleet. 

(b) UBA is operating with insufficient aircraft and 
as a consequence is unable to give the frequency of 
service needed and handle the fuU traffic volume. Two 
iUustrations drawn at random iUustrate this situation. 
On February 3, 1953, on a return ffight from the air¬ 
strip at Tavoy ten would-be passengers for Rangoon 

TABLE XVII - 3 

UBA—FARES, BAGGAGE AND FREIGHT RATES 

Single Return Excess Freight 

Rangoon to: Fares Fares Baggage Rates 

(kyats) (kyats) per lb. 
(kyats) 

per lb. 
(kyats) 

Akyab 95.00 180.50 0.40 0.30 
Anisakan 105.00 199.50 0.45 0.40 
Anisakan via 

Mandalay 120.00 228.00 0.50 0.45 
Bassein 35.00 66.50 0.20 0.20 
Bhamo 170.00 325.00 0.75 0.65 
Gangaw 115.00 218.50 0.50 0.45 
Heho 85.00 161.50 0.40 0.30 
Henzada 30.00 57.00 0.20 0.20 
Kalemyo 140.00 266.00 0.65 0.55 
Keng Tung 135.00 256.50 0.65 0.55 
Kyaukpyu 75.00 142.50 0.30 0.25 
Kyauktu 105.00 199.50 0.45 0.40 
Lanywa 90.00 171.00 0.40 0.30 
Lashio 140.00 266.00 0.65 0.55 
Loikaw 70.00 133.00 0.30 0.25 
Magwe 75.00 142.50 0.30 0.25 
Mandalay 105.00 199.50 0.45 0.40 
Meiktila 85.00 161.50 0.40 0.30 
Mergui 115.00 218.50 0.50 0.45 
Monywa 110.00 209.00 0.50 0.45 
Moulmein 35.00 66.50 0.20 0.20 
Myaungmya 30.00 57.00 0.20 0.20 
Momeik 150.00 285.00 0.75 0.65 
Myitkyina 195.00 370.50 0.90 0.75 
Pakokku 100.00 190.00 0.45 0.40 
Pauk 100.00 190.00 0.45 0.40 
Putao 241.00 457.90 1.05 0.90 
Sandoway 51.00 96.90 0.30 0.25 
Shwebo 122.00 231.80 0.50 0.45 
Tavoy 80.00 152.00 0.40 0.30 
Thaton 30.00 57.00 0.20 0.20 

had to be left behind. On February 19, 1953, five 
naihtary personnel and one civUian were refused book¬ 
ing from Heho to Keng Tung because the aU-up 
weight was at the Ihnit. There is only one ffight per 
week between Heho and Keng Tung. 

(c) The lack of radio at certain airports and the 
consequent lack of information on seats avaUable 
makes it necessary for the UBA representatives at 
these airports to wait untU the ffight is in before 
accepting bookings. In other words, the average pas¬ 
senger has no knowledge, untU the last several 
minutes, as to whether he wiU or wiU not be sold a 
ticket. 

(d) As indicated by Table XVII-5, 127,300 of the 
262,000 square miles of Burma have very poor air 
service. 

4. RECOMMENDATIONS 

(a) Test flights, advertised in advance, should be 
made to the airports presently served, to obtain an 
indication of whether an increase in traffic wUl result. 
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TABLE XVII-4 

UBA—FARES AND EXCESS BAGGAGE RATES 
(Intermediate Stations) 
EflFective July 1, 1952. 

Excess Freight 

FromjTo 
Single Return Baggage Rate 
(kyats) (kyats) per lb. per lb. 

(kyats) (kyats) 

Akyab-Kyaukpyu 22.00 41.80 0.20 0.20 
Bassein-Henzada 25.00 47.50 0.20 0.20 
Bassein-Myaungmya 13.50 25.65 0.20 0.20 
Bhamo-Mandalay 65.00 123.50 0.30 0.25 
Bhamo-Myitkina 26.00 49.40 0.20 0.20 
Bhamo-Putao 70.00 133.00 0.40 0.25 
Gangaw-Kyauktu 20.00 38.00 0.20 0.20 
Gangaw-Pakokku 35.00 66.50 0.20 0.20 
Gangaw-Pauk 30.00 57.00 0.20 0.20 
Gangaw-Lanywa 35.00 66.50 0.20 0.20 
Gangaw-Monywa 45.00 85.50 0.25 0.20 
Gangaw-Mandalay 65.00 123.50 0.30 0.25 
Heho-Loikaw 25.00 47.50 0.20 0.20 
Heho-Mandalay 35.00 66.50 0.20 0.20 
Heho-Keng Tung 60.00 144.00 0.30 0.25 
Heho-Lashio 70.00 133.00 0.40 0.30 
Heho-Toungoo 40.00 76.00 0.20 0.20 
Heho-Momeik 80.00 152.00 0.45 0.40 
Kalemyo-Mandalay 48.00 91.20 0.25 0.20 
Kalemyo-Monywa 35.00 66.50 0.20 0.20 
Keng Tung-Lotkaw 65.00 123.50 0.30 0.25 
Kyauktu-Pauk 12.50 23.75 0.20 0.20 
Kyauktu-Gangaw 20.00 38.00 0.20 0.20 
Kyauktu-Pakokku 30.00 57.00 0.20 0.20 
Kyauktu-Lanywa 19.00 36.10 0.20 0.20 
Katha-Rangoon 170.00 323.00 0.75 0.65 
Katha-Mandalay 55.00 104.50 0.30 0.25 
Katha-Meiktila 80.00 152.00 0.45 0.40 
Katha-Myitkyina 40.00 76.00 0.20 0.20 
Lanywa-Mandalay 40.00 76.00 0.20 0.20 
Lanywa-Meiktila 25.00 47.50 0.20 0.20 
Lanywa-Pakokku 20.00 38.00 0.20 0.2T 
Lashio-Mandalay 40.00 76.00 0.20 0.20 
Loikaw-Mandalay 55.00 104.50 0.25 0.20 
Magwe-Mandalay 45.00 85.50 0.20 0.20 
Magwe-Meiktila 25.00 47.50 0.20 0.20 
Magwe-Lanywa 25.00 47.50 0.20 0.20 
Mandalay-Anisakan 15.00 28.50 0.20 0.20 
Mandalay-Meiktila 25.00 47.50 0.20 0.20 
Mandalay-Monywa 25.00 47.50 0.20 0.20 
Mandalay-Momeik 45.00 85.50 0.30 0.25 
Mandalay-Myitkyina 95.00 180.50 0.40 0.30 
Mandalay-Shwebo 19.00 36.10 0.20 0.20 
Mandalay-Pakokku 30.00 57.00 0.20 0.20 
Mandalay-Putao 125.00 237.50 0.50 0.45 
Mandalay-Toungoo 65.00 123.50 0.30 0.25 
Meiktila-Pakokku 25.00 47.50 0.20 0.20 
Meiktjla-Toungoo 45.00 85.50 0.20 0.20 
Meiktila-Myitkyina 120.00 228.00 0.50 0.45 
Mergui-Moulmein 93.00 176.70 0.40 0.30 
Mergui-Tavoy 40.00 76.00 0.20 0.20 
Momeik-Bhamo 35.00 66.50 0.20 0.20 
Momeik-Myitkyina 55.00 104.50 0.30 0.25 
Monywa-Meiktila 30.00 57.00 0.20 0.20 
Moulmein-Tavoy 55.00 104.50 0.25 0.20 
Moulmein-Thaton 15.00 28.50 0.20 0.20 
Myitkyina-Putao 40.00 76.00 0.20 0.20 
Pakokku-Pauk 25.00 47.50 0.20 0.20 
Pauk-Lanywa 25.00 47.50 0.20 0.20 
Pakokku-Monywa 25.00 47.50 0.20 0.20 

TABLE XVII - 5 

FLIGHT DATA FOR BORDER AND NORTHERN 
STATES 

District or State Area 
(sq. mi.) 

Airport Flights 
Weekly 

Southern Shan States 
Eastern Shan States 
Northern Shan States 
Myitkyina 
Naga HiUs 
Upper Chindwm 
Katha 
Special Division of the 

Chm Hills 

25,000 
19,900 
16,200 
29,700 
9.500 

10.600 
5,700 

10,000 

Heho 
Keng Tung 
Lashio and Momeik 
Putao and Myitkyina 
Singaling Khamti 
Kalemyo 
Katha 

None 

4 
1 
1 
2 
* 
1 
0 

0 

* Fortnightly. 

Table XVII-1, showing the potential support value of 
the various districts, and Plate 1-2, showing the dis¬ 
trict locations, together indicate which of the present 
airfields most need increases in service. 

(b) An airstrip should be constructed at Homalin, 
approximately halfway between Singahng Khamti 
and Kalemyo, to serve the valley of the Chindwin. 

(c) Immediately upon securing the area, the Papun 
airstrip should be developed and flights scheduled. 

(d) A survey should be made of the special division 
of the Chin HiUs to determine the most advantageous 
location for an airstrip from the viewpoints of popu¬ 
lation and business. Immediate programming of the 
construction should follow this survey. 

D. PERSONNEL 
The personnel organization of the various depart¬ 

ments is presented in Tables XVII-6 through XVII-10. 

1. OBSERVATIONS 
(a) Less than 5% of the entire organization is non- 

national, this group consisting of most of the pilots 
and department heads of the Fhght Operations and 
Maintenance Departments. 

(b) Table XVII-6 (see next page) presents the 
orgaiuzation for UBA as originally presented in the 
Prehminary Report. No changes are recommended. 

(c) Table XVII-7 presents the organization for the 
Operations and Maintenance Departments of UBA. 

(1) The Operations Department presently has a 
staff of 42, headed by the Chief Pilot. There are 12 
pilots, 13 co-pilots, and 13 radio operators to operate 
the fleet, which consists of eight Dakotas, three Doves, 
three Marathons, and two Consuls, 16 planes in all. 
It would appear that 25% of the fleet is grounded at all 
times. 



TABLE XVII-6 

ORGANIZATION  CHART 
ON OF BURMA AIRWAYS 

•   i^ •   I»• 

CHAIRMAN 

GENERAL   MANAGER 

MANAGER 
(TECHNICAL) 

SUPERINTENDING 
ENGINEER 

CHIEF 
PILOT 

OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE 

MANAGER 
(COMMERCIAL) 

TRAFFIC 
SUPERINTENDENT 

CHIEF TRAFFIC 
OFFICER 

BOOKING AND HANDLING 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
OFFICER 

CHIEF 
ACCOUNTANT 

ADMINISTRATIVE 
AND GENERAL 

STAFF 

ACCOUNTING 
STAFF ETC. 

ADMINISTRATION AND ACCOUNTS 

472 



TABLE XVII-7 

ORGANIZATION CHART 

UNION OF BURMA AIRWAYS 

OPERATIONS &  MAINTENANCE DEPARTMENTS 

/^m/—r   ri inrn iM-m.. n-\r-ii. IT- 1   ■ 
GENERAL OFFICE 1 x-rri^^c:   otjrciMiN i CINL/CIN I              |    I 

SUPERINTENDING  ENGINEER'S OFFICE 

PROPELLER ENGINEER PROPELLER OVERHAUL 

GENERAL MANAGER SR. O/H ENGINEER ENGINE OVERHAUL 

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER ELECTRICAL 

Total Staff = 423 INSTRUMENT ENGINEER INSTRUMENT 

RADIO ENGINEER RADIO 

* 

* 
AIRCRAFT RECORDS 

LINE MAINTENANCE 

RECEIPT &  DISPATCH 

REFUELING 

POWER PLANT 

WHEEL & TIRE OVERHAUL 

1 
SR.  LINE-MAINT. ENGR. 1 ** 
ENGINEER 

SR. SUPERVISOR 

SUPERVISORS 

JUNIOR SUPERVISORS 

3 

3 

3 

3 

** 

WORKSHOPS 

COMPONENTS OVERHAUL 

HYDRAULIC & PNEUMATIC 

UNDERCARRIAGE OVERHAUL 

AIRCRAFT OVERHAUL 

AIRCRAFT FINISHING 

FABRIC SHOP 

METAL WORKSHOP 

OPERATIONS MAINTENANCE 

CHIEF PILOT ' SUPERINTENDING  ENGINEER 1 
 ■  

SR. ENGR. OVERHAULS 1 

SR. SUPERVISOR 

SUPERVISOR 

2 

4 PILOTS 12 

CO-PILOTS 13 
' - 

AIRCRAFT STORES 

TOOL &  EQUIPMENT STORES 

INFLAMMABLE MATERIAL STORES 

HARDWARE STORES 

RADIO OPERATORS 13 STORES SUPT. 1 

CLERKS & STENO'S 3 

Total    42 SECURITY SECTION 

HANGAR CLEANING CREW 

SANITARY CREW 

SECURITY OFFICER 1 

HEAD CARPENTER 1 CARPENTRY 

TOTAL 
EMPLOYEES 
EXCLUDING 
SUPERVISION 

14 

4 

10 

19 

21 

17 

12 

74 

Total    31 
• Three 8-hour Shifts 

♦♦ Two 8-hour Shifts 

14 

4 

2 

2 

22 

10 

4 

5 

2 

Total    346 
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PUots are paid a bonus for all flying over 60 hours 

per month. At present, pilots are averaging 120 hours 
or more each month. An excerpt from the Pacific- 
Alaska Operations Manual of Pan-American Airlines, 
covering basic fiight-time limitations for pilots and 
flight engineers is included for information. The 
Manual is based on CAA Regulations which should 
be used as a standard for comparison with UBA 
Regulations. 

EXTRACTS FROM PAA OPERATIONS MANUAL 

FLIGHT-TIME LIMITATIONS FOR PILOTS 
AND FLIGHT ENGINEERS 

1. CAR 41.54 Aircraft having a Crew of One or Two Pilots 

A. A pilot may be scheduled to fly eight hours or less 
during any 24 consecutive hours without a rest period 
during such eight hours. If a pilot is scheduled to fly 
in excess of eight hours during any 24 consecutive 
hours, he shall be given an intervening rest period at 
or before the termination of eight scheduled hours of 
flight duty. Such rest period must equal at least twice 
the number of hours flown since the last preceding 
rest period and in no case will such rest period be less 
than eight hours. During such rest period, the pilot 
must be relieved of all duty with the air carrier. 

B. When a pilot has flown in excess of eight hours during 
any 24 consecutive hours, he must receive at least 18 
hours of rest before being assigned any duty with the 
air carrier. 

C. A pilot shall not fly in excess of 32 hours during any 
seven consecutive days. Relief from all duty for not 
less than 24 consecutive hours must be provided for 
and given to a pilot at least once during any seven 
consecutive days. 

D. A phot shall not fly as a member of the crew more than 
100 hours during any one month. 

E. A phot shah not fly as a member of the crew more than 
1,000 hours in any 12-month period. 

2. CAR 41.55 Aircraft having Two Pilots and One Ad¬ 
ditional Flight Crew Member 

A. A pilot may not be scheduled to fly a total of more 
than 12 hours during any 24 consecutive hours. 

B. When a pUot has flown 20 hours or more during any 
48 consecutive hours, or 24 hours or more during any 
72 consecutive hours, he must receive at least 18 hours 
of rest before being assigned to any duty with the air 
carrier. In any case, each pilot shall be relieved from 
all duty for not less than 24 consecutive hours during 
any seven consecutive days. 

C. A pilot shall not fly as a member of the flight crew 
more than 120 hours in any 30 consecutive days or 300 
hours in any 90 consecutive days. 

D. A pilot shall not fly as a member of the flight crew 
more than 1,000 hours in any 12-month period. 

3. CAR 41.56 Aircraft Having Three or More Pilots and an 
Additional FUght Crew Member 

A. Flight hours shall be scheduled in such a manner as to 
provide for adequate rest periods on the ground while 
the pilot is away from his base. Adequate sleeping 
quarters on the aircraft must be provided in all cases 
where a pilot is scheduled to fly more than 12 hours 
during any 24 consecutive hours. 

B. A pilot, upon return to his base from any flight or 
series of flights, shall receive a rest period of not less 
than twice the total number of hours flown since the 
last rest period at his base and during such period wiU 
not be required to perform any duty for the company. 
When the required rest period exceeds seven days, that 
portion of the rest period in excess of seven days may 
be given at any time before the pilot is again scheduled 
for flight duty on any route. 

C. A phot shall not fly as a member of the flight crew 
more than 350 hours in any 90 consecutive days. 

D. A pilot shall not fly as a member of the flight crew 
more than 1,000 hours in any 12-month period. 

4. CAR 41.76 Flight-time Limitations—Flight Engineers 

When one flight engineer is required, flight-time hmita¬ 
tions of 41.55 apply. When two or more flight engi¬ 
neers are required, flight-time hmitations of 41.56 
apply. 

The UBA has a training program and recruits 
nationals to meet its requirements for new pilots. The 
students attend flying schools in England, transporta¬ 
tion and pay being provided by UBA. Twelve students 
have returned and are serving their pilots' apprentice¬ 
ship (2,500 hours) as co-pUots. 

Consideration is being given by the UBA to sending 
another 12 students to UK for pilot training, as none 
are now in training. The training period of three years 
is to be reduced to one year as the students taking the 
3-year training course received only one hundred and 
fifty flying hours. The Ministry of Education selects 
the trainees by rigid methods and all students who 
were previously sent for training completed the 
course. The training of radio operators is discussed in 
paragraph G-3-e of this chapter. 

Bad feeling exists because of the differences in wages 
of the nationals and non-nationals who have service 
contracts. In consideration of the fact that pilots, co- 
pUots and radio operators' prospective years of ser¬ 
vice are hmited by the natural and unavoidable 
changes in the tension to which they are subject, a 
higher premium should be placed on their services. A 
retirement program should also be developed. 

(2) The Maintenance Department presently has a 
staff of 378, headed by the Superintending Engineer. In 
this department, training is given as a routine matter 
along with work performed. When the apprentice has 
acquired skill, he is upgraded and given a license. 
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Burma having orginally no trained aircraft mainten¬ 
ance mechanics and supervisors, UBA was forced to 
recruit non-nationals on service contracts. These men 
will be replaced as trained nationals acquire the neces¬ 
sary experience and skiU. The Maintenance Depart¬ 
ment not only handles maintenance of the aircraft, 
but also maintains the buses, trucks, suburbans and 
cars of the Transportation Department together with 
its own flight crew, hangar and automotive vehicles. 
The four new Bedford coaches are maintained and 
serviced by an outside contractor, but this is ex¬ 
tremely expensive and it should be stopped. 

It is estimated that approximately a 20 % increase 
in total staff is required to return the planes and 
other vehicles to service promptly. Any increase 
in the number of planes and vehicles will require a 
further proportionate increase in maintenance person¬ 
nel. 

(d) The Traffic and Transportation Department and 
Accounting and Statistical Department are staffed en¬ 
tirely with nationals (see Tables XVII-8 and XVII-9). 
The Traffic Department has further curtaUed its 
operations by contracting the booking and freight 
handhng at 26 terminal airports and at four foreign 
airports to agents at an average rate of 7% of the pas¬ 
senger and freight bookings out of these airports. At 
the domestic airports of Burma it has been noted that 
inexperienced labor is used by the agents in unloading 
and loading freight and frequently the pilot and 

stewards of the aircraft are forced to assist this in¬ 
experienced labor. While on the ground, the flying 
crew would ordinarily expect to be relieved of any 
duties and should be free to walk about and relax. 
These conditions should be corrected. 

(e) Table XVII-10 shows the organization for the 
Office of the Director of Civil Aviation. As indicated, 
the positions of senior Flying Control Officer and 
Supervising Engineer are vacant, the Deputy Director 
presently performing the duties of these offices. The 
officers under the Deputy Director do not have 
assistants qualified to understudy them. For example, 
the Chief Aerodrome Officer, in addition to his other 
duties, is responsible for the implementation of the 
airport development program, described in paragraph 
I of this chapter. It is beyond the capabihties of one 
man unassisted to supervise construction at over 30 
airports that will cost as much as 800 lakhs of kyats 
over a four-year period. The Office of the DCA has a 
program for expansion of its organization but is 
holding it in abeyance. 

Table XVII-10 does not include the Aerodrome 
Officers and radio crews at the airports. The Aero¬ 
drome Officers are responsible for management and 
maintenance at the airfields, but need instruction and 
assistance. On the inspection flight to Pauk on 
February 20, 1953, the pilot came in for a landing 
twice, only to have to overfly cattle on the landing 
strip. At Akyab the Aerodrome Officer employs two 

TABLE XVII - 8 

UNION OF BURMA AIRWAYS 
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 

Manager—Commercial        1 

Rangoon 
Transportation Section 

Chief Traffic Officer             1 

Movements Officer               1 
„         Assistants         4 

Upper Division Clerk          1 
Lower      ,,          ,,              1 
Drivers                                 43 
Cleaners                               7 

Traffic Officer- 
Traffic Officer 
Traffic Officer- 

-Agent          1           Traffic Officer- 
OSD            1           In-freight 

-Claims         1           Out-freight 
Acceptances 
Newspapers 
Freight Shed 

-Freight        1 
2 
5 
1 
4 
2 

Traffic Officer—External 
Passage Bookings 
Freight Bookings 
Passenger Handling 

1 
2 
2 
5 

Traffic Officer—External 
Handling                           1 

Booking Cashier                   1 
External Baggage 
Sales Girls                             5 
Airport Cashiers                    2 
Sales Statements                  1 

Traffic Superintendent           1 
Airport Assistants                 4 
Traffic Handling                    5 
Traffic Handling                  10 
Flight Duties                         7 

Traffic Officer                       1 

Sr. Traffic Assistant             1 
Jr-      „           „                    1 
Traffic Clerk                        1 



TABLE XVII-9 

UNION OF BURMA AIRWAYS 

ACCOUNTING AND STATISTICAL DEPARTMENT 

CHIEF ACCOUNTANT 

SENIOR ACCOUNTS OFFICER 

Billing 
Section 

1 SAC 
2 UDC 
2 LDC 

Asst. Accts. 

Officer I 

Revenue 
Collect¬ 
ing Sect. 

2 UDC 
2 LDC 

Asst. Accts. 

Officer III 
Asst. Accts. 

Officer II 

Cash 
Sect. 

1 Cashier 
2 UDC 
2 LDC 

Genl. 
Sect. 

1 UDC 
2 LDC 

Int. Audit 
Section 

I SAC 
3 UDC 
4 LDC 

Int. Agen. 
& 

Branches 

I SAC 
3 UDC 
4 LDC 

Ext. Agen. 
& 

Branches 

1 SAC 
2 UDC 
3 LDC 

Ming. Asst. Accts. 

Officer I 
Statistical Officer 

Accountant Cashier 

Material 
Costing 

1 SAC 
2 UDC 
I LDC 

1 
Statistics 

1 SAC 
2 UDC 
2 LDC 

Works 
Ledgers 

1 SAC 
2 UDC 
I LDC 

Note: SAC     ^ Senior Accounts Clerk 
UDC -^ Upper Division Clerk 
LDC  == Lower Division Clerk 





TABLE XVII-10 

GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION OF BURMA 

CIVIL AVIATION DEPARTMENT 

OFFICE  OF THE  DIRECTOR OF CIVIL AVIATION 

Senior Flying 
Control Officer 

Vacant 

ATC 

Chief 
Technical Officer 

SAR AIS AIR 

I Branch Clerk 

I Upper Division 
Clerk 

3 Lower Division 
Clerks 

AIG 

I Branch Clerk 

I Upper Division 
Clerk 

4 Lower Division 
Clerks 

Director 
of 

Civil Aviation 

Deputy Director of 
Civil Aviation 

Chief 
Aerodrome Officer 

ADMIN FINANCE 

I Branch 
Clerk 

1 U.D.C. 

2 L.D.C. 

I Account¬ 
ant 

1 U.D.C. 

2 L.D.C. 

LEGEND 

ATC --= AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 

SAR .. SEARCH &  RESCUE 

AIS = AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION SERVICE 
AIR = AIRWORTHINESS 

AIG = ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 

ADMIN = ADMINISTRATION 

COMM = COMMUNICATIONS 

AGA = AERODROME &  GROUND AIDS 

Chief 
Signal Officer 

Supervising 
Engineer 

COMM 

I Branch Clerk 

1 Upper Division 
Clerk 

2 Lower Division 
Clerks 

Vacant 

WORKS AGA 

I Branch Clerk 

1 Upper Division 
Clerk 

2 Lower Division 
Clerks 

PROPOSED REVISION 

OFFICE OF SUPERVISING ENGR. 

Super. Engr. (Airports) 
Asst. Super. Engr. (Airports) 
Airport Design Engr. 
Structural Engr., Electrical Engr. 
Mechanical Engr. 
3 Engr. Draftsmen 
Inspectors and Construction Engineers 

as required 
Clerks — No change 
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laborers by the year to keep cattle off the paved run¬ 
way and 30 laborers to cut the grass. A tractor-drawn 
mowing machine, which would amortize its initial 
cost in the first year of operation, could replace the 
30 men. A five-strand barbed-wire fence or a single- 
strand electrified fence could keep the cattle off the 
field. The maintenance crew could be cut to three 
whose duties would be to operate and maintain the 
tractor and keep the fence in repair. 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 

(a) The number of pilots, co-pUots and radio 
operators should be increased to 24. This wUl permit 
adequate rotation of the crew in the operation of the 
present fleet of 16 planes and reduce the probabihty 
of accidents due to crew fatigue. 

(b) The pUot-training program should be placed on 
a continuing basis. 

(c) Foreign crew members should be replaced as 
soon as the training program permits. 

(d) A retirement program, financed by GUB, 
should be initiated at once for all UBA employees, 
particularly crew members. 

(e) The personnel of the Maintenance Department 
should be augmented as recommended by the Super¬ 
intending Engineer. The increase in personnel for the 
present work load should not be more than about 75 
employees (20%). 

(/) The agents who have contracted to handle book¬ 
ing and freight should be required to use experienced 
labor in handUng freight. 

(g) In DCA, the positions of Senior Flying Officer 
and Supervising Engineer should be filled by quahfied 
individuals. The Supervising Engineer should be as¬ 
sisted by an engineering section capable of preparing 
plans and specifications for and supervising the con¬ 
struction and heavy maintenance of airfields. 

The Office of the Supervising Engineer should be 
charged with all construction and improvements to 
airfields and vsdth the preparation of estimates and 
reports. Five engineers and three engineering drafts¬ 
men should be provided in addition to the Supervising 
Engineer. One of the engineers should be from the 
civU field, experienced primarUy in airfield pavements, 
airfield drainage and the application of soU mechanics 
to airfield pavement design. One should be a structural 
engineer famihar with airfield structures. Another 
should be an electrical engineer experienced in airfield 
hghting, navigation aids and power supply for the 
various maintenance shops and mobile equipment at 
the airfield. The fourth should be a mechanical engi¬ 
neer experienced in all phases of air conditioning, 
heating and ventUating as apphed to airport construc¬ 
tion. The Assistant Supervising Engineer should be a 
civU engineer, understudy to the Supervising Engineer. 

All should be qualified for temporary assignment to 
the field on supervision of construction. 

(It) The Aerodrome Officers employed at the 
various airports should be engineering graduates and 
should receive training under both the Chief Aero¬ 
drome Officer and the Supervising Engineer prior to 
appointment. 

E. AIR SAFETY, AIRCRAFT AND WORKSHOP 

1. AIR SAFETY 
a. Safety Record 

UBA has a notable air safety record for the four 
and one half years since its formation. It is estimated 
that in excess of 120 miUion passenger miles have been 
flown, with a total of 11 fatahties, or 11 miUion pas¬ 
senger miles per individual fatality. 

One Dove aircraft was lost to insurgents, one burned 
off its gas as it skidded on a collapsed landing gear. In 
neither of these accidents were lives lost. One Dakota 
aircraft, upon attempting to land at Mergui, was 
dropped by a cool thermal, had a wing sheared by tree 
tops in the approach zone, and spun in on the overshot 
zone outside the threshold of the airstrip. The pas¬ 
sengers and crew left the plane safely before a slow 
fire burned out this aircraft. The cause of the loss of 
the de Havilland Dove aircraft XY-ABO on March 14, 
1949, could not be determined by the Board of Inquiry. 
This aircraft was seen from shore to fall and sink in 
the Gulf of Martaban offshore from the mouth of 
Myitkyina Creek. Nine passengers and two crewmen 
are presumed to have been drowned, and there were 
no survivors. As no airport radio installation was 
then at Moulmein it was only the failure of the air¬ 
craft to return to Rangoon which inspired search 

"efforts. The Board of Enquiry recommended "radio 
facihties be instaUed at all stopping places for internal 
service." 

b. Safe Operating Procedures 
In order that the record of safety be maintained, the 

UBA exercises vigilance in every phase of operations. 
The Superintending Engineer, the Chief Pilot, the 
Chief Signals Officer, and the Duty Officer, who 
changes daUy and is normally a co-pilot, all have 
certain requirements prerequisite to a scheduled or 
non-scheduled flight before any aircraft is given 
departure clearance. 

(1) Continuing Airwortliiness of Aircraft 

Certificates for continuing airworthiness of aircraft 
are renewed periodically at intervals not exceeding 12 
months and cover a complete overhaul including: re¬ 
moval of all components of the aircraft even to the 
entire removal of ah paint upon the airframe to check 
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for cracks or fissures; overhaul of propellers with 
appropriate tests; overhaul of the fuel system, testing 
for flow rates, vapor lock, fuel-feed system arrange¬ 
ment, tank strength, construction and instaUation, 
and checking fuel indicators, flowmeters, fittings, 
valves and accessories, and fuel-jettisoning systems; 
testing the oU systems, coohng power plant instru¬ 
ments and controls, exhaust systems, induction sys¬ 
tems, firewalls and cowhng, and fire protection. All 
tests are made under the supervision of properly 
qualified certificated mechanics. 

(2) Operations of Aircraft 
Conformance with recommendations of ICAO is 

generally attempted by UBA, which is a primary 
reason for the continuing record of safety of the air¬ 
line. Exact records are kept of all aircraft conditions 
during fiight, and the ffight plans are prepared to 
avoid conflict with advice of Air Traffic Control, the 
Meteorological Bureau, and Communication Service. 
Weight limitations are carefully followed as to crew, 
fuel, passengers, baggage and freight. The conditions 
of the airstrips limiting weights are also watched for 
safe landing-load. All aircraft in UBA are provided 
with an operation manual, a maintenance manual, a 
maintenance release and a journey log-book. Non- 
comphance, however, was noted to the requirement 
that before a pilot acts as pUot-in-command on a route 
he has never flown he shall be certffied for the route 
by a pUot who has previously proven his knowledge 
of the route. The importance of adherence with this 
recommendation cannot be overstressed. 

2. AIRCRAFT 

a. Observations 
Service is inadequate especially for the transporta¬ 

tion of perishable freight. UBA is unable to accept 
charters at all times; to provide search at all times; or 
to spare planes from the hne for minor repairs or 
major overhaul. Necessity for minor repairs to planes 
grounded elsewhere than at Mingaladon frequently 
finds UBA without a plane in reserve to take the 
needed mechanics and parts to the airport. Curtail¬ 
ment of schedules and the consequent loss of revenue 
would result should several of the Dakotas, the work¬ 
horses of the fleet, be in the shops at the same time. 
To serve the numerous smaU airfields in the vicinhy 
of Mandalay which are substandard for Dakotas, a 
shuttle service based at Mandalay and equipped with 
the hghter-weight Doves should be instituted. 

The service performance of the Dakotas has been 
so excellent for so long it is difficult to recommend 
any change other than that more consideration be 
given to the use of the hghter Doves on the numerous 
short hauls and low income producing routes. The 

low fuel consumption of the Dove on short flights up 
to 45 minutes permits it to complete such a flight on 
an amount of fuel equivalent to that used by the 
Dakota for taxiing and warm-up prior to departure. 
The comparison of operational aircraft given in 
Tables XVII-l 1,12 and 13, illustrates these character- 

TABLE XVII - 11 

AIRCRAFT V/EIGHT ANALYSIS 

Dove I       Dakota HI 
{all weights in lbs.) 

1. Structure weight 
2. Power plant and systems weight 
3. Operating equipment weight 
4. Passenger equipment weight 

Empty weight 
Cockpit crew 
Cabin crew 
Fixed stores 
Unusable fuel 

10. Basic weight 
11. Maximum oi! capacity 
12. Equipped weight 
13. Maximum usable fuel capacity 
14. Corresponding payload 

Usable fuel with capacity payload 
Capacity payload 
Disposable load 
Gross weight 
Preflight fuel allowances 
Maximum take-off weight 

5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. Maximum landing weight 

2,390 
2,160 

830 
440 

5,820 
400 

50 
6,270 

130 
6,500 
1,160 

940 

2,100 
2,100 
8,500 

7 
8,500 
8,500 

8,830 
5,620 
2,340 
1,740 

18,530 
600 
200 
250 
170 

19,750 
430 

20,180 
4,750 
3,120 

7,870 
7,870 

28,050 
50 

28,000 
26,000 

TABLE XVII - 12 

BASIC PERFORMANCE DATA 

Dove I    Dakota III 

1. Total take-off power 
2. Meto-power 
3. Cruise power assumed 

(mean) 
4. Percent of meto-power 

assumed for cruise 
Cruising height at start 

of flight regime 
Cruising height at end of 

flight regime 
Assumed average cruising 

fuel consumption 
Assumed specific cruising 

fuel consumption 
Cruising speed at take-off 

weight 
Cruising speed at 85 % 

take-off weight 
Cruising speed at 70 % 

take-off weight 
12. Cruising consumption at 

85 % take-off weight 
13. Air miles per gallon 
14. Theoretical still-air range 

at operating height (no 
allowances) 

Estimated take-off dis¬ 
tance to reach 50 ft. on 
full power at max. 
take-off weight 

5. 

6. 

7. 

10. 

11 

Units 

e.p.h. 
e.p.h. 

e.p.h. 

per cent 

ft. 

ft. 

lb. hr. 

Ib./e.p.h. hr. 

m.p.h. 

m.p.h. 

m.p.h. 

lb./miles 
a.m.p.g. 

690 
570 

414 

71-5 

8,000 

8,000 

194 

0469 

179 

183 

187 

106 
6-64 

15 
Stat, miles       1,095 

2,370 

2,400 
2,100 

1,050 

72-5 

8,000 

8,000 

470 

0-448 

166 

174 

178 

2-70 
2-55 

1,760 

3,540 
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TABLE XVII-13 

AIRCRAFT OPERATIONAL ANALYSIS 

Tabulated Summary of "'Hour Charts" 

Dove I Dakota III 

1. Cruising height 8,000 ft. 8,000 ft. 
2. Capacity payload 2,100 lbs. 7,870 lbs. 
3. Total fuel reserves (diversion and 

stand-off) 333 lbs. 1,535 lbs. 
4. Flight time on reserves 1-65 hrs. 3-20 hrs. 
5. Distance covered in climb and 

descent in still air 44 miles 97 miles 
6. Shortest stage block speed, still air 66 m.p.h. 97 m.p.h. 
7. Payload for shortest stage 1,633 lbs. 4,277 lbs. 
8. Time on shortest stage (allow¬ 

ances) 0-66 hrs. 100 hrs. 
9. Max. stage distance covered with 

payload for shortest stage in 
still air 44 miles 570 miles 

10. Block speed 66 m.p.h. 145 m.p.h. 
11. Payload for max. stage length 940 lbs. 3,120 lbs. 
12. Max. stage length no wind 650 miles 970 miles 
13. Block speed 158 m.p.h. 154 m.p.h. 
14. Max. stage length 30 m.p.h. head¬ 

winds 550 miles 780 miles 
15. Block speed 132 m.p.h. 126 m.p.h. 
16. Max. stage length 60 m.p.h. head¬ 

winds 435 miles 620 miles 
17. Block speed 104 m.p.h. 99 m.p.h. 
18. Max. stage length 90 m.p.h. head¬ 

winds not computed 

DOVE I de Havilland DH104 
(two 320 b.h.p. DH Gypsy Queen 70) 

DAKOTA m   Douglas DC-3C 
(two 1,200-b.h.p. Pratt & Whitney Twin 

Wasp R-1830.92) 

A.U.W. 
(lbs.) 

8,500 

28,000 

istics. The Burma Airways chart and the UBA records 
of freight and passengers handled on these short 
routes further support the adoption of a shuttle 
operation. 

The weight of freight continuously handled to and 
from Rangoon and Mandalay would seem to warrant 
a daUy freight service and by a plane better suited to 
receive and discharge freight than is the Dakota. Pas¬ 
senger comfort is given second consideration after 
freight, and the UBA traffic department has been 
found to almost extend hself to placing freight in the 
laps of the passengers. It is packed under the seats, in 
the space between provided for feet, and frequently 
down the aisles. The last is considered a hazard to the 
rapid discharge of passengers, if need arises, and is 
prohibited by law on most common carriers. 

c. Recommendations 
It is recommended that: 
(1) Further study be made of the prospective pas¬ 

senger-traffic loads and that the passenger Ueet be in¬ 
creased to accommodate these loads. 

(2) A shuttle service be initiated between Mandalay 
and all airports lying north of Lanywa and Heho. 
The Dove aircraft should bc used for this service. 

(3) Daily freight service be instituted between Ran¬ 
goon and Mandalay, utilizing C 47 cargo planes. The 
basic weight of the C^7 cargo plane is 18,000 lbs., 
maximum gas and oil weight is 5,284 lbs. and the 
recommended gross weight is 29,000 lbs. The 
recommended gross weight of 29,000 lbs. is with¬ 
in the allowable load of 30,000 lbs. for the existing 
airstrips. This service will add to the comfort of pas¬ 
sengers flying with the passenger planes by relieving 
them of freight, and can be increased as the demand 
indicates. 

3. WORKSHOP 

Airworthiness of aircraft is dependent on the 
adequacy of equipment and efficiency of personnel in 
the maintenance and overhaul workshops. These 
should be stocked with every needed spare part in 
sufficient quantities to insure availability, and should 
be staffed with well-supervised, weU-trained repair 
crews. 

The recommendations of the Preliminary Report 
are being carried out. Until recently, the entire work¬ 
shop facUities of UBA were crowded into one hangar 
at Mingaladon where all repairs are concentrated. 
The Burma Air Force, however, has turned over a 
second hangar to UBA, and motor assembly and 
checks are made in it. UBA has authorized its Super¬ 
intending Engineer to end the present congestion and 
as a consequence inflammable materials, such as 
paints and remover solvents have been moved into a 
temporary building while a new shed is under con¬ 
struction. Major engine overhaul is to be moved en¬ 
tirely from the hangars into its own building, and the 
necessary line is to be tooled. A spare-parts shed is 
now being equipped with tagged bins for which check- 
in, check-out and tally cards are being cross-indexed 
between receiving, stock and requisition departments. 
A separate propeller-test area is planned. The shops 
are also equipped to overhaul and test radio equip¬ 
ment, to completely rebuild and service batteries, and 
to quickly remove and install aircraft engines. It is in 
need of machine tools and a fuU line of hand tools. It 
is in need of an entire assortment of vital spare parts 
now almost out of stock in the UK and available in 
the United States only with dollars. It is estimated 
that an allotment of $100,000 is required over the next 
several years to care for this spare stock parts need. 

Mechanics are trained in the shops and the Main¬ 
tenance Division closely inspects and checks all work 
performed. On various field trips to the shops it has 
been found that work is continuously in progress with 
no indication of idleness. 
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F, AIRPORTS, FACILITIES AND TERMINALS 

Air inspection was made during December 1952 
and February 1953 of 27 of the airports. Table 
XVII-14, indicates the actual conditions found. Only 
during the dry season of the year can UBA operate 
aircraft to ah 33 airports, as only seven of the airports 
are usable in aU-weather conditions. Plate 3 is a 
sample inspection form for an airport, based on ICAO 
standards, for the heaviest class of aircraft presently 
in use in Burma. No further comment upon the poor 
conditions of the actual airstrips is necessary than to 
state that on ICAO standards most of Burma's air¬ 
fields would be condemned for commercial traffic. A 
digest of ICAO recommendations is to be found at 
the end of this chapter. 

Paragraph I, Future Developments, presents the 
program of the office of the DCA. This program 
places greater emphasis on extending the system than 
on improvement of the various airports now served. 
The excellence of the safety record of UBA cannot be 
attributed to the character of the airports, but must 
be a reflection of the ability of the pilots, coupled with 
careful maintenance. Some of the existing airports 
have been programmed for improvement, but the 
program is phased over too long a period and does 
not include aU of the needed work at airstrips. The 
conditions of the approach and departure zones, the 
use of rocks to define the edge of the paved strips, the 
narrowness of the paved and usable strips, the ob¬ 
structions found in the latter, the orientation of cer¬ 
tain of the strips, and the lack of transverse drainage 
all require expeditious correction. The sample in¬ 
spection check sheet (Plate 3) together with the digest 
of ICAO recommendations should constUute the 
minimum in design. 

Few of the airports have terminal buildings and 
facilities. However, the development program of the 
DCA includes these features at certain of the airports. 
The development program should encompass the en¬ 
the system. As stated elsewhere, the traffic and trans¬ 
portation division of UBA contracts these services to 
private individuals at most of the airports for a com¬ 
mission of 7% of the passenger and freight booking 
originating at these airports. 

The transportation fleet at Rangoon has in the 
previous year acquired three new Bedford coaches, 
and has a sizable fleet of buses and freight trucks to 
handle passenger and freight traffic between its central 
booking office on Strand Road and Mingaladon. 
Other than this, the transportation service between 
the airports and town terminals of the rest of the 
system is of such poor quality as to be out of keeping 
whh the services generaUy expected in connection 
with air travel. At certain of the inland airports and 

seaports a high-bodied truck offers the only means of 
transportation, the floor being the only seating pro¬ 
vided, and a stool the means of access. The passenger 
handles his own baggage. Such a condition leaves un¬ 
limited room for improvement at little cost. The town 
terminal building is a symbol and advertisement of 
the airways system. These also could be improved at 
little cost. 

Digest of Recommended and Standard Practices for Engi¬ 
neering Design of Aerodromes—International Civil Avia¬ 
tion Organization Annex 14—Adopted May 29, 1951: 
Eff'ective November 1, 1951. 

The above authority recommends that design of air¬ 
strips shall be fitted to the character of the traffic expected. 
The Union of Burma Airways is presently using aircraft 
with single wheel-loads of approximately 15,000 lbs., and 
consequently the design required by the above authority 
places the airstrip in the class Code number 6 and the 
related Code letter F, which shows a required basic length 
minimum of 3,500 ft. and maximum of 4,200 ft.; which 
lengths are for airstrips constructed at mean sea level, 
temperature 59° P., pressure 29-92126 inches (1013-25 
millibars) of mercury. 

The recommendations for an increase in length from 
the minimum are as follows and are based on standard 
American practices. 

Altitude Correction—Basic length to be increased by 7% 
of elevation above mean sea level. 

Temperature Correction—Altitude corrected length to 
be further increased by 0-50% for each degree Fahrenheit 
which the temperature of the hottest month exceeds the 
standard temperature of the site. 

Longitudinal Slope—The runway length be further in¬ 
creased to correct for runway gradient at the rate of 20% 
of the length corrected for density altitude for each 1 % of 
effective runway gradient. The effective runway gradient 
is determined by dividing the maximum difference in run¬ 
way center-line elevation by the total length of the run¬ 
way. 

Runway Alignment—The number of runways at an aero¬ 
drome and their orientation should be such that for as 
large a percentage of time as practicable but for not less 
than 95% there is at least one runway for which the sur¬ 
face wind velocity component at right angles to its longi¬ 
tudinal axis will not prevent the landing or taking off of 
aircraft that the aerodrome is intended to serve. The com¬ 
petent authority on design may, however, after taking 
into consideration the fact that aircraft designs are be¬ 
coming less critical with respect to wind conditions, decide 
that the aerodrome is intended to serve those classes of 
aircraft that are capable of being operated under moder¬ 
ately high cross-wind conditions. 

Longitudinal Slopes—It is further recommended that 
for code F airstrips the slope of a straight hne joining the 
center points of the extremities of a runway should not 
exceed 1 % and along no portion of the runway should the 
slope exceed 1 -5 %. Where slope changes cannot be avoided 
the transition from one slope to another should be ac- 
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CLASS   F   AIRPORTS 

SINGLE-WHEEL-LOAD   OF   15,000 LBS. 
PAVEMENT   DESIGNED   FOR   STATIC   LOADING   OF 

70 LBS.   PER   SQUARE   INCH 
MAXIMUM   TRANSVERSE   SLOPE       1.5% 

II LONGITUDINAL       '■ I, 5% 
ON  THE    PAVED    RUNWAY   AND 2% 
ON THE    USABLE   WIDTH   BEYOND 

BASIC   LENGTH   TO BE   INCREASED   7% 
OF   THE  ALTITUDE   ABOVE   MEAN-SEA-LEVEL 

THIS   NEW    LENGTH   TO   BE   CORRECTED   ADDING 
0.5%   FOR   EACH   DEGREE    FAHRENHEIT BETWEEN 
THE   HOTTEST   MONTH    AND   THE   STANDARD 
TEMPERATURE    OF   THE   SITE. 

THE   ORIENTATION   TO   BE   SUCH THAT   95%  OF 
THE   TIME   THE   STRIP   SHALL   BE   USABLE 
DESPITE    SURFACE   WIND    VELOCITY. 

NOTE:    SEE   PRINTED   INSTRUCTIONS   FOR 
OTHER   DETAILS   AND   FACILITIES. 
LIST IMPORTANT RECOMMENDATION ON THE 
REVERSE SIDE OF   THIS   REPORT   SHEET. 

EXISTING REQUIRED 
LENGTH 

PAVED   WIDTH 
USABLE   WIDTH 
GRADES 
DRAINAGE 
TERMINAL   BLOG. 
RADIO   CONTROL 
EMERGENCY   POWER 
EMERGENCY    LIGHTING 

STAFF   QUARTERS 
ORIENTATION 
SIGHT    DISTANCE 
RUNWAY   STRENGTH 

STRIP MARKINGS 
OVER-SHOTS 
TRANSVERSE   SLOPES 

APPROACH    ZONES 
WIND   SOCK 
SURFACE    TREATMENT 

UNOBSTRUCTED    APPROACH    ZONES    BOTH    ENDS 
VERT.TO   HORIZ. 1:30 

INSPECTION   CHECK   SHEET 

AIRPORT!  

2500' 

MINISTRY OF NATIONAL PLANNING 

INTERNATIONAL  CIVIL  AVIATION 
ORGANIZATION   STANDARDS. 

I. NOVEMBER   1951. 
KNAPPEN TIPPETTS ABBETT ENGINEERING CO. 
NEW   YORK  RANGOON 
DR. BY. E.J.P. 
CK.  BY.E.P.T 

DATE 
MAY 53. 

PLATE 
NO. 
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comphshed by a curved surface with a rate of change not 
exceeding 0-3% per 100 feet. This is equivalent to a mini¬ 
mum radius of curvature of 33,000 feet. 

Sight Distances—^Where slope changes cannot be 
avoided, they should be such that there will be an un¬ 
obstructed line of sight from any point 10 feet above the 
runway to all other points 10 feet above the runway within 
a distance of at least half the length of the runway. 

Distances Between Slope Changes—Frequent undula¬ 
tions or appreciable changes in slope located close 
together along a runway should be avoided. The distance 
between two successive transition curves measured from 
their points of intersection of the curve should be not less 
than the sum of the absolute numerical values of the 
corresponding grade changes multiplied by 25,000 feet. 

Example: x the grade to the left, y the grade within 
the two points on intersection curves and z the grade to 
the right are successively plus 0-01, minus 0-005, and plus 
0-005. 

And 25,000 times (x minus y, plus, y minus z). 
Therefore: x minus >» — 0-015 and y minus z = 0-01. 
Or 25,000 feet times (0-015 plus 0-01) equals 625. 
Runway Strength—For code F airstrips (15,000 lbs. 

single wheel load) an associated tire pressure shall be 
assumed at 70 lbs. per square inch. This is ten lbs. 
greater than the DC-3 in use by the Union of Burma Air¬ 
ways. 

Overshot Strip—Shah extend 200 ft. beyond the paved 
runway and have the required width, for class code F 
airports, of 250 ft. each side of the center Hne. 

Transverse Slopes—Shall be such as to drain the surface 
but should not exceed 1-5%. 

Width of Usable Strips—For runways other than in¬ 
strument operated, the width should be 250 feet each side 
of the center line for code letter F runways. It is not in¬ 
tended that areas paralleling and outside the 500 ft. of 
usable strip be prepared in any way for landings but 
rather that they be cleared of hazards to aircraft. 

Strength—Those portions of the usable strip immedi¬ 
ately beyond the paved runway should be so prepared or 
constructed as to minimize hazards arising from the dif¬ 
ference in load-bearing capacity, to an aircraft running 
off the paved runway. 

Width of Paved Runway—For airstrips in the class code 
letter F the width should be 100 ft. Two parallel run¬ 
ways should be separated 500 ft. on their center lines. 

Taxiways—Taxiways should be so provided as to per¬ 
mit the safe and expeditious handling of aerodrome 
traffic. 

Aprons—Aprons should be provided as and when 
necessary for the reasons above stated. 

Aerodromes—Lighting of aerodromes and marking of 
obstructions nearby should be provided as traffic de¬ 
mands. 

Approach Zones—For airstrips in the class code letter F 
should be trapezoids with center hnes the extension of the 
runway center lines, 500 ft. wide at the airstrip and 2,500 
ft. wide at a distance of 10,000 ft. from the airstrip. The 
unobstructed glide path shall have a vertical-horizontal 
ratio of 1 : 30. 

R.B.—31 

Horizontal Approaches—Have their inner edges at 
13,000 ft. from the geometric center of the runway and are 
connected to the approach zone by transition slopes of 
verdcal-horizontal ratio of 1 : 7. 

Wind-direction Indicators—All aerodromes shall be 
equipped with at least one wind-sock so located as to be 
visible to approaching aircraft and unaffected by nearby 
structures. They should be not less than 12 ft. long and 3 
ft. in diameter at the supported end. The color should be 
discernable at 1,000 ft. having regard for background. 
White or orange is preferable and but a single color 
should be used. 

Signaling Lamp—Shall be provided at all aerodromes. 
Emergency Lighting—Shall be provided at all aero¬ 

dromes intended for use at night. 
Aerodrome Identification Signs—Shall be provided where 

there is insufficient other means of identification. It 
should be the name of the aerodrome and in letters ten 
feet high. 

Aerodrome Beacons Shall be provided at all aero¬ 
dromes intended for use at night. For land aerodromes 
the color shall be green and for water aerodromes yellow. 
It shall have a peak intensity of 2,000 candle power and 
emit light at all angles in azimuth and up to at least 45° 
above the horizontal. They shaU be on or adjacent to the 
aerodrome and identification characters shall be trans¬ 
mitted in the Morse Code at a speed of between six to 
eight words per minute, the corresponding range of 
duration of the Morse dots being from 0-20 to 0-15 
seconds. 

Approach Day Marking System—When in the opinion 
of the competent authority the system is required; a 
single row of markers at a minimum distance of 200 ft. 
and a maximum of 300 ft. apart shall be provided in the 
middle of the runway at its approach end. They should 
have a surface area of a minimum of ten square ft. and 
not constitute obstructions. 

Threshold Markings Shall be provided at the end of 
the runway and shall number four across its width. 

Runway Designation Markings—All runways shall be 
numbered with a two-digit number at each end. The 
number assigned shall be that whole number nearest to 
one tenth of the magnetic azimuth of the center-hne of the 
runway, measured clockwise from Magnetic North when 
viewed from the direction of approach. Parallel runways 
shaU be so identified by "L" and "R" for two; by "L", 
"C", "R", for three; and by "L", "LC", "RC", "R" for 
four runways. 

Longitudinal Markings—Runway longitudinal markings 
should be displayed on all runways and should be one of 
several recommended designs. 

Approach Lighting System—Shall be provided on all 
runways intended for use at night and shall comply with 
one of several alternate recommended designs. This 
applies also to runway threshold hghts. 

Emergency Power Supply—Shall be provided for radio 
and land-line communication equipment for aeronautical, 
mobile and fixed equipment and services and for mini¬ 
mum lighting necessary to enable air-traffic services 
personnel to carry out their duties. 
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G. FLIGHT CONTROL AND SIGNAL 
COMMUNICATION 

1. FLIGHT CONTROL 

There are three groups of frequencies in the v.h.f. 
band used for aircraft control. These are for Airfield- 
control, Approach-control, and Area-control. The use 
of these frequencies is dependent on the density of the 
air traffic, for if only one aircraft was in the region it 
would be possible to pass all instructions on one v.h.f. 
channel and to use the same frequency for D/F pur¬ 
poses. Where a number of aircraft are flying in the 
region of control, different frequencies are used. The 
division of control is then dependent on the distance 
of the aircraft from the controlhng airfield. Airfield 
control is the term apphed to the immediate vicinity. 
Approach control extends up to about 75 miles. At 
Mingaladon approach control applies within a radius 
of 115 miles and area control to the boundary of the 
region or the extreme range of the equipment. The 
International CivU Aviation organization has as¬ 
signed the Government of Burma at Rangoon a 
region larger than Burma itself. This region is bounded 
by Burma land geographic boundaries and by the 92° 
and 100° meridian of east longitude to the 10° parallel 
of latitude north. Control of all aircraft is assumed 
upon their entry within this Region. 

The present density of internal air traffic requires 
only two frequencies at the minor airports; i.e. air¬ 
field-control and approach-control. 

(a) Approach-control is utihzed for normal control 
and direction-finding facilities and its inside limit is 
the airfield vicinity. This means that aircraft wUl be in 
continuous contact on this frequency and that in the 
event of distress a series of bearings will be available 
for assistance to the pilot. 

(b) Airfield-control is limited to the immediate 
vicinity of the airfield and is on a separate frequency 
so that a minimum of interference is caused to any 
aircraft requiring D/F assistance. 

(c) Radio beacons. Further navigational facilities 
for domestic-flying aircraft are medium-powered MF 
beacons placed at selected airfields in order that a 
pilot may obtain fixes by means of the aircraft radio 
compass. Thus within a grid of these beacons he can 
plot his absolute position. These are used also for 
homing aircraft and facilitate landing at airstrips that 
are in difficult locations to approach, as at Tavoy 
where an adjacent mountain intrudes. 

In Burma there are five radio beacons, four of 
which are on the coast at Akyab, Mingaladon, Tavoy 
and Mergui. One is at Mandalay. Because of the 
mountainous terrain of much of Burma, because most 
of the navigation is solely dependent upon visual aid 
during periods of high cross-winds which can carry 

the aircraft far off its course, and because visual 
navigation during these periods is often prevented by 
poor visibility, it is important that an internal grid of 
radio beacons be installed so that the aircraft position 
can never be lost. If aircraft radio become inoperative 
for reception, or if for some reason the aircraft can 
signal only a distress landing without being able to 
give its position, the VHF/DF equipment can be used 
to obtain azimuths of the distress signal and to furnish 
search and rescue information. 

It is noted that the office of the DCA has budgeted 
requests for authorization to equip additional airports 
whh radio. It is also noted that four years have elapsed 
since an accident inquiry board recommended "all 
airports be radio equipped," and stUl two thirds of 
Burma Airways airports are without this facility. 

2. SIGNAL COMMUNICATION 

(a) Internal service R/T is for communications be¬ 
tween aircraft and ground stations for the purpose of 
passing approved messages, such as estimated arrival 
time, position in case of distress, number of seats 
avaUable and weight of freight which can be booked. 
This service can be used also to inform the traffic 
officer at Mingaladon of any heavy traffic condition 
so that a non-scheduled Uight can be arranged. 

(b) Radio controls and equipment are presently pro¬ 
vided at but 12 of the 33 airports of Burma to which 
service is flown. The DCA has control of aU radio 
services at airports so equipped. A nominal charge 
was formerly made for each landing of aircraft at the 
rate of KIO for Doves and K25 for Dakotas but has 
been discontinued. Since January 1, 1952, the DCA 
has taken over control of the full operations of Inter¬ 
national Aeradio Ltd., with the exceptions of the main 
transmitter station at Mingaladon and operations at 
Mergui and Akyab. The main transmitter station at 
Mingaladon is to be moved to another building as the 
Burmese Army requires the buUding for its use. Re¬ 
pairs, adjustments and new instaUations of the UBA 
radio system are still contracted to International 
Aeradio Ltd. by DCA. 

3. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

(a) All airfields should be equipped with medium- 
powered MF beacons. 

(b) As is indicated in Table XVII-14, the DCA is 
faced with the fact that 21 airfields to which UBA air¬ 
craft are flown are without any radio control. The 
initial cost to equip each station is estimated at 
K52,000 for apparatus and K5,000 for instaUation. 
This would provide Aerodrome Control, Internal 
Service R/T, VHF/DF, and Approach Control, and 
includes the generators and petrol engines (one stand¬ 
by). The cost of proper housing for apparatus, power, 
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and staff is set at a minimum of K20,000. From this 
can be seen that to fully equip 21 additional stations 
the total cost would be approximately K16-2 lakhs. 
The position is taken by some that, as many of 
these airfields have but one flight per week and several 
only two a month, it would be uneconomical to equip 
them. The opposite position is taken by crew and 
passengers alike when aircraft are unable to find such 
airports as Keng Tung somewhere below the low 
clouds and circled by 5,000 and 6,000-ft. peaks above 
the level and within ten miles of the airstrip. When the 
aircraft must return without making a landing, the 
desirabihty of signal controls becomes quite apparent. 
It is recommended that the remaining 21 airfields be 
equipped with radio control and that any new airfields 
also be so equipped. 

(c) In connection with the equipment requirements 
of the 21 airports stiU without radio, it is noted that, 
in the past, the products of only one manufacturer 
have been used for all planes and stations. It is pos¬ 
sible that costs may be out of line as a consequence. 
This would also apply to emergency aircraft radio 
with which aircraft, flying over such terrain as is 
generally found in Burma, should be equipped as 
recommended by ICAO. It is recommended that the 
performance data and costs for the equipment of com¬ 
peting manufacturers be examined in order to obtain 
the best equipment at the least cost. 

(d) It is recommended that the flight crew of all 
commercial aircraft include a qualified licensed radio 
operator. 

(e) The Preliminary Report recommended that 
radio operators and maintenance technicians be given 
training in schools in Burma to be established by 
GUB. It is now considered advisable that the DCA 
establish a radio operators' and technicians' school. 
This school would be available also to the Radio 
Telecommunications system, the entire GUB mihtary 
establishment, and the Shipping Board as well as to 
Civil Aviation. It can be seen that the broader needs of 
all GUB indicate the continued need of such a school. 
The DCA is giving training to operators at present 
but the scope of this training is limited. A good radio 
operator of any worth should know his equipment 
well enough to be able to instaU any part subject to 
failure. This ability is not acquired from station train¬ 
ing, nor are the station operators authorized and 
qualified by experience to make adjustments and 
repairs. It is therefore recommended that GUB 
estabhsh a radio operators' and technicians' school to 
serve all agencies. 

H. ACCOUNTING AND STATISTICS 
The financial statement of the UBA for the fiscal 

year ending September 30,  1951, together with a 
R.B.—31* 

profit and loss statement, are presented on Table 
XVII 15 (see next page). Comparable figures for the 
years 1949 and 1950 are shown on the table. The net 
cash worth of UBA has improved each year. There 
is now no outstanding indebtedness, and the present 
gross worth is entirely earned. 

Plates 4, 5 and 6 show Comparative Sources of 
Revenue; Comparative Operating Expenses; and 
Revenue, Expenditure and Profit. From a study of 
Table XVII-16, Monthly Traffic Records (see p. 488), 
and Plates 4, 5 and 6, the following can be deduced: 

1. Although passenger travel dropped 28% from 
1951 to 1952, the revenue dropped only 4%, due 
mainly to an increase in rates. 

2. For the years 1949 and 1950, A/C charter fees 
exceeded the income from passenger travel. 

3. Monthly Traffic Records indicate that passenger 
traffic has decreased with the decrease in services 
flown per month, but not in as great a proportion. 
This tabulation also shows a decrease in route miles 
per month but not in proportion to the decrease in 
flight services. This is also true of totals for baggage 
freight and mail weights handled. The most important 
conclusion is that the actual flight operations costs 
have been considerably reduced by better loadings 
per aircraft and flight. However, the crowding of air¬ 
craft with freight to the discomfort of passengers is 
not consistent with the objectives of providing better 
services. Nearly a four-to-one heavier loading of 
passengers and a three-to-one heavier loading of 
freight occurred in 1952 than in the first six months 
of 1951. 

The accounting and statistical records for UBA, 
kept at the control terminal buUding on Strand Road, 
Rangoon, comply with GUB requirements and are 
subject to interim and yearly audit of the Accountant- 
General's office. From the organization chart (Table 
XVII 9), the department appears to have sufficient 
personnel to perform its duties. However, the year-end 
report is delayed too long before issuance. It is recom¬ 
mended that a study be made of the Accounting, 
Fiscal and Statistical Department, to determine means 
to increase its efficiency. 

I. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
Elsewhere in this chapter the foUowing major 

developments have been mentioned as in progress or 
planned: 

1. Operation of the airport radio by the DCA, as 
proposed by the Prehminary Report, has been taken 
over from International Aeradio Ltd. 

2. The training of phots in Burma has been deter¬ 
mined uneconomical in comparison whh the cost in 
the United Kingdom and it is planned to send another 
twelve students there. 
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TABLE XVII -16 

UNION OF BURMA AIRWAYS 

TRAFFIC RECORDS 

MONTHLY OPERATIONS 

Baggage Freight Mail Total Date Flights Passengers (lbs.) (lbs.) (lbs.) Wt. (lbs.) Miles 

January 1951 940 15,271 94,934 596,369 32,956 724,259 160,854 
February 1,023 15,721 102,285 807,787 31,410 941,482 175,270 
March 1,026 17,587 118,835 682,997 39,102 840,934 165,735 
April 1,136 19,319 117,015 724,974 32,176 874,165 179,628 
May 1,217 20,219 138,027 738,834 34,680 911,541 189,075 
June 1,041 13,550 124,460 609,315 33,325 767,100 155,851 
July 869 11,721 95,194 612,517 34,295 742,006 138,157 
August 725 12,614 92,173 636,904 43,034 772,111 111,755 
September 644 11,502 88,931 737,934 35,586 862,451 111,490 
October 229 11,114 79,097 527,631 22,743 629,471 129,499 
November 272 12,163 84,185 590,073 23,250 697,508 160,819 
December 262 11,347 74,415 561,031 26,168 661,614 134,937 

Total 9,384 172,128 1,209,551 7,826,366 388,725 9,424,642 1,813,070 

January 1952 250 10,482 66,031 542,107 23,994 632,132 118,180 
February 263 12,009 58,697 605,613 25,031 689,341 135,088 
March 265 12,837 63,207 537,081 23,100 623,388 146,081 
April 312 13,092 58,544 383,544 21,491 463,579 150,607 
May 267 12,078 70,658 444,309 22,798 537,765 142,929 
June 191 8,706 71,216 432,262 22,934 526,412 111,780 
July 238 9,132 52,995 463,295 24,820 541,110 126,655 
August 243 8,991 51,011 559,402 23,728 634,141 127,499 
September 225 7,935 52,293 434,533 21,448 508,274 84,648 
October 263 10,002 61,048 487,824 22,154 571,026 124,825 
November 255 7,820 59,397 524,351 23,984 607,732 135,020 
December 296 11,472 80,503 740,670 25,527 846,700 155,609 

3. Funding of the purchase of new aircraft is ap¬ 
proved at the rate of K25 lakhs per year for the next 
four years. 

4. The enlargement of the maintenance shops at 
Mingaladon is in progress, an additional main hangar 
has been released by the BAF to UBA, and machine 
tools are being instahed. 

5. As proposed in the Preliminary Report UBA is 
now starting maintenance service of BAF aircraft, 
having been assigned seven for fuh servicing. 

6. An increase in personnel of not less than 20% is 
contemplated in the maintenance division. 

7. The office of the DCA has prepared, or caused to 
be prepared, estimates for the program of airport 
development and improvement. The work at the air¬ 
ports indicated below is to be included in the program 
for 1953-54 construction. 

Work 

Akyab. The construction of an all-weather permanent 
runway. The sanction of the Government to under¬ 
take this work will be applied for on receipt of esti¬ 
mates of costs from the PWD at Akyab. 

Victoria Point. The construction of an all-weather per¬ 
manent runway. The sanction of the Government to 
undertake this work has been requested. 

Thayetmyo. The construction of an all-weather perma¬ 
nent runway. The sanction of the Government to 
undertake this work has been requested. 

Mergui. The extension of runway. The PWD at Mergui 
is preparing a detailed estimate. 

Kyaukpyu. Improvements. TheEE (B & R) Kyaukpyu 
Division, reports that the estimate of this work will be 
submitted after the Superintendent Engineer, Mari¬ 
time Circle, has determined transverse gradients and 
paving thickness. 

Tavoy. The construction of an all-weather macadam 
runway. Sanction of the Government to undertake 
this work has been requested. 

Cost 
Estimate 
(kyats) 

10,00,000 

10,00,000 

5,60,000 

2,00,000 

7,50,000 

3,75,000 
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Myingyan. The construction of a new airstrip with work 
to start during 1953-54. 4,20,000 

Bassein, Magwe and Heho. Resurfacing. Work at Heho 
to be carried on during the current 1952-53 season, 
and Magwe and Bassein during 1953-54. 9,00,000 

Momeik. Tar and stone screenings. Sanction of the 
Government to undertake this work has been re¬ 
quested. 2,64,000 

Controlled Airfields. Barbed-wire fencing. Sanction of 
the Government has been requested. 2,00,000 

Controlled Airfields. Provision of labor staff quarters. 
Sanction of the Government has been requested. 1,17,000 

Toungoo, Henzada, Loikaw and Thayetmyo. Radio tele¬ 
communications buildings. Sanction of the Govern¬ 
ment has been requested. 80,000 

Sandoway (Mazin). Construction of permanent stafFand 
W/T building. Sanction of the Government has been 
requested. 30,000 

Total 58,96,000 

8. Development and improvements are in progress 
at the following eight airports. 

Carry-on Work 

Akyab. A new modern terminal building. With construc¬ 
tion completion to be by the end of 1954. 

Mandalay. A new modern terminal building. With con¬ 
struction completion to be by the end of 1954. 

Buthidaung. A new civil aerodrome at this site. Sal¬ 
vaged pierced-steel plank at Akyab has been taken 
over by the Pyidawtha Committee for this work. This 
airstrip is near the site of the proposed Saingdin Falls 
Hydroelectric Project. 

Sandoway (Mazin). The construction of a permanent 
all-weather airstrip. Sanction of the Government has 
been received. Completion is contemplated in 1954. 

Henzada. The construction of an entirely new airfield 
has been started against an allotment of K50,000 for 
1953 with ultimate completion in 1954. 

Prome. The construction of a new airfield. 
Singaling Khamti. An aU-weather runway is under 

construction with Kl,00,000 authorized for 1953 and 
completion in 1954. 

Moulmein. A second seal coat has been started with 
completion estimated in 1954. 

The estimated total cost of this carry-on work is 

The total costs for items 7 and 8 above is the 

Cost 
Estimate 
(kyats) 

3,00,000 

3,00,000 

3,00,000 

7,60,000 

16,00,000 
22,23,000 

sum of 

5,04,000 

81,000 

60,68,000 

1,19,64,000 

9. Additional improvements. The above estimates on 
close study disclose no re-orientation to windrose 
directions, no extensive ffils or cuts to provide 500-ft. 
usable widths, and especially no clearing in the ap¬ 
proach and departure zones for a distance of two 
miles from the airstrip. They provide for no transverse 
drainage. The conditions of the airstrips to which the 
UBA are scheduling ffights are such that on ICAO 
requirements 27 of the 33 would be condemned. 

The cost of the foregoing demand 
work for the next 12 months is 
estimated at 

The increase of 100 % in the UBA fleet 

Total—Item 9 
Total—Items 7 and 8 

Total Budget 

K30,00,000 
K60,00,000 

K90,00,000 
Kl,19,64,000 

K2,09,64,000 

J. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

1. PRELIMINARY REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS 

The Preliminary Report reviewed the organization, 
plant and fachities, traffic ffight control, and the fiscal 
situation of the UBA, and presented certain recom¬ 
mendations. Subsequently, these recommendations 
were considered by an advisory board on Civil Avia¬ 
tion and Airways on behalf of the subcommittee on 
Transportation and Communications. This board was 
composed entirely of Burma Airways and civil 
aviation officials. 

Regulatory commission. The first recommendation 
of the Preliminary Report found under Section VIII, 
Transportation, urged the establishment of a regula¬ 
tory commission to control the four major transport 
divisions; i.e., railroads, highways, waterways and air¬ 
ways. The advisory board of March 21, 1952, voted 
against such a regulatory commission. However, al¬ 
though Airways rates are less directly competitive 
than those of the other transportation systems, a 
properly representative regulatory body would take 
all such factors into account and would insure a 
balanced structure and proper safety practices for the 
country as a whole. 

Maintenance and training. The coordination and 
improvement of the administrative functions of per¬ 
sonnel training, workshop maintenance and a spare- 
parts supply for civil and mihtary aircraft was con¬ 
sidered by the Advisory Board and action thereon is 
in progress. At present, UBA is maintaining seven 
BAF aircraft and has obtained a second hangar badly 
needed to remove repairs from exposure to weather. 
The BAF, however, is reluctant to discontinue en¬ 
tirely its own maintenance and is presentiy recruiting 
mechanics and training them. This may well be 
iustified for military reasons, and no further comment 
is offered. 

Operations training. The Preliminary Report recom¬ 
mended training of pilots, radio operators and main¬ 
tenance technicians in formal schools to be established 
in Burma. The advisory board rejected this on the 
presumption that the need for phots is very hmited. 
However, it should be noted that pilots of mihtary 
aircraft must receive an entirely different type training 
from that received by commercial pilots, the first 
being taught risk-taking, the second being taught 
risk-avoidance. Radio operators are more easily ob¬ 
tained, and maintenance technicians are soon shop- 
trained. 

Radio Operation. The Preliminary Report recom¬ 
mended that the operation of the radio and signal net¬ 
work be by the DCA. This is now the case and the ex¬ 
pansion of the system is in progress, whh the instal¬ 
lation of radio at Tavoy and Keng Tung now com- 
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pleted, and of radio beacons at Tavoy, Keng Tung, 
Heho and Lashio in progress. Also an auxihary 
beacon is to be located about 100 miles north of 
Rangoon on the Prome Road. 

Aircraft replacement. The Preliminary Report re¬ 
commended the establishment of a fund for the 
phased replacement of aircraft. Steps have been taken 
by the UBA to set aside these funds and the sum of 
K25 lakhs is annually to be allocated. The purchase 
of three Marathon, Mark I aircraft late in 1952 was 
not, however, from these funds. 

2. COMPREHENSIVE REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS 

For convenience,  the  various  recommendations 
presented in this chapter are summarized below. It is 
reconunended that: 

(a) An airlines agency be established to prepare the 
necessary papers to clear air freight through customs. 
This service should be rendered free of charge. 

(b) The Rangoon Post Office close its air pouches 
not sooner than two hours before departure time. 

(c) Test ffights, advertised in advance, should be 
made to the airports presently served to determine 
whether an increase in traffic will result. 

(d) An airstrip should be constructed at Homahn, 
approxhnately half-way between Singaling KJhamti 
and Kalemyo. 

(e) The Papun airstrip should be developed and 
flights scheduled immediately upon securing the area. 

(/) A survey should be made of the Special Division 
of the Chin Hills to determine the most advantageous 
site for an airstrip. 

(g) The number of pilots, co-pilots and radio 
operators should be increased to 24, and the number 
of avadable crews kept at 150% of the number of 
available planes. 

(h) The phot-training program should be made a 
permanent part of UBA. 

(0 Non-national crew members should be replaced 
as soon as the training program permits. 

(j) A retirement program, financed by GUB, 
should be initiated for all UBA employees, especially 
crew members. 

(k) The personnel of the Maintenance Division, 
UBA, should be increased up to 20% as recom¬ 
mended by the Superintending Engineer. 

(/) The agents who have contracted to handle 
booking and freight for UBA should be required to 
use experienced labor in handling freight. 

(m) In DCA, the positions of senior Flying Officer 
and Supervising Engineer should be fihed by qualified 
individuals. In addition, the Supervising Engineer 
should be provided with an engineering staff. 

(n) The aerodrome officers employed at the various 
airports should be engineering graduates and receive 
training under the chief aerodrome officers and the 
Supervising Engineer. 

(o) Further study be made of the prospective pas¬ 
senger-traffic loads and that the passenger fleet be in¬ 
creased to accommodate these loads. 

(p) A shuttle service utilizing Dove aircraft should 
be initiated between Mandalay and all airports lying 
north of Lanywa and Heho. 

(q) Daily freight service utilizing C-47 aircraft 
should be instituted between Rangoon and Mandalay, 
to be followed by a completely separated freight ser¬ 
vice for the full system of airports. 

(r) An inventory of machine tools, hand tools and 
spare parts should be made, and the necessary tools 
and spare parts purchased. 

(s) A program should be prepared and implemented 
to correct the deficiencies existing at the airfields, as 
indicated in Table XVII-14, and work should proceed 
immediately. 

(t) Ah airfields, existing and proposed, should be 
equipped with complete radio control. 

(«) The performance data and costs for the radio 
equipment of competing manufacturers should be 
examined in order to obtain the best equipment at the 
least cost. 

(v) The ffight crews of all commercial aircraft 
should include a qualihed licensed radio operator. 

(w) GUB should establish a radio operators' and 
technicians' school. 

(x) A study of the systems, supervision and related 
responsibilities of the accounting department should 
be made. 

(y) The system of airports should be enlarged to 
better serve the outlying districts. Ministers and other 
officials of these districts should be called upon to 
assist in locating the new airports. 

(z) DCA exercise more rigid supervision of the 
handhng of traffic, both by UBA personnel and 
agents. 

(ad) A Safety Engineer, reporting only to the 
Minister of Transport and Communications, be em¬ 
ployed to check on the strict compliance with the 
standard safety recommendations of the ICAO. 












